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ECONOMIC  AND  SOCIAL  COMMITTEE 
INITIAL  OBSERVATION 
This  document has  been drawn  up  by  the 
Division for Studies  and  Documentation (General Direc-
torate)  which  assumes  sole responsibility. 
The  aim  is to  inform members  of the  Committee 
and  its constituent bodies of the  main  points arising out 
of the  establishment  and  implementation of  the right of 
initiative. 
The  document  is not binding upon the  Commit-
tee,  its constituent bodies or the  Groups. 
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FORE'r\QRD 
THE  ECONOMIC  AND  SOCIAL  COMMITTEE'S  RIGHT  OF  INITIATIVE 
In June  1974  the  Council  of the  European  Communities 
approved  a  new  Article  of the  Committee's Rules  of Procedure, 
granting the  Committee  the  right  to deliver Opinions  on  its 
own  initiative on all matters  relating to the  work  of the 
Community.  The  Council took its decision in the  lieht of 
the  recommendation made  at  the meeting of the  Heads  of State 
or of Government  of the  Member  States in October  1972. 
This  epoch-making innovation marked  the  end  of a 
long period  during which  the  Committee  had  been  continuously 
studying its role  and  endeavouring to  overcome  a  number of 
shortcomings  in the Treaties. 
Only  three  years  have  elapsed  since  the  acquisition 
of the  right  of initiative,  and  it is clearly too  early yet 
to  draw  any  conclusions.  We  do,  however,  think that it would 
be  a  useful  exercise  to  examine  the  lessons  which  have  been 
learnt,  now  that  a  new  appraisal is to  be  made  of the  future 
role  of the  Committee. 
The  information used  in compiling this document  has 
come,  for the most  part,  from  the  Committee's archives.  Re-
ference  has  also  been made  to  the  many  statements  issued by 
members  of the  Committee,  the  Committee's Bureau,  Groups, 
Sections  and,  in particular,  the  Committee  Chairmen.  We  have 
also  drawn upon certain studies,  especially the  work  of the 
former  Secretary-General,  1~ Jacques  GENTON. 
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Our  aim has not  been  to  provide  an academically 
complete  and  unassailable  account  of the  right  of initiative. 
Nevertheless, the present document is, in my view, sufficiently 
comprehensive  to  stimulate  thought  about  the  Committee's 
consultative role  in the  institutional  framework  of the 
Community. 
A close  look at  the  many  aspects  of the  Committee's 
work in connection with both the  fast-moving development  of 
the  Community  Institutions and  with  Community  law in general 
reveals that  promising changes  are  taking place.  These changes 
need  only  to be  taken still further. 
The  authors of the  document  have  however refrained 
from  commenting  on  topical issues  which  arc  still n  source  of 
controversy within the  Committee. 
We  nevertheleos hope  that  thooe  who  read  this docu-
ment  will be  provided  with  food  for thought which will enable 
them to  put  forward  constructive proposals  for making  the 
Committee  still more  effective  and  for  ensuring that its work 
reaches  a  wider public  and  has  a  growing influence. 
ii/CES  628/77 
R.  WUET 
Director-General 
...  ; ... - II -
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IWi.'liODUCTI ON 
============== 
A.  Consultative Bodies havinc the  Hight  of I.!litiative  in the 
Six Founder-Members  of the  European  Coel'ltmi ty  ( 1955-1958) 
The  existencn  of  or~anized  occup~tio.!lal  and  other 
interest eronps  in the  six founder-members  of the  European 
Communities  had  m3ny  practical effects. 
Employers•  and workers•  or~anizations came  together 
in collective bargaining,  in which  they  hacl  ~ large  measure  of 
autonomy,  and  they also  sou~ht to  in:fluence  p;.tblic  authorities 
before  decisions were  t~~en (1). 
~no  or~anized  ende~vours of  occup~tio~al and  other 
interest groups  to  influence  the  executive  2..:11  -:;he  legislature 
led  in the majority of tho  Mer:~ber States,  wit!:  the  exception of 
the  Feder:ll  Re:rublic  of Germany,  to the  ost::-,blishr.;ent  of insti-
tutions to  ch:mnel  the  voices  of  tho  various  .:roups.  Economic 
and  soci:>  .. J.  con::ml  tnti•Je  council::;  thus  tool:  s:-.:me.  These  coun-
cils  wer~ ir.tport:mt  assemblies;  they  bronc~t together repre-
sent:ttiYe~ of both  individun.l  tr.1de  and  pr0fef"sionnl  organiza-
tions,  and  groups  of trade  :md  professione2.  ore;cmizations. 
~ney servec'l.  ,,_s  the mouthpiece for the  cl:li:.~s  ::>::.d  aspirations 
of these todies. 
( 1)  3ee  J<>cqnNl  G-i~NTOH  "Rcpre::Jentation  :u1tl  :.n:f:::.uenco  of  economic 
ao,':::.ts  ~r:  t'w European  Comrr.unity",  rnces  .2-4.  Address  given 
in ?rc!lch  on  16-18 Eovpmbcr  1965  to  t!1.3  Irst2.tute for Euro-
pe= ;Jtuo.ios  of  tho Universite Libre  de  3ru:xelles,  Belgium  • 
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One  of  the main points to note with  ::-egard  to  the 
work  of these  Councils  was  that,  between  1955  and  1958,  they 
were  already  empowered  either under the  Constitution or by  law, 
to put  forward their views  on their own  initiative.  They  were 
not  only  entitled to  choose  the field  in which  to  give their 
views  but  also to determine  the  timing (1). 
The  economic  and  other interest groups  were  there-
fore  able  to  keep  the authorities  informed  of the  main  prob-
lems  facinG their organizations  and  their ~embers and  they 
were  able  to point out  in good  time  the  type  of measures  which 
they wanted  the authorities  to take. 
It therefore  became  customary for the  representa-
tives of large  economic  and  social  organizations to make  known 
their points of view to the authorities in order that they 
could be  taken into account. 
The  involvement  of  economic  and  other interest 
groups  in the decision-making process of the abovementioned 
five Member  States at this time  was  responsible for the 
achievement  of certain progress towards  economic  and  social 
democracy. 
(1)  For detailed  information on this subject sec  the  document 
issued by  the  ESC  in December  1976  entitled "Economic  and 
Social  Consultative  Councils  in the  member  States of the 
European  Communities  and  the  Economic  and  Social  Committee" 
(R/CRS  124/77);  the  right of initiative granted to  the 
various  economic  and  social  consul tati  Ye  councils is des-
cribed  in detail  in the abovementioned  docmnent  (Belgium 
page  5  and  page  16;  Fr~nce - page  28;  Ital~ - page  58; 
Luxembourg- page  73;  Netherlands  - paee  87}. 
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B.  The  Attempt~ to make  Provi~ion for the Right  of Initiative 
when  Drafting the  EEC  and the  EAEC  Treaties  (1955-1957) 
Not  surprisingly,  the  subject of the  involvement  of 
economic  and  social  interest groups  in the legislative pro-
cess  of the  Communities  was  rai~ed on  many  occasions during 
the negotiations prior to the establishment of the  European 
Economic  Con~unity and  the  European  Atomic  Energy  Community. 
~~c aim  was  to create a  balance  between  the  power 
of  (a)  Community  institutions and  (b)  social  and  occupational 
interest groups,  whose  function  wa~ to  safeGUard  the  interests 
o:f  individual  sections o:f  the population.  Thitl  balnnce  was 
achieved by  introducing a  system under·which  econoQic  power 
was  subordinate  to  political power.  There  was  also  a  need  to 
make  arraneenents for the  joint representation of various 
trade  and  occupational  groups  in order that the various or-
ganizations could hold  joint discussions  on  given subjects  (1). 
On  '!7  D~cember 19~6 the question of the  involve-
Jr.Pnt  of  econowic  and  sociaJ  interest groupD  in the  working 
nf  the  Communttlcn  thr0ueh  the  n1cdium  of a  consul t(ltive  com-
ml ttee  ( 3)  vr:w  first rnised by  the  Ctwirr.r:.n  of the  Committee 
cf the  •Heads  of-Delegationeu  (2). 
(1)  See  Jacques  GENTON,  extract from  the  FIABCI  Bulletin of 
September 1°
5
65  (Selected Doc·uments  and  Articles  of  the ESC, 
No.  32/1965  • 
( 2)  See  S.  NEH.I  o.nd  II.  SPERL  on  the  EAEC  Trca  ty in ''Prepara-
tory \'/or!:  and  Interprctationo by  the Jix Governmente,  ·  · 
Purlic:.J'!'lcntary  Docur.,ents"  (in French)  izsued by  the  Court 
of Juoticc of the  huropean  Commw1itico,  Luxembourg,  1962, 
Article  165  :  Background. 
(3)  See  s.  HERI  o.hd  H.  SPEaL,  idem,  Article  165,  Background, 
Chapter 1. 
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From  the  very  beeinning,  the Ilothcrb  ...  ""ldS  delega-
tion  propo~c<l that  tho  consul  t~ctivo body  be  authorized to 
advise  tho  Commiscionu  and  the  Councils  of ll.i.nisters  on any 
joint econordc  or socin.l  problem  of general  importance  ( 1). 
Thi::.;  proposal  in effect  included the  possibility 
of providing this consultative body  with the right  of ini-
tiative.  The  propocal  was  ::-,ot  adopted,  the r.:ajority  of the 
delegations beine acainst it (2). 
The  rrain  reason  r;i  vcn at the  ti:-.1e  :ror not provi-
<ling  the  s~;c  l":ith  the  rir;ht  of  initiative nus  that  the 
Assembly  (the Thn·opean  J'[l.rl ·Lament)  did not have  cuch  u  right, 
and  reasons  of  institution~•l  balance  therefore dictated that 
thio right  r.:hould  not  be  provided for (3). 
(1)  See~. Ir":RI  :md ll.  3PEHL  on the  EAEC  Treaty in  "Preparatory 
Work  and  Interpretations by  the  3i.x  GO\"ernJ'lents,  Parliamen-
tary Dec'.lr:c:Jts"  (in French)  issued by the  Conrt  of Justice 
of  the  ·81.1:::-opea.n  Cowr111.mities,  I.uxcrnnoure,  1960,  Article  193 
I,  B:1ckeround. 
(2)  Gee  ~1.  W.:H:r  and  H.  ~;pERr,  on the  EEC  ~~re::tty.  The  authors 
~;ive  :.G'  :Jccou.nt  of  tlH!t;c  events,  b:tSed  on  the  parliamentary 
records  of the  discussion on this subject in the U9per 
House  of the  Netherlan<lo  Parl.iumcr..t.  Article  1 s:.  : 
II.  ParliamentaiJr Records,  Doc.  4725  No.  41,.  p.  11', 1  col.  1. 
( 3)  See  address  by  VIal ther HALT,3TF.IN,  the  then President of the 
EEC  Com11;iss.ion,  to  the ESC  at its inaueuraJ.  meeting  on 
19  1\!a.y  1958  (Doc,  CES  4F/58  Appendix 4,  p.  4).  Mr  HALI,STEIN 
had  previously been  a  member  of the  Ge:n:nn Deleeation during 
the  ne~otiations on  the  EEC  nnd  EAEC  Treaties. 
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!~nrthcrnore,  to q11otP.  Gerdn  zr;r,tr·;wnn,  "thl' majority 
of  the!  Govf1rnv•entn,  part  i.cn-1 nrty those  made  up  of centre pur-
tiE'n,  foremost  of which  wan  the  Govenunent  of the Federal Repub-
lic of Gerntruly,  ohowed  extreme  reservations over the  establish-
ment  of a  'Fourth Power'  a.t  supra national leve1.  They  were 
afraid of  involving  economic  and  oociul  interent groups  in their 
extenml  economic  and  socin.l  policy"  (1). 
Finally,  the negotiators considered  that the  estab-
lishnent of the  Corrmunitieo  might be  made  more  difficult by 
granting the  right of initiative to the  ESC,  since  the  Commis-
sion already  h~ld  a  similar right (2). 
C.  The  EEC  nnd  BAEC  Tre~tieo of 1957 under which  no  Provision 
w:1s  made  for the  Right  of Initiative to be  grfl.!lted  to the 
ESC 
Thour;h  each  of the Treaties devoted  a  special  chapter 
to  the  ESC,  they nevertheless did  not  regard it as an institu-
tion. 
Articlen  193  to 198  of the EEC  Treaty and  Articles  165 
to  170  of the  i'.:AJ~C  Treaty made  no  provision for the  granting of 
the  right of initiative to E3C.  These  Articles make  it abun-
dantly clear that the  scope  of  the ESC's  work  depended  entirely 
on  t~e consulting institutiono,  namely  the  Commissions  and 
Councils  of the  EEC  and  EAEC. 
( 1)  Gerda  ZELTJENTIN  "Formen  der  Ni llensbi  ldung in den Europtl.ischen 
Organisn.tionen"  p.  105  K(llner Schriften zur Politischcn 
Wissenschuft.  - Athen!lum  Verlag  1965.  For the· Chupter on 
the  ESC  see  paees  105  to  131  - Selected Documents  and Articles 
of the  ESC  No.  19/66 - 101/69). 
(2)  Nndine  DEPJiARD,  Claude  LAVAL,  Andr~ NYS  "Le  Comi t~ f!cono-
mique  et  sor.io.l"  p.  45.  Inntitute of h'uropeun  Studies of 
the  Uni  ve:_•[Ji te Libre  de  Druxelles,  from  the collection en-
titled  :  Theses  et travaux politiques - Editions  de  l'ULB 
Brusselo,  1972. 
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'l'hc  Institutions consulting the  8SC  recoenized the 
role it wao  to  play  a~J,  to quote Walther l!ALLSTEIN,  "the  Com-
mittee will,  to~ certain extent,  be  involved  in the  shaping 
of the new body  of  Community  law".  He  also stated that  the 
ESC's  voice  c~.rried great weicht  during the drafting of  Com-
nrunity Regulations  (1).  Another  spenker stated that "workers 
and  trade  nnd  industrial  organiz~tions nrust  be  closely in-
volved in the working  of the new  Comnrunities."  (2)  "They  (the 
workers)  will find that the  Comnrunities  offer clear guarantees 
of  the  aocio.l  nwo.renesn  of the  Six". 
D.  The  Awareness  by  the  Committee's  Members  of the  Implica-
tions of  the  Absence  of  the  ltight  of  Initi:Ltive 
On  19  J\ny  1958  the  ~~C held its inau,:ural  meeting 
in the mectine hall of the Belgian Senate in Jlruosels.  On 
this occasion and  in the  ::n.lcceeding month::;  it became  clear to 
the  Committee's  members  that the  majority of their number were 
lending of:ficinl.s of major economic  and  social organizations. 
ApiJroximntely  75/~ of the  BSC'o  mc-mbera  were  presi-
dents  or gencral-oecretarieo of powerful  n'l.tiono.l  organiza-
tiono  representing employero,  v1orkers  or other interests.  (3) 
(1)  Addreas  b~·WaltherHAJ,LSTEIN (op.  cit.  p.  4,  note  3),  p.  4. 
( 2)  Address  by  Mr  LAHOG't<,  the then  President  of  the  f':EC  Council, 
to  the  ino.u~ural mcetin:?;  of the  EJC  on  19  !.lay  1958 
(Doc.  C8S  2/58- p.  3). 
3cc  also ·a.  HALL~THIN in "Ge;·,crkoch'lft,  ';/irtschaft,  Gcsell-
schaft",  Coloene  1963,  p.  381-392.  "The  m;c  8.8  an  agent  of 
~~rope~, integration in the  field  of  economic  and  social 
policy" (in  l~rench)  Selected docuncnts  and  D.rticles  of the 
ESC  Iro.  16/63. 
(3)  Sec  the first list of nembers  of the 83C  (Doc.  CES  15/58,  of 
1  October 1958). 
Sec  nloo  Gerda  ZELL.ENTI!'r  (op.  cit.  p.  5,  note  1)  p.  107. 
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It in h>trdly  surprising that theae  lec•.ding  figures 
attempted  to acquire  an  influence  on  tho  Cor:1.mUility  legislative 
procedure  comparable  to  thnt which  they exercioed  on  the  legio-
latures in their own  countries. 
At  ito very firot meeting the ESC  took up  the ques-
tion of its role and,  in particular,  the !JOSsibility of making 
knovm  its viewn,  at the appropriate moment  and without being 
consulted,  on  the fields which  concerned it, naoely important 
economic  n.nd  social issues affecting the  Community.  In this 
respect members  of the  ESC  wore  encouraged  by Walther HALLSTEIN 
in his addroso to the  Comrd ttoo when  he  pointed out  ( 1)  "it is 
through the Economic  and  Social  Committee  that tho  EEC  Corrmis-
sion will be  informed  of the views  of fnctorJ r.1anagers,  far-
mers,  worlcero,  ond  professional people.  An  members  of the 
Committee,  you  are,  ladies  and  gentlemen,  the  spokesmen  of 
public  opinion in the  Comrnunity  in the  econor~ic field.  The 
Commission  l.oolco  to you  to  pass  on  the  experience,  the  tech-
nical point of view  and  the  concerns  of  the  public  in the six 
Member  States." 
rir HALLSTEIN  went  on  to say  "As  you  are  aware,  ladies 
and  gentlemen,  although it is not  a  Parli:went,  the  ESC  is,  by 
virtue of the role which it in called upon  to play,  more  than a 
simple  panel  of experts.  The  reason why  I  say  "more'li"'T'iii  that 
the  EEC  Com;ninsion  is obliged to hear your vievrs"  ( 2). 
(1)  W.  HALLSTEIN,  Addreso  given on  19  May  1958  (op.  cit. p.  4, 
note  3)  P•  4. 
( 2)  W.  HALLSTJ<:IN  (idem)  P•  3. 
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E.  The  Attempts  made  to  Incorporate  the  Right  of Initiative 
in the  ESC'o  Initial Rules  of Procedure  (1958)  and  the 
Failure of thene  Attempts 
This awareness  of the  ESC'o  role explains why  the 
Committee  tried,  when  drafting its Rules  of Procedure,  to 
cast off the  shackles which  the Treaties seeminely  imposed 
on it by  not  granting it the right to  study matters  on its 
own  initiative  (1). 
The  members  of the working group  formed  on 
19  May  1958  (2)  to  draw up  the Rules  of Procedure,  proposed 
that,  since  the  convening of the  ESC  was  the reoponsibility 
of its Chairman,  he  should  be  entitled to  do  so  on  his own 
initiative  (3). 
In the  ouggested  text for Article  17,  the  Chairman 
was  to  be  able  to  convene  the  ESC  after conoulting the 
Committee's  Bureau  or at the  request  of one  fifth of the 
Committee's  members  (4). 
(1)  Gerda  ZELLENTIN  (op.  cit., footnote  1)  p.  109. 
(2)  Mr  MAOOIN was  both the  chairman and  the rapporteur of this 
group. 
(3)  Mr  MAOOIN's  report,  CES  17/58,  p.  2. 
(4)  Article  17 
The  Economic  and  Social  Committee  shnl1  be  convened  by its 
Chairman,  either at the  request  of the  Council or the 
Commissions,  on  the  advice  of its Bureau or at the  request 
of one  fifth of its members,  to  discuss matters falling 
within the  Committee'o  terms of reference. 
Draft Ruleo of Procedure  of the  ESC,  25  June  1958. 
Doc.  CES  13  F/58  ex. 
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The  opposition to thr  Committee  having the  right to 
discuss matters  on ito  ovm  initiative was  centred not  on the 
procedures  to  be used  for putting this right into effect but 
on  the  very principle of the matter.  This attituae  stemmed 
mainly  from  a  certain fear of "corporatism" propagated  by  the 
Federal Republic of Germany  where  bad  memories  of the Reichs-
wirtschaftsrat in the  Wei~~ Republic still lingered on. 
Furthermore,  thio country did not  have  an equivalent national 
body  and  found it difficult to  appreciate  the  need  for such  a 
body  or ito effectiveness  (1). 
This led the  Councilo to  think that  the  ESC,  as  a 
consultative body,  should not  have  the  right to  take  up matters 
on  ito  own  initiative  (2),  for they  felt that  this right was 
likely to upset  the  balance  of power  ana  the  allocation of 
tasks  (3).  The  ESC's  initial attempt  to  have  the  right of 
initiative included  in its Rules  of Procedure  therefore  ended 
in failure. 
Nonetheless,  the  large majority  of the  Committee's 
members,  accustomed  - as  stated  above  - to  having greater 
freedom  of action on  similar bodies  in their home  countries, 
did not  consider that the  ESC  bodies  set up  by  the Rules  of 
Procedure  would  necessarily make  the  Committee  into  an upper 
chamber of experts.  Instead  t::r.~'  saw it as being a  sort of 
"economic  assembly"  ana  for this reason they uoed  all the 
openings rightfully offered the  ESC  by  its Rules  of Procedure 
for taking some  initiative,  to try and  got the  scope  and  im-
pact  of the  Committee's work  extended  (4). 
(1)  Memo  from  the  Secretariat of the  ESC,  Brussels, 
14  August  1958,  Doc.  CES  795  F/58 ddl. 
(2)  Memo  concerning the  articles in the  Rules  of Procedure 
drafted by  the  ESC,  which  the  Councils  would  like  to dis-
cuss with the  ESC's  Bureau  on  15  October 1958, 
Doc.  CES  1120  F/58 rev.  mr. 
(3)  See  also  on  this point  the  Commission  of the  EEC's  comments 
on  the draft version of the  ESC's Rules  of Procedure, 
Doc.  CES  989/58  ex. 
(4)  See  also  on  this point Gerda  ZELLENTIN  (op.  cit., p.  5, 
footnote  1),  pp.  109-110. 
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I.  THE  OPERATION  OF  THE  ESC  FROM  1958  TO  1972  IN THE 
=============:====~=========================:==== 
PRE-"RIGHT  OF  INITIATIVE"  ERA 
=======================~===== 
A.  THE  INSTRUMENTS  IN  THE  RULES  OF  PROCEDURE  GIVING  THE 
ESC  mME  FREEDOM  TO  WORK  ON  ITS  OWN  INITIATIVE 
In our examination of the legal openings  which 
the  ESC  had  during this period  for displaying a  certain 
amount  of initiative we  shall look first at studies and 
information reports,  which were  provided  for directly by 
the  Rules  of Procedure,  and  then at  the  publication of 
statements and  the  delivery  of Opinions at the  Committee's 
own  request,  which were  the  outcome  of steps taken by 
the  ESC's  representatives or members. 
1.  Studies 
Article  18  of the  1958 Rules of Procedure 
stipulated in the  third paragraph that  : 
"The  Committee  shall be  convened  by  its Chairman,  nctine 
in agreement  with the  Bureau  and  with the prior consent 
of the  Councils  and  Comcissions  concerned,  which  thus 
give  the  Committee  permission to prepare the  study of 
questions  on which the Treaties stipulate that it must 
or may  be  consulted." 
In turn,  the third paragraph of Article  20  in 
the  1968 Rules  of Procedure  stated that the  ESC  "••• 
shall be  convened  by its Chairman,  in liaison with the 
Bureau  and  with the  prior consent of the  Council or the 
Commission,  to prepare  the  study of questions  on  which 
the Treaties stipulate that it must  or may  be  consulted." 
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It should  be  noted  that this  was  a  flexible  procedure, 
not. desicned  to  culminate  in the  formal  delivery of a  Committee 
Opinion,  for dealing with subjects on  which  the  Commission it-
self had  not yet  taken a  definitive  stnnd"(1).  It was  there-
fore  a  mutter of taking an  objective  and  comprepenaive  look at 
the  various aspects of a  question,  in anticipation of consul-
tative  work  at some  later stage.  In actual fact,  the  studies 
dealt with subjects on  which  the  Treaties stipulated that the 
ESC  must  or may  be  consulted. 
In particular, this procedure,  by  granting the  Com-
mittee  a  "limited right of initiative",  allowed  the  Committee 
to  participate in work  on  vocational training policy  and 
medium-term  economic  policy  (1966-1970)  (2).  This is parti-
cularly clear,  for exnmple,if we  take  a  look at how  the  Com-
mittee  cnme  to  prepare  a  study  on  vocational training. 
On  18  May  1965  the  Commission  sent the  Committee  a 
document,  for the  information of its members,  dealing with 
programmes  of action with  regard  to  a  common  vocational training 
policy in a  cenernl  context  and  in the  field  of agriculture 
(V/SEC  (65)  1355  finnl)  (3). 
At  ito meeting on  19  June  1965,  the  ESC's  Bureau 
thought,  in  response  to  the  wishes  expressed  by  the  members 
of the  Specialized  Section for Agriculture,  that  the  time  was 
ripe  for asking the  Commission  for permission  to  produce  a  study 
under  the  third paragraph of Article  18  of the  1958 llules of 
Procedure.  This  Study  was  to  take  as its basis the  document 
sent to  the  Committee  for information.  As  a  result,  the Bureau 
(1)  Mr  de  BIEVIlE.  VITA  mac:azine  No.  3  of  15  February  1966, 
pp.  103-107. 
(2)  BERNARD,  LAVAL,  NYS  (op.  cit., p. 
and  147. 
5,  footnote  2),  pp.  146 
(3)  56th meeting of the  Bureau  of the 
R/CES  272/65,  pp.  8-9. 
ESC  held  on  29  June  1965, 
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instructed the  Chni~,n to  ask the  Commission  for permission 
to  produce  this study,  which he  did  on  9  July  1965.  In his 
request  the  Cfu~irmnn pointed out  that the  study  was  simply  to 
be  an internal document.  Final agreement  was  given  on 
22  January  1966  (1)  at a  time  when,  in the  wake  of the 
30  June  1965 crisis,  the  work  of the  Committee  had  slowed  down 
and  come  to all intents and  purposes  to  a  halt  (2). 
The  chief point to  be  remembered  about  this procedure 
is that it enables the  Committee  in the pre-"right of initia-
tive"  era to  voice its vicwo  with the  consent  of the  institu-
tions  on  matters  on  which it  had not  been consulted.  This 
was  done  at the  request,  prompting or rather "initiative" of 
the  Committee's members  (3). 
2.  Information Reports 
Even  though it vmo  not until 1968  that ·the  procedure 
for  the  production of information reports was  laid down  in a 
specific article of the  Rules of Procedure  (Article  24),  the 
Committee  had  already  compiled  twelve  such reports between1961 
and  1964  on  the  basis  of the  second paragraph of Article  18 of 
the  1958 Rules  of Procedure,  which  stipulated that the Committee 
could  be  convened  by  its Chairman,  on  the  advice  of theBureau, 
to  continue  its discussion of questions  on  which it had  been 
consulted by  one  of the  Councils or one  of the  Commissions  (4). 
The  main  idea behind this procedure  was  that it 
allowed  the  Committee  to play an  on-going part in the  work 
of the  Commission. 
(1)  62nd  meeting of the  Bureau of the  ESC  held  on 
26  January  1966  - R/CES  24/66. 
(2)  BERNARD,  LAVAL,  NYS  (op.  cit., p.  5,  footnote  2),  pp.  146 
and  147. 
(3)  172nd  meeting of the  Bureau of the  ESC  (special meeting 
held  on  27  April  1976,  Doc.  R/CES  491/76). 
(4)  BERNARD,  LAVAL,  NYS  (op. cit., p.  5,  footnote  2),  pp.  144 
to  146. 
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This  in clenrly nhown  to be  so  if we  look at the 
steps taken followinc the  cendinc to  the  ESC  in July  1961 1 
for  information purposen,  of the  Corrunisnion'n  draft proposal 
for a  regulation on  the  implementation of the  cor:Jmon  agricul-
tural policy (1). 
An  the  Committce'n  Chairman  at that  time,  lirE.  ROCHE, 
indicated in a  memo  to  the  Bureau  members,  the  Co:runinsion  con-
sidered that it had fulfilled the  oblig:.J.tionn  imposed  on it by 
the  EEC  Treaty by  consulting the  E3C  beforeh:.J.nd  on  the broad 
lines of agricultural policy. 
The  Corruuinsion's  legal departr.:ent,  acting on  the 
basis of Article  43  (1)  and  (3)  of  the  EEC  TreQ.ty,  thought  in 
f'act  that  consultation of the  Committee  was  not  oblie;atory 
with  regard  to  implementing directives und  regulations,  es-
pecially when  a  common  marl:et  orr,anization wa:::  being  planned  ( 2). 
r:cvcrtheless,  the  ;..;~c  mClnbers•  Yli::::h  to  be  connul ted 
on  issues  which  they  considered to  be  of priwe  il!!portance  (2) 
cuused  i t:J  Clt:J.in:J:.J.n 1  illr  llO:]l~·~,  to  cor:tply  with the  request  of 
the  Chain.nn  of the  Specio.lized :Jection for Agriculture  and 
suggest to  the  CoL'lmission  that the  Committee  a.\'ld,  throuch it, 
the  Speei:::.lized  ~3cetion for Agriculture, be  ankcd  to  compile 
"information"  reports  on measureo  to be  to.l:en  in npplico.tion 
of the  Mrowhol t  proposals.  Article  47  of the EEC  Treaty 
nhould act a.s  the legal basin for these  reports,  it was  sug-
gested  (3). 
(1)  BERNARD,  LAY AL, 
pp.  144  to  146. 
NYS  (op.  cit.,  p.  5,  footnote  2), 
(2)  BERNARD,  LAVAL,  NYS  (idem), 
pp.  144  to  146. 
( 3)  BERNARD,  J,AVAL,  NYS  (idem), 
pp.  144  to  146. 
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The  Commission  was  willing to  accede  to this re-
quest,  especially as  Mr  MAN~HOLT himself regretted that the 
Treaty failed to deal with the role to be  played by  the  ESC 
when  the  time  came  to  put the  common  agricultural policy 
into practice,  since  the  Committee  was  not  formally  obliged 
to voice its views  on  the relevant regulations  and  direc-
tives and  on the actual content of measures to be  taken  (1). 
It wao  therefore  proposed  that  documents  implemen-
ting the  CAP  should  be  sent to the  Specialized Section for 
Agriculture for its information.  The  Section would  then 
be  able to discuss these  documents  and  set out its ideas in 
a  report,  which - however  - would  clearly not  have  the  same 
status no  an Opinion  (2). 
It must  be  stated in conslusion that this proce-
dure  - which was  not  intended to be  used for matters  on 
which the  Committee  was  to be,  or might be,  formally re-
quested for  an Opinion - was  chiefly designed to allow the 
ESC  to voice its views  in fields where  the Executives  had 
not felt obliged to request the  Committee  for an Opinion. 
Its main  effect was  to  oblige the institutions to  keep the 
Committee  informed - at the  Committee's  request  or 
"initiative"  - about  subjects which they  (the institutions) 
had  discussed and  which the  ESC  judged to be vital. 
(1)  Doc.  CBS  182/61  pd. 
(2)  However,  in compliance  with Article  197  of the  EEC  Treaty 
which  stipulated that  a  Section may  not  be  consulted in-
dependently of the  Committee,  Chairman HOCHE  felt that 
"the information supplied to the  Section should pass 
through the  hands  of the Bureau  and  should be  divulged 
at the Plenary Session"  (see  18th Plenary  Seosion of 
15.12.61,  Doc.  R/CES  232/61,  on  this point)  and  Memo 
from  the  Chairman,  Mr  HOSENBERG,to  the members  of the 
Bureau at that  time. 
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In practice, it was  a  way  of allowing a  Section 
to  examine  a  specific dossier and  produce  a  report  on that 
oubject for the  Com~ittee'c members,  The  procedure  con-
sisted of presenting the  Committee  with the findings  of 
some  research without  obliging it to decide  either way  on 
these findines  (1).  It should also  be  noted  that the  in-
formation reports always dealt with texts already drawn up 
and  generally approved  by  the  Commission  (2), 
J,  Publication of  Statements 
Efforts to  obtain a  wider audience for the  Com-
mittee were  also made  outside the  confines  of the  1958  and 
1968  Rules  of Procedure under which the  Con~ittee 1  as  a 
Community  body,  wus  not  allowed  to make  any political state-
ments  or deliberate without being consulted by  the  Councilo 
or the  Co~nissions (3), 
For example,  "the members  of the  ESC"  condemned 
the  collapse of the  UK  entry negotiations on 
30  January 1963  (J), 
The  Committee  wan  meeting in :Plenary Session at 
the  moment  the  Community  broke  off the neeotiations.  After 
some  bargaining,  it was  unanimously  agreed at the  instigation 
( 1)  This has always  been the  ESC  Bureau's interpretation -
see  the  172nd  meeting of  the  Bureau of the  ESC  (special 
meetinc;)  held on  27  April  1976  (Doc,  R/CES  491/76)  on 
this point, 
(2)  fllrDEBIBVRE  (op.  cit.,  p.  11 1  footnote  1), 
(3)  Gerda  Zh~LENTIN (op.  cit,, P•  5 1  footnote  1) 1  P•  129, 
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of  the  Committee's  Chn.irmnn  not  to continue deliberating 
this question in public.  It was  thus via the  Groups, 
which  diocuosed  the  Comr.~uni  ty• s  action,  that the  views 
of the  Committee's  members  were  cade  lmO\m  ( 1). 
In much  the  s~e context  was  the  statement  made 
in 1963  by  the then Chn.imun,  Hr -aocHE,  a.pproving 
JJord  GLAD\'mP o  plan for a  united Europe  ( 2). 
As  :1  final  noteworthy  cxnmple,  it is possible  to 
fline;lc  out  the attitude  of  the  E:JC'fl  ~:tcmher:J  to  the  col-
lc..pse  of  the  Communitico'  t~tlh;  in Jw1c  19G5  on plans for 
agricul  tL'.re.  This  coll.::pse  occurred  ju:Jt  ~Lfter all the 
Co=ittcc's  t11Cmber::J- bar one,  w11o  h:1d  ab::Jtn.ined- had 
voted  in 1'a.vour of  the  Commi::Jsion's  pl:.n for financing agri-
cul  tur·al  policy  and  extending  the  powerfl  of the  Parliament. 
Full  ow inc;  ::~  sta-tcruent  by  the  COl:;;::ission' s  Presi-
dent,  the  COl:ll:•i ttee - inr;tcn.d  of votinG  on  a.  r.10tion  which 
struck  0.:1  (:t.c;cressivc  note  to·r:u.rds  ti1c  Council  and  more  es-
pecially the  stand taken by  one  of  the  I.Ieaher  :3ta.tes  - had 
"the  intelligence  ( 3)  to  refer the  tasl: of co=enting on 
the  Cor,n1ission  Pl·esident  1 s  decla.r:J.tion -to  e:tch  of its 
Groups".  The  <leclaration nade  in suppor·t  o:L  the  Corrullission 
v::J.s  p1·ccentcu  in  sue);  :1  r1~:y  tha.t,  ~1s  L1  the  cs.se  of  the 'two 
other eX<lTI!}JJ.es  ~:.bove,  "it wrw  ir.~posoible to  G:J.y  that the 
Cor.:1:ittcc,  actine within the  fr::uncworl:  of its Rules  of Pro-
cedure  cmd  Yli thin the  confi_nca  ir..posed  b~·  the  Treatiec,  hnd 
overstepped its terma  of reference"  (3). 
( 1)  J.  GErlT ON  (op.  cit.,  p. 
~  footnote  1),  !l•  48.  .JI 
(2)  Bulletin of the ESC  l'lo. 
J.  GENTOH. 
1/1963,  p.  86  - Cj_u.oted  by 
( 3)  J.  G"E:NTOH  (op.  cit.,  p.  1.  footnote  1).  P•  48. 
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'i'hus,  the  f;:.w,  acting  throu~h and  at the  1n1 tia-
tive of  the  nocie-ecmnomic  forces  gathered  together in its 
midAt,  wno  able  to  take  a  otand  em  oeveral.  political  iosues 
of  topical  interent without  contravening ito Hules  of Pro-
cedure. 
4.  The  Delivery of Opinionn at the  Requcnt  of the  Committee's 
Chairman 
The  ESC  also managed,  without  amending its Rules 
of Procedure,  to  be  consulted  on matters  which  were  of  such 
topical interest that it could not afford to  overlook  them. 
Thus,  thanks  to action taken by  its Bureau  and,  in parti-
cular,  its Chairmen - who  persuaded  the  Councils  and  Com-
missions to consult  the  Committee  where  there was  no  obli-
gation to  do  so - t~e ESC  was  in fact granted a  right of 
initiative in a  disguised form  (1),  as  borne  out  by  the 
substantial  increase  in the fieldo  in which  it was  called 
to  state its views. 
At  the  beginning,  it was  chiefly a  question  of 
getting the  consulting Institutions  to  include  the  ESC's 
rrogrumme  of activities on  the agendas for their meetings 
tDE  STAEHCKE)  (2)  or asking for  the  Committee  to  be  sup-
plied with a  rough list of the  queotions  on which  the  con-
sulting Institutions were  plannin~ to  request  the  Com-
mittee for Opinions  (E.  ROCKE)  (3). 
(1)  J.  GENTON  (op.  cit., p.1,  footnote  1),  p.  47;  see also 
on  t~is point Fritz FISCHER  "Die  Institutionalisierte 
Vertretung der Verbtlnde  in der Europtl.ischen Wirtschafts-
gemeinschaft",  p.  123,  "Vertlffentlichungen des  Instituts 
fttr internationales Recht  der Uni  versi  t!tt Kiel"  -
Hansischer Gildenverlag,  Hamburg  1965. 
(2)  Meeting of the Bureau  of the  ESC  of 29  January  1959, 
Doc.  R/CES  5/59. 
(3)  Letter from  Mr  E.  ROCHE  to  the President  of  the  Councils 
of the European  Communities  of  30  October  19b3,  ref. 
2193/63. 
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At  his  nres~ conference  on  19  October  1962, 
Mr  ROCHE  stated that he  had  insisted that the  ESC  sh?uld  be 
connulted "at the appropriate  juncture and  in eood  t1m~ ?n  11 
other major  topicn  concerning the future  of the  Commun1t1es 
( 1) • 
Later,  Mr  ROCHE  declared at the Plenary, Session  of 
November  1962  that the  ESC  should be  consulted above all on  the 
general linco  of action which  the  Community  authorities  con-
sidered taking. 
Similarly,  in December  1965  the  ESC  Chairman, 
Vx  Piero GIUSTINIANI,  indicated to the  then President  of  the 
EEC  Commission,  r.lr  HALLSTEIN,  the matters  on  which  the  Com-
mittee could be  consulted,  with  a  view  to preparing a  properly 
structured proGramme  of  work. 
Faced with the problem of  the  Committee's  practical 
activity in the medium  term,  the  EEC  Commission  could not 
refuae this request.  On  27  January  1966  r.o:r  GIUSTINIANI  read 
out  to the full  Comini ttee a  letter from  Mr  HALLSTEI!T  stating 
that the  ESC  would  be  connultcd  on  matters  which were  of  prime 
importance  ( 2) • 
(1)  Topics  such  an  :  the  Common  Ennrgy  Policy;  relations with 
overse~n cow1trien;  the  common  policy in all its ramifi-
cations  (particularly the negotiations with Britain);  the 
Euratom  research and  teaching programme;  and  the measures 
to  implement  the policies  on  agriculture,  transport,  free-
dom  of  establishment,  and  rules  on  competition. 
( 2)  See  :  !l:r  Italo MINilllNI  "l'lhy  a  New  Leane  of  Life for the 
ESC"  in  "24  Ore"  of  8  February  1966  - ESC  Selected Docu-
ments  and  Articles  No.  6/66  p.).  ~htters ouch  ao  : 
business  concentration;  the setting up  of  European  companies 
progress  in vocational training in agriculture;  Community 
programmes  in agriculture;  the application of rules  on 
competition;  and  the  development  of  the  common  commercial 
policy. 
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From  this description  of the legal paths  offered to 
the  ESC  by  its Rules  of Procedure  and  how  the:· were  used  to 
give  the Committee  a  certain right to act  on  its  own  ini-
tiative,  it seems  one  can  conclude  that  the  Committee  has 
succeeded  in extending its activities to a  certain extent 
beyond  the limits initially imposed  by  the authors  of the 
Treaty of Rome. 
Nevertheless,  it would  be  overlooking some  of  the 
trut}J  if we  did not study the real scope  of such  action since 
in the  absence  of a  right to net  on  its own  initiative recog-
nized  by  the  basic  texts,  the  E~C was  dependent  on  special 
authorization  from  the  Institutions  concerned  ench  time it 
wanted  to be  consulted. 
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B.  THE  SCOPE  OF  THE  ESC'c  ACTIONS 
From  1958  to  1g]2  the  ESC  had no  right  to act  on 
its  own  initiative and  was  basically an advisory  body. 
Its termn  of reference  and  operations were  clooely cir-
cumscribed  by  the Treaties  of Rome  tUld  by  its  own  Rules  of 
Procedurr.  (1). 
Even  the most  b~sic attempts  to free  the  Com-
mittee  from  the  constraintn  imposed  by its basic texts 
ran into  two  obstacles  :  (i)  the limits  imposed  on  the 
choice  of  topics  on  which  the  ESC  could  ntate ita views, 
and  (ii)  the rules  governing the moment  when  the  ESC  could 
make  its points. 
How  it is  easy to  imagine  that  the  degree  of 
greater or lesser freedom  in choosing topics  on  which  to 
exprens  n  position and  the  time  when  this  can  be  done  may 
constitute n  vital factor in evaluating the real  impact  of 
any action.  In  the  Committec'n  cane,  the  developments 
which  follow  show  quite  adequately  that the attempts  made 
by  the  ESC  to widen  its role were restricted by  the  very 
small  LlccrcL'  of  frer.dom  it hall  on  these  two  pointe. 
1.  The  Limits  on  Choice  or  Topics 
Article  198(1)  of the  EEC  Treaty  (together with 
Article>  170(1)  of  the  Euratom  Treaty),  which  states 
that  "The  Committe<J  must  be  consulted  by  the  Council 
or  by  the  Commission  where  this Treaty  flO  provides", 
lnyn  down  that  the  Committee  must  be  asked for· an 
opinion  in certain fields.  These fields  cover matters 
which  are  of great  importance  to the  Communities,  such 
ns  for the  EEC  : 
(1)  Rules  which it still does  not  control.  Article  196(1) 
of  EEC  Treaty and  Article  168(1)  of  Euratom  Treaty. 
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-the common  agricultural policy (Article 43); 
-freedom of movement  for workers  (Article 49); 
-freedom of establishment (Article 54(1)  and  (2)); 
-freedom to  provide  services (Article 63(1)  and  (2)); 
-transport policy (Article 75(1)  and Article 79(3)); 
-the approximation of laws  (Article 100); 
-social policy (Articles  118  and  121); 
-The European  Social  Fund  (Articles 126  and  127); 
- and finallyl  the  common  vocational training policy 
(Article  12tl); 
and for EURATOM  : 
-schools (Article 9); 
-health protection (Articles  31  and  32); 
-investment programmes  (Articles 40  and 41);  and 
- the  common  nuclear energy market  (Articles 96  and  98). 
But as  a  logical consequence  of the  absence  of 
the  Committee's  right to act on  its own  initiative,  provi-
sion was  also made  for the ESC  to be consulted by the  Com-
munity institutions "in all cases in which they consider 
it appropriate"  (Article  198(1)  of EEC  Treaty and 
Article 170(1)  of EURATOM  Treaty). 
The  basic texts therefore make  a  fundamental 
distinction between mandatory and  optional consultation 
of the ESC  when  listing topics likely to be  the  object of 
Committee  work.  This  situation must be  interpreted as 
the first brake  on the ESC's  power to act fully as  an 
advisory body,  inasmuch as its members  were not  systema-
tically asked for an  Opinion on  all matters concerned the 
Communities. 
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The  very nature  of  the Committee's  make-up  makes 
it a  privileged forum  for getting to know  the views  of most 
of  the  socio-economic  forces  in the Communities. 
An  far as  optional consultations are  concerned,  it 
io  worth noting that almost all of  these have  con'!  from  the 
Commission,  an  institution which  is quite favourably disposed 
towards  the  ESC.  However,  the  Commission  could  take  the view 
that it was  not necessary to  consult  the Committee voluntarily. 
It could also consider that there was  no need to refer n 
measure  a  second  time  to the  Committee,  in order to ascertain 
ito views  on  measures  to be  applied in individual sectors, 
when  it had  already adopted  a  position  on  general  principles. 
But  in practice the distinction between  the  two 
types  of consultation possible under the  terms  of the Treaties 
takes  a  different  form,  namely  a  difference  between  consul-
tation of a  general nature  and  consultations  of  a  technical 
nature. 
In  the  beginning,  Community  regulations  tended  to 
cover  individual sectors  or technical  fields,  due  mainly  to 
the need  to adopt  a  step-by-ctcp approach to arrive at a  co-
ordination  c>t'  !H•tional policieo  and,  later,  at an  alignment 
of  laws.  Thjs  led to a  result which was  not  intended  by  the 
authors  of  the Treaties  because,  since  the  ESC  had  to be  con-
sulted  on  general  and  important matters, it was  also  consulted 
in  the  same  areas  on  matters  whiCl1  were  essentially technical 
- and  such consultations have  turnl'd  out  to be  the most 
frequent. 
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As  we  have  already pointed out,  the  ESC,  whose 
basic role is to mirror the reactions  of social and  occu-
pational groups  to the  Community's  economic  and  social 
policies,  and not  express  criticism of  a  technical nature, 
should have  given priority to  disctissi~ general topioa 
which were  of concern to ita members  (1).  But,  in fact, 
it was  these very topics,  which  tended generally to  qualifY 
for  an optional consultation,  that systematically were  leaot 
accessible  to  Committee  members  and  came  up  for discussion  · 
the least frequently.  Apart  from  the difficulties members 
had  to  express their views  on  matters which were  of concern 
to  them,  this hat a  more  political effect.  It was  almost 
impossible for the  ESC  to  work  out for itself its own 
• overall view of things,  and  adopt  an  overall attitude towards 
the  Communities'  economic  and  social policy.  Moat  of the 
positions  adopted by  the  ESC  concerned  papers  and  considera-
tions that were  basically technical  and  were  submitted to  · 
it by  the  Commission  or the  Council  (2).  Those  Opinions, 
and they were  few,  in which the Committee  did  propose  n  more 
elaborate  strategy in certain areas  of  economic  and  social 
policy,  had  already been the  subject  of practical and  tech-
nical consultationo which called for the respect  of previouoly 
defined fragmentary guidelines. 
(1)  Proposals  and  suggestions for strengthening the  powers, 
terms  of reference,  influence  and  effectiveness of the 
ESC  and its Groups,  made  by  the three Group  Chairmen 
and  submitted for the  consideration of the  ESC  Bureau's 
select working party on  10  June  1971,  CD  35/71  p. 2. 
(2)  Gerda  ZELLENTIN  (op.  cit. p.5,  note  1),  p. 40. 
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One  can  conclude,  therefore,  that without  the 
freedom  to  choose  where  to  intervene  (1),  the Committee's 
basic  ideas,  on  which  its Opinions  were  founded,  were  de-
termined not  by means  of  a  coherent  programme  of reflection 
on  issues that were  felt to  be  most  important  (2),  but  by 
the  "chance"  of consultation and  the  good will  of  the  bodies 
referring matters  to the  ESC  or authorizing it to take  them 
up. 
As  n  rider to  the remark made  above  on  the  advisory 
nature  of the  ESC,  it has  been  said that the  Committee's 
Opinions  should not  be  limited to formal  amendments  of  the 
texts submitted to it but  should also - and  above all -
contain the  ideas  and  the  clear and  specific  comments  of 
members  (3). 
In other words,  this means  that it was  necessary 
for more  of  the topics referred to  the  ESC  to be  such as  to 
capture  the  interest  of  the  top representatives  of  economic 
and  social life in the  Member  States and  be  sufficiently 
topical to  enable members  to feel more  closely involved  in 
Community  policy-making  and  thus  strengthen the role  of  the 
Committee. 
As  long as  the  Committee  did not  have  the  freedom  to 
choose  where it wanted  to act,  the members,  who  were  important 
representatives  of  the main  economic  and social sectors in 
the  different Member  States,  did not feel  they were  able  -
indeed  they were not  able  - to use  the  ESC  as  a  means  for 
(1)  One  important  exception  being the  ESC  Opinion  on  the 
Memorandum  of the  Commission  of  the  EEC  of  29  May  1963 
on  the ProgrBIDme  for Community  Action  during the  Second 
Stage  - OJ  No.  189/63  P•  3013  et seq. 
(2)  Gerda  ZELLENTIN  (op.  cit. p.5, note  1),  p.40. 
(3)  Proposals  and  suggestions  of  the three  Group  Chairmen  in 
1971  (op. cit. p.23,  note  2). 
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intervcnine in Community  decision-making as  effectively 
as  they were  able  to  do  at national level.  The  members 
therefore,  nnu  their orgRnizntions  or national sectors 
of activity,  became  to  some  extent disenchanted with  the 
Committee,  and  soueht  other channels  for action. 
2.  The  Limits  on  the  Moment  of  Intervention 
In  the  original  framework  for Community  decision-
making resulting from  the Treaties  of Rome,  the  ESC  was 
"the  only  possible  and  legal way,  at the otaee when 
Council  decisions  were  tnken,  of  sounding out  the  opinions 
of  professional  organizations"  ( 1). 
r.!oreover,  to  enable  the  ESC  to curry  out ito 
advisory role correctly,  it could not  be  sufficient merely 
to  consult it,  even  if thio were  done frequently;  the  Com-
mittee had  to  be able to make  i·:-,  contribution under good 
conditions,  that is to say at  an  appropriate moment,  · 
before  a  decision was  taken.  It was  also vital for it to 
be given adequate  time  for its studies  and  deliberations 
( 2) • 
Durine the yearn  1958-1972  what  happened  in practice 
was  that  when  the  ESC  had  to deliver an  Opinion  following 
u  mandatory  or  optional consultation  l.t  had  to deliberate 
on  texto which  had  already  been  drawn  up  by  the  consulting 
institution1  since it had no right  to net  on  its  own 
initiative t3). 
(1)  J. GENTON  (op.  cit. P•  3,  note  1),  p.10. 
( 2)  Jean  ni1"'YNAUD, i)UCu  SIDJflJTSKI  "Les  groupeo  de  pression 
dans  la Communaute  europeenne  de  1958  u 1968",  Institut 
d'Etudes  europeennes  ULB  Bruxelles Collection These  et 
travam~ politiques.  Editions  de l'Institut  Cl.e  Sociolo_gie 
1971,  p.6oo.  See  aleo J.  GENTON  (op.  cit. p.), note  1J 
(3)  J.  GENTON  (op.  cit. p.3,  note  1),  p.15. 
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In other wordo,  the  inotitution asked 
the  ESC  for an Opinion  on  a  text that hnd already 
been  adopted in the  sense  that it wcs  the result 
of an  initio.l process of "consultation-drafting-
approval."  The  text might  be  a  draft proposal, 
but it vms  no  longer a  rough  outline.  It had 
already embodied  choices,  it formulated proposals, 
made  observations,  set  down  guidelines for any 
debates by  approaching an  isoue  from a  certain 
angle.  Vlliat  is more,  the  Council consulted the 
ESC  whon  it wanted to take a  decision fairly 
rapidly  on  a  text {1). 
Now,  it is quite  obvious that if economic 
and  social groups are  to be  involved in decision-
making they  should  be  brought  in at the  stage when 
the  overall policy to  be  applied to  an  economic  or 
social issue io being formulated.  Intervention by 
the Committee at this staee would  enable it to 
influence  the  approach  towards  solving a  problem 
in the light of the  ideas of its members.  So  the 
economic  and  social groups have  to  be  able  to make 
their contribution before  choices are made  and 
decisions taken.  When  the  Committee  was  brought  in 
after the  stage when  proposals were  drawn up  and 
(or)  when  various pressures had had  time  to  do  their 
work,  (advisory committees,  experts,  direct contact 
with  the  Commission),  then  "intervention became  more 
formal  than real and participation was  an illusion" 
(2). 
{1)  ESC  Activity Report for 1961,  Doc.  R/CES  55/62 
P•  5. 
(2)  J.  GENTON  (op.cit.  p.1,  note  1),  P•  34 • 
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When  the  Commiooion  was  the  consulting 
institution and it had not yet  submitted its text 
to  the  Council,  it could otill make  changes to take 
account  of the  suggestions made  to it. 
But if the  Council  was  consulting the 
ESC,  then the procedure  became  more  complex. 
Generally speaking,  the  Council  decides  "on a 
proposal from  the  Commission".  So,  as long as the 
Commiosion  had not declared its proposal to  be 
definitive the  Council could refer the  text back to 
it for the  Committee's  suggestions to be  taken into 
consideration {1).  But if this were  not  the  case, 
then under Article 149(1)  of  the  EEC  Treaty and 
Article  119{1)  of  the  Euratom Treaty the  Council 
had  to  decide  unanimously  to amend  the  Commission's 
proposal. 
~uch a  procedure  would  certainly slow 
down  the  decision-making process  and  consequently 
hamper  the Committee's work  being taken into con-
sideration (2). 
So  in practice the ESC's Opinions  often 
suffered from  the  same  fate  as that which  sometimes 
happened  to the European Parliament's Opinions and 
which  Mr  H.  FURLER  denounced  in a  report drawn  up 
for the Political Committee  on  the  powers  and  terms 
of reference  of the  European Parliament  : 
"Vr'hat  does  [;ive  caune  for  concern  io that 
the  permanent  representatives and  the Commission 
get  together to  discuss proposed regulations while 
the  consultation procedure  is still going on. 
(1)  J.  GENTON  (op.cit. p.  3,  note  1),  p.  9 pointed 
out here  that "the  Council does not itself 
correct the  document". 
{2)  J.  GENTON,  (idem)  P•  9. 
(3)  BERNARD,  LAVAL,  NYS  (op.cit.  P•  5,  note  2), 
P•  148. 
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Sometimes  - and  the  case has  already arisen - they 
even  go  so  far as  to aerec  on  changes  to proposals, 
so  that the Parliament is busy deliberating on  a 
text which is no  longer up  to  date"  (1). 
This  could  be  partially due  to the fact 
that  in practice,  even if requests for  an  opinion 
were  sent by  the  institutions,  "the  departmental 
structure was  such that very often it was  the 
officials who  set deadlines  which  did not always 
take  into account all the  aspects of the  problems 
envisaged" nor of  the  lone; and  delicate nature  of 
the  work  involved in drafting an Opinion  (2). 
Very  often,  the procedure  for getting work under 
way  did not  enable certain opinions to  be  com-
pleted within the  deadline  set,  so  that many 
opinions  were  approved by  the  ESC  Plenary Assembly 
after the  Commiosion  or the  Council had reached a 
decision.  In other words,  the Committee's 
influence  on  the final decision was  nil (3). 
Thus  in practice the  Committee  has  only 
been consulted during the  second  stage  of drawing 
up  texts,  after the basic choices had  been made  -
despite  the  fact that the  ESC,  as a  Community 
body,  was  a  direct access to  the  centre  of 
decision-ta1cing  ( 4). 
(1)  Report  of  ~T H.  FURLER,  E.P.  working document 
1963-1964,  14  June  1963,  Doc.  No •.  31,  p.  15, 
ss 68. 
(2)  Presentation of the  ESC's  Activity Report for 
1961  by  the  ESC  Secretary-General 
Doc.  R7CES  55/62. 
(3)  Proposals of the  three  Group  Chairmen  of 1971 
(op.cit.  P•  23,  note  2). 
(4)  MEYNAUD,  SIDJANSKI  (op.cit. p.  25,  note  2), 
PP•  488  - 489. 
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3.  Inadequacy  of  the  Types  of  Document  with  respect  to which 
the  Committee  had  a  Certain Right  of Initiative 
With  respect  to  the  scope  of  the methods used  to miti-
gate  the  absence  of a  right of initiative, it must  be  pointed 
out  that  :  all "ESC  documents"  which  express its official views 
and  arc  dravm  up under its responsibility,  must  be  approved  by 
a  vote  of  the full  Committee.  In other words,  it must  be  pos-
sible to hold  a  general discussion of  such  documents  at  n 
Plenary Session,  and  Committee  members  must  be  able  to  amend 
them  (1). 
a)  Information Reports 
The  Rules  of Procedure  (2)  specify that  information 
reports are  Section documents,  not  Committee  documents.  Con-
sequently,  they do  not bind  the  Committee.  Information re-
ports can be  submitted to  the  Committee  by  u  Rapporteur and 
give  rise to  a  general  discussion,  but by  the Plenary Session 
and  therefore cannot  be  amended  by  Corr~ittoe members  (3).  As 
a  result,  information  reports  do  not have  the  same  status as 
Opinions- not  even formally  (4)  (5). 
( 1)  Draft  report by  Mr  MAMEl~T,  Rapporteur for proposals to 
change  the  ESC  Hules  of Procedure.  31  October  1972 1 
Doc,  CES  336/72  rPv.  2(  p.  34.  See  nlso Article  39  (4th, 
5th and  6th  paragraphs}  of Rules  of Procedure  of  1974. 
(2)  RP  of  1958,  Article  18(2).  RP  of  19691  Article  24. 
RP  of  1974,  Article  24. 
(3)  Draft Report  of  Mr  MAMERT  (idem),  p.  36 
(4)  See  113th Plenary Session of 26/27  September 1973, 
Doc,  CES  699/73,  point XVII 
(5)  It has,  however,  been accepted that the Plenary Session 
can,  by  n  procedural  vote  which  docs  not prejudice any 
agreement  on  the substance,  decide  to forward  an  informa-
tion report  to  the  Institutions. 
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Information reports  thus  enabled the ESC  to  broaden 
its terms  of  reference.  But  they did not formally or legally 
increase its freedom,  for they  do  not  express  an official  Com-
mittee  stand  on  a  matter which it had  selected.  They  do  not 
allow the  Committee  to  take up  an issue  on its own  initiative, 
and  decide  how  to tackle that issue,  for they  concern documents 
drnwn  up  (and generally  approved)  by  the  Commission. 
By  reason  of their 1cgnl  character as  a  document  of  a 
Committee  Section,  information reports have  no  place  in the 
Community  decision-making process  (1).  They  consequently can-
not be  compared  with  Opinions,  and  do  not enable  the  Committee 
to  intervene  in the  consultative  phase  of  Community  decision-
making. 
Although  information reports  seemed  to  open up  fairly 
large possibilities,  in reality the  scope  given to  the  Com-
mittee to follow up  matters referred  to it was  unsatisfactory. 
"A  more  hostile policy on  the  part of the  Commission  could have 
prevented the  Committee,  or its Section for Agriculture,  from 
dealing with major aspects  of the  CAP". 
(1)  Article  197(3)  of  EEC  Treaty and  Article  169(2)  of  EAEC 
Treaty  :  "These  specialized sections shall operate within 
tho general  terms  of reference  of the  Committee.  They 
may  not be  consulted  independently of the  Committee". 
(2)  BERNARD,  LAVAL,  NYS  (op.  cit.,  p.  5,  note  2),  P•  145. 
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In short,  info~ntion reports did not increase  the 
ESC's  freedom because  each  information by the  Council  or the 
Commission  depended  on  the latter's agreement  or sympathetic 
attitude. 
b)  Studies 
Similarly,  Studies depended  on  the  agreement  of  the 
Institutions.  Furthermore,  they were  drawn up  in advance  of 
consultation on  a  particular issue  (1).  If they did not con-
cern a  matter which  had  to be  referred to the  Committee,  the 
decision whether to refer that matter to  the  Committee  wus  the 
prerogative of the Executives. 
If the  Study  procedure  was  to  be  properly used,  they 
could not be  of an  academic  or "scientific research"  nature. 
In other words,  they  should  be  confined  to matters of  immediate 
interest to  the  Institutions because  they were  not  "Committee 
documents"  in the strict sense  nnd,  whatever  the validity of 
their arguments,  were  not  backed up  by  an official document. 
It was  therefore necessary to base  studies  on documents fur-
nished  by  the  Institutions (1). 
The  upshot  is that Studies,  like information reports, 
did not  offset the  ESC's  luck of a  right of initiative. 
(1)  Draft Report  by  Mr  l·!AMERT,  31  October 1972  (op.  cit.,  p.  29, 
note  1 L  ·  p.  35. 
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c)  Requests  that Specific  Issues be  referred to  the  Committee 
for an  Opinion 
Thanks  to  the  initiatives taken by  its Chairmen,  the 
Committee  obtained certain reoults by  asking for referrols. 
However,  while  the  Institutions agreed  to  refer implementing 
provisions  relating to  spheres  where  the Institutions are  re-
quired  to  consult  the  Committee  on  instruments laying down 
generol  principles,  they  were  more  reluctant to  do  so  with  re-
reopect  to other areas;  they hesitated and  generally pre-
ferred,  as  we  have  just seen,  the  inadequate  procedure of in-
formation  reports  (1). 
The  Committee  was  still in u  dependent  position,  for 
it had  to  request  the  Council  or the  Corumiooion  for authori-
zation to  produce  an  Opinion.  This  dependence  could  only  be 
eliminated by  institutionalizing the  ESC  freedom  of action, 
i.e.  by  givinc it a  rieht of initiative (2). 
d)  Declarations 
The  Treaties  do  not  empowrr  the ESC  to  take  a  formal 
stand  in the  form  of declarations.  Although declarations have 
been made  b~r  individuoJ_s  or c;roups  represented  on the  ESC, 
these  do  not have  the  status of ESC  Opinions;  this reduces 
their  imp~tct  on  Community  activities. 
( 1)  ESC  Activity Report  for  1961  (op.  cit.,  p.  26,  note  1), 
p.  23 
(2)  M. I. 1mrumn  (op.  cit.,  P•  18,  note  2),  p.4. 
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II. ATTEMPTS  TO  INTRODUCE  A RIGHT  OF  INITIATIVE 
The  ESC  thus tried to take the initiative to some 
extent,  through the various  instruments at its disposal,  and to 
shake off the Treaty  ~imitations to full  exercise of ito con-
sultative role.  At  the  name  time,  there were  increasing demands 
for grant  of the right  of initiative. 
Broadly opeal:ing,  the  econonic  and  oocial  groups  based 
their nrv.unent  on  the  changes  in Member  State societies,  re-
search worl>ers  based their case  on  an  evaluation. of the Com-
munity's  decision-making machinery,  nnd  the  ESC  constituent 
bodies referred to the practical difficulties hampering  them  in 
the diochnrec of their duties.  Dut  nll parties developed their 
idea of the  function  which  n  consultative body  should  have. 
This led to the  establishment of concrete  proposals  embodying 
the views  of the various parties.  This  in turn led to a  new 
attitude,  given the facts  of 1972,  and  ODened  the  road  towards 
the Paris Summit  decision. 
A.  THE  PARTISANS  OF  A RIGHT  OF  INITIATIVE 
1.  Economic  and  Social  Groups 
Initially,  the pressure for  1:'.  rieht of initiative did 
not  alwnyn  stem  from  nn  identical evaluation of economic  and 
social needs.  But  the  case  for such  u  ernnt  was  nevertheless 
made  out  at  n  fairly ee.rly  date. 
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An  early us July 1962,  for instance,  Mr  UASOIN 
(Group  I  - Employers)  said it was  essential that tho  ESC 
should have  n  right of initiative with respect to certain 
matters,  and  subject to certain conditions  (1).  In Sep-
tember 1962,  Ur  COOL  (Group II - Workers)  argued  that it 
should be  possible to grunt  powers not specifically for-
bidden by tho Treaty (2). 
In November  1963  (3),  tho three ESC  groups con-
sequently endorsed  the proposal that the  Committee  should 
be  able to make  recommendations,  which would  then be  sub-
mitted to  the  Councils and  Commissions  by ito Chairman (4). 
As  pointed out by  Mr  GINGEMBRE  (Group  III - Various 
Interests),  there were  grounds for criticising the firm re-
fusal of the oonnuJ.ting Institutions to ernJlt the  ESC  nny 
right of initiative, at  a  tioe nhcn they were  encouraging 
tho proliferation of expert  committees  (5). 
Despite this large measure  of agreement  among  ESC 
members,  the  Council  and certain Member  8tates continued -
for the  same  reasons  as in the past - to reject any  idea of 
an  increase  in tho  Committee's  powers  (6).  To  get  round 
these  objections,  the  ESC  members  changed their line of ar-
gument. 
(1)  Mr  MASOIN's  memo  of  31  July  1962,  Doc.  CES  2/62;  posi-
tion of Group  I  set out  in a  document  entitled "Views 
on Amendment  of the RP",  19  September 1962,  Gr.  I 
CES  2/62 
( 2)  First meeting of ad hoc  working  pa~  on  RP  amendment 
(26  September 1962),  Doc.  R/CES  239  62 
( 3)  See  page  46,  first amendment  of  RP 
(4)  Second meeting of  ad hoo  working 
(15  and  16  November  1962),  p.  19 
party on  RP  amendment 
(5)  Idem.,  p.  21 
(6)  See  Introduction,  pp.  4  and  5. 
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It wan  Ln  Februu.c·y  1')LJ  that  r.lr  DB  BIEVHB  (Group  I  -
Employers)  :JU[':[;f'Gtod  t'Lking  ~~  different  t~LClc.  lie  sueeested 
that no  further reference  should  be  made  to  nn  increase  in 
ESC  powero  being neccasury in itself.  The  case  for  a  right 
of initiative should be  bused  on  economic  facts,  including 
the  way  in which  economic  and  social  issues  should be 
tackled  (1). 
In  1964  (2) 1  the \'/orkers'  Group  stated that use 
should be  made  of  EEC  Article  198  and  EAEC  Article  170  which 
stipulated the matters that had  to.be referred to  the  ESC. 
The  Group  pointed out  that the Treaties were  outline instru-
ments,  and  did not prohibit new  measures to further their 
objectives.  EEC  Article  235  and  EAEC  Article  203  had  been 
drawn up  to  allow such new  measures. 
In addition to the  case for a  right of initiative 
being set out  in new  terms,  it was  crucially bolstered by 
a  new  development,  namely  the  changes  in economic  and  social 
manngement  within the  Member  3tates,  This  change  was  parti-
cularly marlwd  in the countries  which had previously been 
the  most  etrongly  opposed  to granting a  right of initiative. 
( 1)  Second  meeting  ( 7/8 Nover.1ber  196 3)  of  the  Sub-Committee 
on  the Action Programme  Doc.  CES  63/63 
(2)  Gerda  ZELLENTIN  (op.  cit.,  p.  5,  note  1),  p.  109 
(3)  Article  235  of the EEC  Treaty states 
"If action by  the  Community  should prove necessary  to 
attain,  in the course  of  the  operation of the  common 
market,  one  of the  objectives of  the  Community  and  this 
Treat:>'  has not  provided the  necessary powers,  the  Com-
mission shall,  acting unanimously  on· a  proposal  from  the 
Commission  and  after consulting the  Assembly,  take  the 
approprio.te measures". 
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AD  the  'VGB  pointed cut  in  Fel,Y-tH1.ry  1969  (1},  "···  AE' 
it l;ecr.rnf,:J  increnG::nc;Jy  rationnli7.(·.<i 1  rr.cmr:-nic  po1ir.;r  i.t'  drq;  .• 
pinG  the lainncr-fairc  nt.r:ltf:c,y  cf'  the  }lOOt--war  y~:ar:::,  its 
dccisionc  ::.re  llcinc  tn.lren  nt  otber levc;lc,  unci  consultntivt: 
bodiE:n  arc  beinG uccu".  This  w:r"nt  thr,t  interor:ts  could  be 
properly  defcncled  only if pCl"'lluncnt,  i.nsti  tutionnl  :i zed  con-
tacts were  cstnbl  i~l1ed  fro~1 the  cconorr.ic  policy-maid ne  stae:c. 
In other wordc,  the  DGB  consincrctl  i.ho.t  in the EEC  context 
it wan  obviounJ.y  nccem:m.ry  "• ••  for workers  cmrl  their uniono 
to  etep up  thci1·  influence  in the  ESG  •••  "  But  at the  same 
tine,  l.t  is neccsoary that 1nWl!lo.kero  nhould,  v;hen  draft lawc 
are discusst;d 1  be  awurc  of workers  1  viewn  •••  "  Tl:is  amounts 
to  saJring  that  1  in the  Cor:ummi ties,  the  ESC  should have  appro-
priate com;ultative  powers  including a  ric:;ht  of initiative. 
It was  thuo  found  that it wao  not  just a  matter of 
taking account,  at the  technical level,  of an  economic  and 
cocial  evolution.  It w:>.D  also  necensary  to  resolve the  eco-
nomic  and  nocial  problema  created by  economic  and  noci~l 
policien.  If nuch  problems  could not  be  resolved with  the 
agreement  of  those  concerned,  then  economic  and  social poli-
cies  would  not fulfill their objective  (2). 
{1)  From  "\7e1t  der Arbeit",  Journn1  No.  7  (14  February  1969) 
of  the  German  DGB;  ESC  Selected  Documento  and Articles, 
No.  40/69 
(2)  See  M.L.  R03ENBERG•o  Article  in Europa-Archive  No.  9 1 
1972.  ESC  Selected  Docu~ents and  Articlco,  No.  44/72, 
p.  10. 
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To  avoid  decioion-m:.tkine m:lchinCX"J  being blocked  in 
this w.'ly,  the need  for the  m;c  to decide  the  timing and  sub-
ject of itn  i.ntcrvcntion had  to be  nsoerted more  stronely. 
Accordincly,  the  three  ESC  Groups  took  n  joint stand  in June 
1971  (1).  This  stand wao  reiterated at the  100th Plenary 
Session of the  ESC  (26/27  January  1972)  (2). 
~ne statement  in question said that the  Committee 
should be  able,  with  the prior agreement  of ito Bureau,  to 
initiate studies when  drnft documents  were  being drawn up  by 
the  Commission.  Similarly,  it was  said that the  ESC  should 
be  able to give priority to eeneral  issues exercising members 
(3). 
(1)  Proposals  of three  Group  Chairmen,  1971  (op.  cit.,  p.  23, 
note 2),  p.  2 
(2)  See  statements by  Mr  KUIPERS,  Mr  BREN!ffiR  and  Mr  GINGEMBRE 
at the  ESC  100th Plenary Session of  26/27  Janua~r 1972, 
Doc.  CES  52/72,  Appendix 6 
(3)  This  did not  mean  minimising discussion of draft regula-
tiono or directives of a  much  more  technical nature  • 
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2.  ~~s_,]£d  i  ~'L.}!'.:;.~~~E£.12L\l.ESS.. 
\'Tlw.tevc::r  t~1e  cnthusi.o~:;n or loch  of cnthusiasn v;ith 
V!hich  economic  and  aocirc1  .31~cups  cnc.<Jrncd  the 'rreaticc of 
nome,  they  cid  not  intc.nd  to  ,icin o  Em·opr.  org;:ni:?,ocl  in  ~my 
way  whatsoever,  They  considered  th:::.t  the  r·eprcGcntativ<:s  of 
the  major·  cconmaic  and  accial  [(l'OUJ'G  sl!ould  haYP  tll'!i.l'  ju~Jt 
p1ncc  in the  Communi t.v  Jnci;i  t·uti ems.  The  crr.r.ttion of  }~J.roP"' 
wa:J  to  involve their incrcn:Jcd  participation ln public lif'c 
and  ensure  theil' liberty,  richt of  ini  th1tive and  influence  ( 1). 
The  aim  was  thuc  to  create  on  eccnomi c  and  nocia.l 
democracy,  and  eAtablish the procedures it needed  if it v:n.e 
to  operate properly.  Economic  democracy,  as  !tlr  J,  GENTON 
pointed out,  means  the participation of  oociul  nnd  economic 
croups  in decision-makine  (2). 
To  be  effective,  it was  necessary to act before fun-
damental  choices had  been  Llade,  before  a  rieid context could 
enclose  and limit the  expression of  the  v5_cws  of  the  economic 
and  social  eroups  ( 3). 
(1)  See  H.E.  ROCHE,  "Une  dumocratie  6conomique  et sociule", 
in "Int6rots  europcens",  Ho.  5;  February  1964,  p.  4. 
ESC  Selected Docur:10nts  and  Articles,  No.  9/64,  p.  5. 
(2)  See  Jl.f'  J.  GEITTON  (op.  cit  ..  ,  p.  1,  note  1),  p.  33 
(3)  (Ideo.),  p.  34. 
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How  it was  precisely the  role  of the  ESC  as  a 
Cow~unity body  to  find  out  just where  the views  of the 
various  interest groups  represented  on it differed most 
widely  on any particular point.  The  next  step was  to  agree 
on  a  coopromise  text which  could be used  by  the  Co~~ity 
Institutions as  a  basis for finding solutions to their prob-
le!l'ls.  For this to happen,  however,  the  ESC  needed  to be 
given the rieht of  i.ni ti.ative.  And  only  through  the granting 
of the  rieht of initiative would  the  intereot groups  have  suf-
ficient  ti.I!JC  to  express their views  on  what  they considered to 
be  matters  of priority (1).  . 
This  recognition of the  right  of initiative likewise 
presented  the  ESC  with the best chance  of giving a  satisfac-
tory,  coherent  reply to  qucotions referred to it by  the  In-
stitutions.  \'lith  no  such  right it vrao  h:trd for the  ESC  to 
adopt an  ovcr~l line on  economic  and  social policy since 
virtually all the matters  on which it wc.s  consulted by  the 
Insti  tutionn \7ere  technic:l.l  or sectoral in kind  ( 2). 
In other words,  here  V'las  a  Cor.:r.mni ty iJody  shorn of 
the neans  needed  to fully carrJ out all its duties.  As  u 
general  !Ulc  ( 3),  "an  Irwti  tution do eo  not  :l:i.nd  its raison 
d •etre  in sor.,c  social  function or in sot,e  ideology underlying 
(1)  See  J.  GBiiTON  (op.  cit., p.1,  footnote  1),  p.  46 
(2)  See  Gerda  ZELLEHTIN  (op.  cit.,  p.  5,  footnote  1), 
PP•  1~7-120 
( 3)  '1'/ilheh: I3HNIS  "Politics u.nd  Practica.l :ehilosophy", 
quoted  "uy  Harbert  KOHHIASE  in his  wo:..~J;  "The  Hew  nota-
bilities - The  Tasks  of the  ESC  of  the  EC",  Bulletin 
of the  I:G,  Ho.  5/1965  - :3elected  Docur:tents  and  Articles 
of the LSC,  Ho.  29/1905. 
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this social  function;  an  Institution deriveo its juotification 
from  the  certainty of being able  to  carry out  a  political taok 
stemming  from  the  very nature  of all organized  "public life", 
i.e.  to  give  shape  to  life in society  •••"  for the  common  good. 
A large  number  of sectoral interests were  represented 
on  the  ESC,  but  when  the  Committee  discuosed  a  m.->.tter  an\'i  ex-
prcsoed ito vicwn  thereon in an Opinion,  the  general purpose 
and  aims  of  the  ~1ropenn  Co~~runities were  predominant.  The 
general conclusions of Opinions  were  not  the  outcome  of coer-
cive  action but  plausible  attempts to  come  as  clone  as possible 
to  what  constituted the  "common  good"  (1). 
In requesting that the  ESC  be  given the  right of 
initiative, it was  therefore not  a  question of "launching an 
all-out attack on  the  rules of the  Treaties"  (2)  but of making 
it possible  for  the  Committee  to  become  an  open  forum  where 
economic  and  social interest groups  could  give  voice  to  their 
concerns. 
According to  a  number  of studies  (3)  such a  reform 
was  all the  more  necessary  becauoe  of the blatant inequalities 
in the  ability - and  hence  influence  - of the  economic  and 
social interest  groups  to  gain admission to  the  decision-making 
centres.  Between  1961  and  1966  representatives of "various 
interests groups"  and  "wage-earners"  did not  have  - outside 
the  ESC  - the  stable  and  representative  springboard  for inter-
occupational consultations needed  to  make  their voices heard 
clearly by  the  Institutions.  This  was  not  the  case  with repre-
sentatives of employers,  however,  who  were  organized  from  very 
early on. 
(1)  See  W.  HENNIS  (op.  cit., p.  39,  footnote  3). 
(2)  Mr  Italo MINUNNI  (op.  cit., p.  18  footnote  2),  p.  4. 
(3)  See  L.  r.IEGRET,  J.V.  :WUIS,  D.  VIGNES,  M.  WAELBROEK, 
"EEC  Law",  Vol.  7,  pp.  107  and  108J  Brussels  1973. 
See  also J.  MEYNAUD,  s.  SIDJANSKI  ~op. cit., p.  25, 
footnote  2),  p.  560. 
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For  the  trade unions,  for  example,  the  important 
thing was  to  create  proper European structures so  that 
economic  ano.  social policy could  be  properly influenced at 
community  level.  In  this context  an  ESC  with the  right of 
initiative  could  have  helped  to  make  trade union action nt 
Community  level more  coherent.  Judging from  the  experience 
gained  in the  consultative  committees of one  specific  sector 
{the  organization of acricultural markets),  the  trade unions 
had  much  to  gain  from  belonging to  a  body  that was  able  to 
express its views  on  the  major economic  and  social  issues of 
European  integration  (1).  This  was  all the  more  so  because, 
as  a  colleco~.ve body,  the  ESC  represented  mony  different 
trades  (2)  and  so  was  able  to discern the  economic  and  social 
realities of the  Communities  much  better than consultative 
committees  comprising representatives  from  just  one  sector 
of the  econorey. 
(1}  Thus  there  could  well  have  been  a  certain amount  of 
pressure  to  swiftly bring into  existence  genuine  trade 
union  structures at European level.  See  here  ~ffiYNAUD, 
SIDJANSKI  (op.  cit., p.  25,  footnote  2),  p.  660. 
(2}  BERNARD,  LAVAL,  NYS  (op.  cit., p.  5,  footnote  2),  p.  197 • 
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3.  Bureau  of the  ESC  and  Clliqirmen 
In 1962  the  Chairman of the  ESC,  Emile  ROCHE,  laid 
particular emphasis  on  the  need  for  "economic  democracy", 
a  concept  he undoubtedly  conoidered  fundamental  to  the 
Committee's  work. 
A great responsibility lay  on  the  shoulders of  the 
ESC  in the  early sixties before  there  had  been  the  political 
follow-up  for  which  some  provision was  made  in the Treaties 
needed  to  provide  the  Communities  with a  vital democratic 
counterweight  to  the  power of the  Commission-Council  tandem, 
both Institutions of complex  legal origin.  After all,  the 
duty  and  purpose  of the  ESC  was  to  be  one  of the  active 
elements  in the  fabric  of economic  democracy  (1).  Although 
Mr  E.  ROCHE  felt that  "the  authorities responsible  had  never 
hesitated to consult  the  ESC  on all basic problems  relating 
to  impl'ementation of the Treaties",  this was  no  substitute 
for  freedom  to  act  on  own  initiative - the  freedom most 
likely to  guarantee  the  vital independence  of  the  ESCwithin 
the  framework  of economic  democracy  (1). 
It is not  surprising therefore  that at  a  press 
conference  held  in October  1962  (2)  E.  ROCHE  argued  in favour 
of full  recognition of the  right  of initiative  for  the  ESC. 
Drawing attention to the  spirit of the Treaties  and  to the 
manner  in which  they  could  be  interpreted  - both of which 
held  out  hope  that  the  ESC  could  tackle  subjects not  en-
tirely technical in character - Mr  ROCHE  stressed that  the 
Committee  could not properly  fulfil its function if it re-
stricted itself to certain specific  subjects. 
( 1)  See  Declaration made  by  r•!r  E.  ROCHE  on  his  election as 
Chairman  of the  ESC  at  the  22nd  Plenary  Session of 
4  May  1962,  Doc.  CES  129/62,  Appendix 4,  p.  6. 
(2)  Press  conference  following an  official visit paid  to  the 
Italian Government  on  19  October  1962~  quoted  by 
ZELL:SNTIN  (op.  cit., p.  5,  footnote  1 J,  p.  109 • 
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Thio neceooi tated a  new  approach to  the formuln-
tion of nreumcnts  intended  to secure  changes  to  the Rules 
of Procedure  - changes likely to  meet  the  wisheo  of the  many 
members  of the  Committee  who  had  insiotently urged  that the 
sse be  given  the  right of initiative  (1). 
Referring by  analogy  to  the  powers  conferred  on 
other Institutions with n  consultative  function  in  the 
various Member  States of the  Community  (2),  several members 
of the  ESC  thought  that it wns  about  time  the  Committee  be 
given  the  oame  righto  (3).  In  1962  members  of the  Committee 
advocated  that  the  Chairman  be  giv~n the  right  to  convene  a 
meeting of the  whole  Committee  or of specialized  sectiono, 
without  the  Committee  ~~vine to  be  conoulted  beforehand  by 
the  council or the  Commission. 
(1)  Memo  submitted  by  1\lr  Guy  VANHAEVERBEKE  for the attention 
of the  Secretary-General  of  the  ESC  on  18  October  1962. 
(2)  Belgium  (CEC  and  NLC):  Article 3 of the  Standing Orders 
of the  Central  Economic  Council  - Article  1  of  the 
Organic  Law  of the  National Labour Council 
France  (FESC)  Article  3  of  the  constitution of the 
Economic  and  Social  Council  - Article  28  of the  Rules 
of Procedure  of the  FESC 
Italy  (CNEL)  Article  12  of  Law  No  33  of  5  January  1957 
Nethcrlando  (SER):  Articl~ 41  of the  Induotriol Organi-
zatlon  Act  of the  Netherlands 
Luxemboure  (LESC):  Compendium  of legislation on  the 
Economic  and  Social  Council  (Article 2(1)- Articles  27 
and  34  of  the  Rules  of Procedure  of  the  ESC) 
ECSC:  Article  6  of the  Rules  of Procedure  of  the  ECSC's 
Conoultntive  Com~ittcc - see  R/CES  374/71 
For Denmark  (EC),  Great Britain  (NEDC),  Ireland  (NESC) 
see  R/CES  124/77 "The  Consultation Machinery  of  the 
Community" 
(3)  Draft  report of the  "ad-hoc"  Group  set up  to  revise the 
Rules of Procedure  - R/CES  275/62 of 5  November  1962 
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FollowinG the  presentation of  the  Commission 
mer.10rn.ndum  on  the  Community's  Action  Programme,  this atti-
tude  remained  the  predominant  one  during the  second phase. 
All  the  members  of the  ESC  were  nwn.rc  of  the  fact that in 
exrunininr;  economic  problems  they were  nt  the  same  time 
confronted  by  qucstio:1s  of  economic  and IJOlitical  democr:1.cy. 
Dcspi  te  the  di  vereences  in their i.ntercnts  and  political 
convictions they ncreed to  give  thouGht  to  the role of  the 
Institutions,  and particularly that of the  ESC,  in the 
decision-making process  (1). 
It should  be  mentioned here  that the  Commission 
r.mbmittecl  its Tf.emorn.nclum  (2)  on  26  October  1962,  althou[;h 
the  Committee  had already  taken  coenizanee  of this document 
enrl"ier and had  contemplated the  idea of allowing each of 
its specialized sections  to  draw  up  n  report  on  the  subjects 
dealt with  therel!!  (3).  A little lt•.ter,  on  28  November  1962, 
the Prenident  of the  Commission,  VI.  HALLSTEIN,  made  a  ntnte-
ment  on  the  Memorandum  before  the  ESC,  saying that  "the 
Comnir.sion  was  most  interested in the  reaction of  the  ESC 
rm.d  would  pay  serious attention to whatever  the  Committee 
thouGht  worthy  of  brin[;ing to  it::;  notice"  (4). 
Under Article  17  of  the  nules  of Procedure  a  sub-
coJr.mittee  was  set up  to  work  on  thi:-:  "reaction".  At  the 
various meetines  of the  sub-committee  the  idea becrune  firmly 
established that this so-called economic  integration was 
essentially a  political phenomeno:1  ~1d that political inte-
eration had  already beeun with  the  gradual realization of 
the  Economic  Community  (5). 
(1)  See  Doc.  CES  35/63,  p.  3;  Doc.  CES  63/63,  p.  7  et.  seq. 
ct.nd  Doc.  CES  12G/G3,  P•  4. 
( 2)  Commission  !.1emorandum  of  24  October  1962,  Doc.  CO:M(62)  300. 
(3)  Sec  E.  ROCHE,  meeting of the  Bureau of  29  October  1962, 
Doc.  R/CES  270/62  Appendix. 
(4)  Doc.  CES  325/62  Appendix  1. 
( 5)  \'lorlcing  documc:1 t  of  the  Sub-Committee  on  the  Action 
Programme  (Doc.  CES  35/63  of  23  January 1963). 
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In  consequence,  most  of the  members  drew attention 
during discussion of  the  Commission  Memorandum  to  the insti-
tutional problems  posed  by  the  implementation of the  Action 
Programme.  They  stressed  in  particul~r the  need  for  the 
Community  to  become  more  democratic,  e.g.  by  conferring on 
the  Committee  the  right of initiative,  and  so  consolidating 
its authority .(1 ). 
Once  more  it was  a  question of giving the  represen-
tatives of the  major  economic  and  social forces  their_proper 
place  within the  new  equilibrium- no  more  no  less, 
Although the efforts made  between  1961  and  1963 
were  crowned  with success only  in 1972  - the year the  ESC 
was  finally  given  the  right  of initiative - this did  not 
mean  that  they  had  been entirely in vain in the  meantime, 
First of all they  had  led  to  the  Institutions adopting a 
new  approach to  the  work  nnd  importance  of the  role  of the 
ESC.  Secondly  they  had  also  taken  the  form  of a  series of 
concrete  proposals  on  amendments  to  the Rules  of Procedure 
and  these  had  paved  the  way  for  the  1972  solution. 
(1)  Opinion of the  ESC  on  29  May  1963,  OJ  of the  EC  of 
29  December  1963  No  189/63. 
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B.  CONCRETE  TEXTUAl,  PHOPOSALS 
We  shall firnt of all examine  the  two  procedures 
adopted  for  the  revision of the  Rules  of Procedure  (1), 
with particular reference  to  the  attempts made  to  institute 
n  right  of initiative.  We  shall  then  examine  the  action 
taken  by  the  Chairman  of the  Committee,  Mr  KUIPERS,  between 
1970  and  1972  in conjunction with  the  work  of the  Conuni ttee 
and  its "ad  hoc"  working group  responsible  for carrying out 
the  second  revision of the  Rules  of Procedure  (2). 
1.  First Revision of  the  Rules  of Procedure  (1961-1968) 
At  the  request  of varioun  members,  n  Study  Group 
was  set up  in November  1961  with the  task of undertaking 
a  preliminary draft revision of  the  Committee's  Rules  of 
Procedure  (3).  Three  types  of sucgestions  emerged  from 
this preliminary draft  revision,  (a)  those  relating to 
matters of form  only,  e.g.  the  actual drafting of ESC  docu-
ments,  (b)  those  concerning the  work  of the  Committee  and 
its Sections,  and  (c)  those  relatinc; to  more  crucial matters 
such  as  the position of the  Committeee  in the  Community's 
institutional machinery  and,  in particular,  freedom  of 
ini tiati  vc (4). 
It was  then decided  on  the  basis  of Article  54 
of the  Rules  of Procedure  of  1958  to  set up  an  "ad  hoc" 
working party  of  15  members  with  Mr  SERWY  as Rapporteur 
and  with,  as general  terms  of reference,  preparatory  work 
for  a  revision of the  Rules  of Procedure. 
(1)  Article  54  of  the  Rules  of Procedure  of  1958  and 
Article  61  of the  Rules  of Procedure  of 1968. 
(2)  Which  will  then take the  name  of the  "Rules  of Procedure 
Committee". 
(3)  Memo  of  13  Nove~her 1961. 
(4)  23rd  Plenary  Session of 16/17 July  1962  (CES  202/62). 
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~~e Committee  w~s all  the more  favourably  disposed 
to  ouch  action  because,  as  we  have  already  shown  (1),  it had 
become  familiar with  the possibilities offered  to other con-
sultative institutions  in various  Member  States. 
~~e idea emerged  from  discussions held at the  time 
that in view of opposition  from  the  Council  and  a  number of 
Member  States the  best solution would  be  to  introduce  the  con-
cept  of the  right of initiative into those  passages dealing 
with the  powers  of the  Chairman.  What  was  needed  was  to con-
fer on  the  Chairman of the  Committee  the  right to  convene  a 
meeting of the  Committee  or of its specialised sections with-
out  the  need for prior consultation by  the  Institutions (2). 
This approach  stemmed  from  the fact  that  a  number 
of members,  although  aware  of  the  advantages  to  be  gained 
from  giving  the  ESC  the  right of  initiative,  considered that 
this would  only be legally possible if the Articles of  the 
Treaties relating to the  Committee  were  revised. 
A private  exchange  of views also  took place between 
representatives  of the legal departments  of the  Council  and 
the  Commission  on  the  one  hand  and  Mr  MASOIN  and  Mr  SERWY, 
Chairman  and  Rapporteur of the  "ad hoc"  group  on the  other. 
The  outcome  of these talks was  that  an  amendment  of the Rules 
of Procedure  was  not  opportune  for the following three 
reasons  ( 3). 
(1)  See  page  43 
(2)  Doc.  275/62  of 5  November  1962 
(3)  See  Memo  of 18  October 1962  from  Mr Guy  VANHAEVERBEKE 
to the Secretary-General of the  ESC. 
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From  a  legal point of view it was  still held  that 
the provisions of the Treaties offered no  basis  for con-
ferring the  right  of initiative on  the  ESC.  From  n  politi-
cal point of view the  Institutions  (and particularly the 
council)  did not  seem  to  be  inclined  to officially accept  an 
expansion of the  Committee's  terms  of reference. 
Finally,  as  far as  current reality was  concerned, 
it was  pointed  out  that  the  attitudes of the  various  Councils 
and  Commissions  were  sufficiently flexible  to  offer hope  of 
an  increase  in the  Committee's  freedom  of action  some  time 
in the  future. 
Four possibilities were  entertained at the  second 
meeting of the  "ad  hoc"  working  group,  namely 
- to  intensify the practice of requesting the  Committee  to 
deliver Opinions; 
- to  reinforce  the  above  practice  by  inserting an  appropriate 
provision in the  Rules  of Procedure; 
- to  give  the  Committee  ~ermission (provided  a  fixed  majority 
of votes were  obtained)  to  invite  the  Institutions to  refer 
matters  to it; 
- to obtain full  recognition of the  right  of initiative  for 
the  ESC  (1). 
After the  various  options  had  been  weighed  up  and 
the  fears  of the  ESC  taken into consideration,  a  compromise 
solution was  worked  out.  This  was  based  on  the  ways  in 
which  successive  Committee  Chairmen  had  actually  tackled the 
matter in the past. 
(1)  Second  meeting of the  "ad  hoc"  working group  of 
15-16  November  1962  - R/CES  291/62. 
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In  the  course  of his  duties the  Chairman 
had  regular contacts with  the  Councils and  the 
Commissions.  It was  therefore  suggested that he  be 
given the  task of putting the  Committee's  case  to 
these Institutions.  (1) 
The  only bone  of contention was  whether or 
not it was  necessary to specify a  qualified majority 
for setting the  initiative procedure  in motion.  (2) 
This prominent  issue  faded  into the  back-
ground,  particularly when  a  leeal expert at the 
Commission  stated (3)  that in strict law,  any move  to 
grant  the  Committee  a  right  of initiative would  be 
repuenant  to Articles 195  (third paragraph)  and  198 
(first paragraph)  of  the  EEC  Treaty and  to Articles 
168  (third paragraph)  and  170  (first paragraph)  of the 
EAEC  Treaty. 
The  Chairman  of the  ad hoc  Group  was  afraid 
that the  institutions would  veto  any  over-ambitious 
proposals and thio additional legal barrier induced 
him  to state that "there was  nothing to prevent the 
Committee  from  appointing the Chairman as its spokes-
man  and  he  would moreover  be  obliGed to apprise  the_ 
Councils and  the  Commissions  of  the  Committee's 
views"  (4).  The  Committee  endorced this  formula.  (5) 
(1)  Addendum  to the  draft  SERWY  Report  dated 
5  September  1962  (Doc.  R/CES  275/62) 
(2)  Doc.  R/CES  6/6J. of  20  and  21  December  1962 
(3)  In this connection  see  draft  SERWY  Report 
(Doc.  R/CES  261/63  of 1  July 1963) 
(4)  cr SERwY- Report  (Doc.  CES  261/63  of 
2  September  1963) 
(5)  36th Plenary Session held  on  28  and  29  April  1964 
(Doc.  CES  252/63  fin.) 
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'rhin  compromise  did not  c,o  much  further 
than  oimilar n:ovco  when  the firnt vercion of  the 
Rules  of Procedure  wno  being drafted.  (1) 
Moreover,  deopite  the  ohift in attitudes 
to  the  role of  consultation in the  Community  economic 
and  social decioion-mnldng proceoo,  it \'\'aS  by  no 
means  certain that this proposal would  win  the  support 
of the  "powers that be".  Mr  E.  ROCHE,  Committee 
Chairman,  had to  inform the President of  the  Commission, 
.Mr  w.  J!ALLSTEIN  that,  in the  interests of conciliation, 
the  Committee  had  decided  to  U.rop  its dcn:ands  for a 
fully-fledged  ri~fit  of initiative.  (2) 
Althoueh  some  Member  Stutes were  in favour 
of giving the  economic  and  social interest groups  a 
bigeer say,  others expresoed oerious misgivingo  on 
the  groundo  that they were  a:t'rnid  of exceeding the 
provisiono  of the  Treaty.  (3)  . 
The  Councils  endorned  theoe  fears and 
finally  dismiooed  the  ESC  propooaln.  They  agreed  only 
to record in the minutes  that  "the Councils note  the 
Economic  and Social Committee's  intention to  submit 
to  them,  where  appropriate,  requesto to  be  consulted 
on  specific issues.  The  Councilo will continue  to 
examine  favourably  any  suggestions  submitted to  them." 
(4) 
(1)  Cf  Pageo  8  and  9  above 
(2)  Letter dated  15  May  1964  from  Mr  E.  ROCHE  to 
~~ Walter HALLSTEIN,  Preoident  of  the  Commission 
of the European Economic  Community 
(3)  Extract  from  Agence  Europe  of 19  December  1964 
(4)  Memo  from the Council Secretary-General dated 
28  April  1965. 
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Thin  statement  sparked off a  succession 
of bitter exchanges  and  Mr  SERWY  declared that 
"the Council's attitude was  a  blow  to  the  hop~e_:J _of_ 
the  representatives  of  economic  and  social  a~tivity 
who  by  their work within the  Committee  had always 
demonstrated their desire  to play their part in the 
European venture.  The  Councils'  attitude would 
give  the  impression  that political forces  were 
opposed  to regular institutional involvement  of the 
economic  and  social interest groups  in the  Community's 
work"(1). 
Mr  SERWY  also stated that  "unless  they wore 
properly involved in the  Community's  work  on  a 
regular basis,  the  economic  and  social interest 
groups might  well  be  tempted  to resort to  other 
methods",  particularly in view  of  the  fact that under 
the ESC's  extremely modest proposals,  "the Executive 
bodies retained the final  any  in any  decision to 
consult  the Committee." 
Subsequently,  on  10  October ESC  spokesmen 
had talks with delegations  from  both  the  Councils 
and  the  Commissions.  At  this meeting,  Mr  MAJOR, 
ESC  Chairman,  stressed that when  working out  the 
role  of the Committee,  it was  completely illogical 
to  ignore  powers  enjoyed by its national counter-
parts (2).  He  felt moreover that there  was  some  mis-
understanding about  the  scope  of the right of initia-
tive  requested by  the  Committee.  The  Committee's 
Bureau could  give  favourable  consideration to  a 
revamped proposal  stipulating that  : 
(1)  Mr  SERWY's  comments  on  the proposed Council 
amendments  to  the draft revised version of the 
ESC's  Rules  of Procedure.  Doc.  R/CES  193/65 
of  14  May  1965 
(2)  See  Page  43. 
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-The Chairman shall liaine with  the Councils  and 
the  Comrni.m:ions; 
-The Chairman  shall be  accountable  to  the  Committee 
for  any proposals he  shall make  or any  actions he 
ohall take  on  its behalf at  joint meetings with 
either the  Commiosions  or the  Councils. 
Mr  NIAJOR  rei  torn  ted  l'rlr  SERWY' s  earlier 
statement that the  compromise  envisaged  by  the 
Committee  was  in no  way  prejudicial to  the 
Committee's riGht of initiative being raised again 
at the  forthcoming negotiations  on  the merger of 
the  Communities  (1). 
This  compromise  was  finally adopted which 
meant  that the final version of Article  9  of the 
revised Rules  of Procedure reflected the  wording 
proposed  by  the Bureau itself (2).  Nevertheless it 
was  a  bitter disappointment  to  those  people  who  had 
pinned  so much  hope  on  the revision of  the  Rules  of 
Procedure.  Attempts  to  secure  the ESC  greater 
freedom  of action had  ended in total failure. 
(1)  This  merger would  automatically involve  a 
revision of those  sections of the  Treaty which 
dealt with advisory bodies like the  ESC  and 
the ECSC  Consultative Committee. 
(2)  Summary  Report,  Doc.  CES  190/67. 
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2.  The  :Jecond  Revision of the !rules  of Procedure  (1971-1972) 
On  28  SeptciJJber  1971  the  E3C  Dv.reau  set up  a. 
punel  to  l'cvise  the Rules  of Procedure,  nith u  view  to 
secu!'in.:; the  right of initi:.l.tivc.  At  i'tr:  99th Plenary 
Session }1cld  on 24  !T::Jvcnbcr  1971,  the  CorrJnittcc  invoked 
Article  61  of  the  1963  1~1.c:::  of  Proccdul'C  in order to 
perr.1i t  £ucl1  revi:Jion,  The  Conlllli ttec  cr:.powcred  the  ad  hoc 
Panel  ( 1)  to  CX:liDinc  the  Hule:::  from  star-t to finish. 
This  lni  tiuti  vc  was  t::U~en acainst  the  b~~ckground of moves 
to  i?J".lcnd  the  Treaty  and  the  imminent  enlr::r.ccment  of the 
Communi t5.es, 
The  dr--c!.ftin.::;  of  :1  text  on  the rieht of ini  tia-
ti  ve  raised both fu..'1dar.:ental  and  pro.ctico.l  problems. 
Firstly (2)  the  Panel  had  to  avoid  fallirlG  into the  trap 
of beinc too  vaeuc  or asking too  nruch,  Secondly it had 
to bear  5.n  nind  (3)  that while  there  was  a  substantial 
majority in favour of the  richt of  initiative,  there were 
differences of opinion within the  ESC  itself about  how  this 
right should be  defined,  Finally,  the  Council  had  always 
been  extremely  retice:J.t  on this issue  even  though,  as 
Mr  KUIPERS  had  pointed  out,  prestige  \vetS  not  involved, 
The  CoJl1lnittee  was  merely  seeking to  enl1ance  its influence 
vis-0.-Yin  the Institutions. 
( 1)  Chairman,  r.Ir  DOUJ,ADOUX,  Group  II - Worlcers,  Rapporteur, 
l!r  ~~.v·'IERT,  Group  III - Various  Interents. 
(2) 
(3) 
As  pointed  out by I.ir  A::lCHOFF  (then Chcd.rman  of Group  III 
- Various  interestn)  at a  meetin4 of  the Durea_u's  select 
v1orldn6 party on  22  June  1971  (H/C:SS  424/71  of 
22  June  1971) 
Speech by  Mr  DERIT3,  Group  III - Various  Interents,  ideru • 
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The  ESC':::  hopcz had  subsequently to be  t8.ilored 
to  prc'!\":l..i 1 inc circun;::;t<.mccs.  In fuct,  contrary to original 
plan:::,  the  r·cvision of  the  Treaticn wao  :postponed until 
enl.are;cr:cnt  of  the  Cornrm.mitics,  Ncv-crthcJ.css  the  Chairman 
of the  P:,.nel  on  the  Hulcs  of Procedure  stnted that  those 
sections of  the  Rules  which dealt with  :referrals could 
still be  amended  to  secure the  Committee  the  rir;ht  of ini-
tiative. 
In this connection the  Rapporteur floated  the 
idea of  >".ddine  a  fourth paraeraph to Article  20  which dealt 
with referrals  (1), 
The  proposal  v1as  :  "At  the  request  of a  majority 
of its members  the  Committee  may  be  convened  in order to 
give an  Opinion on  a  SIJecific  issue  submitted in advance  to 
the  Bureau for investiGation."  I.1r  l.iJIJlJmT  pointed  out  that 
it would  be  difficult to  specify the  size  of the majority 
needed  to  1wplement  the  right  of  initiative.  He  also  queried 
the  wisdom  of requiring the  Co!nmittee  Chairman  to  inform 
the  Council  and  the  Co~icsion about  m1y  E3C  meeting con-
vened  in connection with an initiati\•c  Opinion  (2). 
•r>1io  version wuo  finally accepted at  the  104th 
PlencU"'J  ;.;ecsion held  on  2El  and  29  June  197?.  ( 3).  VIi th  an 
f!ye  to  the  Torthcornin~ P:,_rio  Surrunit  Conference,  the  Com-
rni ttec  C~ll led,  i.n  no  11ncertnin  term::J,  for n  more  important 
role  n.n(l  wj.der  termo  0f reference. 
( 1)  Since  the proposed  revJ.:non  of  the  Trenties had  been 
dro1Jped  it wns  no  lon(ier possibJ.e  to l'lnke  recommenda-
tions  about  amendments  to  Article  198  of the  EEC  Treaty 
and  Article  170  of the  EAEC  Treaty. 
( 2)  ~linutes of  the 7th meeting of  the  P:mel  on the Rules  of 
Procedure held  on  9  June  1972;  :i~/CES 422/72. 
(3)  104th Plenary Session of  28  ~d 29  June  1972;  CES  470/72• 
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·:Je  have  not eone  into detnn  about  the  work 
invol\·od  jn the  oecond  revioion of  the  B3C 1o  Rules  of 
Procedul'<'!,  r:ince  the  in:l tiati  ve  and  the  discussion was 
l.arc;el:r  sparked  off by the first reviaion.  It is more-
over  in1port~_lnt to  consider the  followinc; dates  : 
1960  2nd  Hulas  of Procedure 
1971  Second  revision 
in order to realise the  continuity and  consistency of the 
E::iC's  worl:. 
fl..  rapid  COir.!J:ctriGon  of the  two  procedures  high-
lighta the followinc; features  : 
On  the  occasion of the first rcvioion of the 
Rule  a  of i'rocedure,  the  Gormni ttee de1:.1=deo.  n  ric;ht  which 
tmalyaic  had  shown to  be  nceess::try,  not  to  oay crucial, 
to the  proper runnine  of the  ESC.  'l'he  Committee's pro-
pooalo  had  been  emFtSC1.tlated by  oppo:::;i tion from  various 
quarter::;.  The  aeeond  ~  ... ttcr.:pt  was  rr:::cde  in a  radically dif-
ferent  po.l.itic::.l  cliJT::-,tc.  'l'hP  Executive::;  - not  the  Com-
rr,uni t.i.eo  - h~:td  been  :-,ercccl  in July  19u7.  The  new  !llember 
0tatcs  v1crc  lmockin.;;  :J.t  the door.  Governments  had  chanced  in 
some  !:!ember  States  \1)  ~!1d this had  led to  shifts in eco-
nomic  ~nd social policy  • 
•  'ill  these  factor::;  were  instn~mentnl in creating 
tho  radically ch=ged  ~ctnosphcre  surroundinG  the  second 
revision of the Rules  of Procedure.  Opposition w::ts  now 
fraemen-tcd.  Approachen  differed  to  vuryinc; degrees.  The 
ESC'o  reqnest was felt to have  n  re2::::onable  chnnce  of  suc-
cess.  At  this stage  we  s!J.ould  point  out that the  Chninnnn, 
Mr  KUIPEH3,  h'ls  done  Troj[L"l  work  to  enlist the  support of 
several_  Governrr.ents  for  the  rieht  of ini  tinti  ve  ( 2). 
( 1)  In France  nnd  Germany 
(2)  At  the  oame  timo  as  tho  Rules  of Procedure  were  being 
revised by  the  ESC. 
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3.  Ste]JB  tal:en  by  Mr KUil,ETIS,  ESC  Chni rr.nn 
On  10  Novcl:lber  1970  Mr  KUIPE~{!J  r.:ade  his first 
signifiC3.!lt  contact with the  C:ouncil  President, 
Jl:lr  ','bl tcr SGJ!EEL  ( 1),  Following these  talbJ,  i.'Lr  h.'UIPERS 
announced  that lir  SCHEEL  "attached consider::tble  impor-
tance  to  the  ESC:•s  worlc".  Iilr  SCHE.EL  wou.ld  also  ensure 
that tr.e  Conmi ttee would  be  consul  ted  appropriately about 
enlrtrcement  of the  Community  (2). 
On  14  February  1971  Mr  1.'UIPF.H3  had  talks with 
the  co,u;,ission  and  its President,  !.ir  i.IAT,FATTI,  on  the 
CorrLcittee's  current  und  future  role  in the  Community. 
DiscusGio!l  focussed  on the  "Council'o fonnally  expressed 
intent'con  to  invol  vc  the  rcpresent::tti  Ycs  of  econoF.tiC  nnd 
social.  ::>.ctivi ty r•1ore  nnd  more  closely in the  administra-
tion of  the  econ'Jmic  nnd  monetary union",  (3) 
(1)  Then  President of the  FDP  LibcraJ.  Party  (one  of  the 
parties in the  Geri!k'Ul  Coalition Government)  and 
!Jinioter of Foreien Affairo 
( 2)  Cf,  A.:ppendix  to the ntinutes  of  the  90tl1  Plenary Ses-
sion hel.d  on  25  und  26  November  1970.  CES  591/77 
Appendix  2 
(3)  Cf,  93rd Plenary 3csoion held  on  24  and  25  FebrurJ.ry 
1971  CE3  151/71,  Appendix. 
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During his  offici~l visit to  Italy,  Mr KUIPERS 
diocussed  the  right of initiative in even gre:tter detail at 
talks  on  the  role  of representatives  of  economic  and  social 
activity in drafting political decisions (1 ).  After an offi-
cial visit to Belgium,  ~~KUIPERS was  able  to state that the 
ESC•s  concen1 to  play  a  more  active  role  in building Europe 
was  widely  recognized  (2). 
n~ KUIPERS  then paid  an official visit to  Germany 
where  he  was  received  by  President HEINEMANN  and  ll'.r  SCHEEL, 
l~inister for Foreign Affairs.  From  these  talko  emerged  the 
first concrete results  of  the  series of high-level  diplomatic 
contacts.  Having  referred to the  possibility of extending 
the  ESC's  powers,  ~~KUIPERS stated that his visit had  been 
successful  (3). 
On  15  December  1971  b~ KUIP~RS met  President  POMPIDOU 
of France  who  was  "exceptionally well  disposed to  the  Commit-
tee's desire for official recognition as  a  Community  institu-
tion armed  with the  right of initiative"  (4).  The  French  sup-
port for the  right  of initiative was  further  cemented  by 
Mr KUIPER's  talks with  r.~  ROCHE  ( 5)  who  had  been  elected 
President  of  the  French  Economic  and  Soci3l  Council. 
(1}  cr.  94th  Plenary Session,  CEJ  217/71 
(2)  Cf.  95th Plenary Session,  CES  345/71 
( 3)  Cf.  99th Plenary Session,  CE3  735/71 
(4)  Cf.  Appendix  to  the  minutes  of  the  100th Plenar;,r  Session, 
CES  52/72,  Appendix  1,  page  3 
( 5)  ESC  Chairoan  from  19b2-1964. 
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At  !<  formal  Coll'.mi ttce Session  ( 1)  r•lr  KUIPERS  rein-
fore eli  the  irupronnion  that victory  v;a:>  l':ithin the  Cor.unittce'::: 
r,ranp.  He  tal u  memllers  th:tt  there  wan  "every  rennon  to  ex-
pect  that  tht'  Cr>mmi ttce'  r1  :..~taturc  would  be  inc rca  sed".  Hc-
ferrine  to contemporary  governmental.  stiuctures,  he  stated 
that no  one  ~my longer questioned  "the need  to  i.nstitutionalisc 
joint connult::ltion".  It wac  therefore clear that  "the  Commu-
nity  Institut.;.one  r.1uat  he  strengthened"  and  "·••  our under-
nt:mdinc  of thls  i::J  that  the  E:3G  be  grunted  the rieht of  ini-
tiative" (2). 
Eefor·c  leaving office,  Mr  KUIPERG  discuooed  the 
ESC's 1ut\lrc  ·;1i th  the  Council  :md  Commisoion rrcoidents. 
The  Council  Pr·csident  ussured  him  th:1t  the  CoL'lmittee'o  request 
for a  right of initiative v1ould  be  on the  ugendn  of  the Paris 
~ummit Conference  (3).  In his  valedicto~· address, 
Mr  KUIPEHG  hwl.  already stated his conviction that the  Council 
would  react  favourably  to  a  Cow:ni ttee  request for the  right 
of  ini  tlutl  vc  ( 4).  Thc:r-e  1'/:..tS  every  reason for optimism. 
( 1)  Cf.  1COt;1  I'lcnary  :::eccioi1  i:eld  on  26  :::..:1d  2'T  January  1972; 
CES  5~/72 !.ppendix  2 
(2)  The  Groupe,  l'thich  r.au  ccn~:t·  .. mtly  sui>i)Ortcd  calls for the 
right or  initi:ltivc,  did.  co  :1gain  (op.  cit.  p::;.ge  23,  note 
2)  u.nu  p::tcec  23  and  37. 
(3)  cr.  !iinutcs of  the  128th lo\CCtin{;  of  t!H?  2;:iC  Di.!rcau  on 
2G  :~cpter~ber·  1972  (ll/CE:~  599/72) 
(4)  Cf.  104)1 i,lenary  ::::eE:oion  held  on  28  ~d 2S  J·.me  1972, 
CE3  ~70/7~,  Appendix  1. 
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III.  CONFERRAL  OF  THE  RIGHT  OF  INITIATIVE  AND  ITS  INITIAL 
============~====-============~=~=========~========== 
APPLICATION 
========~<=;:..;.=: 
A.  THE  DECISION  CONFERRING  THE  ESC's  RIGHT  OF  INITIATIVE 
1.  The  Pnrin  Summit  Conference  (19- 21  October 1972) 
The  Communique  ionued at the  end  of 
their meeting by  the  Heado  of State  or of  Govern-
ment  of the  six original and  three new  Member 
States contained the  following passage  about  the 
ESC  : 
"They  (the  Heads  of State or  Government) 
invited the  Community  Inntitutions to  recoenioe 
the right of  the  Economic  and  Social Committee  in 
future  to advise  on  its own  initiative on  all 
questions affecting the  Community." 
The  principle  of the  ESC'o  right to give 
its unsolicited Opinion at any  time  on  any matter 
of intcrcnt to  the  Community  had  thus  been 
recoenized.  This  success was  much  better than  the 
Committee  had hoped for in its previous attempts 
by  means  of amendment  of  the  Ruleo  of Procedure  in 
that the  right was  recocnized as extending to all 
the  fields  covered by  the  EEC  and  Euratom Trcatico 
( 1 ) •  . 
Winning the right was  the  culmination of 
years of persistent cupport  for  the  idea by  the 
majority of  the  .Member  States and  the  Commicsion, 
and  was  helped by  u  change  of heart  on  the part of 
the  German  Government. 
(1)  Sec  below P•  67 
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The  governments  of the  Benelux  countries, 
Italy and France,  backed  by their national organi-
zations  and unions,  had  supported the  ESC's  claim 
for  many  years.  At  the  1972 Paris  Summit,  France, 
which  was  in the  Chair,  managed  to  steer tho 
Conference  in the  right direction,  The  ESC's  case 
also had  the  support  of the  Commission,  which  was 
keen  on  !mowing  the  views  of the  various  economic 
r;roupings  an  soon  as possible.  The  breakthrough 
came  when  Germany  lifted the  15-year old  veto it 
had  exercised in the  Council  on  the  various 
revisions of the  Rules  of Procedure, 
Let  us  dwell  for  a  moment  on  the  German 
Government's  change  of attitude,  It was  due  to  a 
complete  change  of approach  towards participation 
by  interest groups in national and  Community 
decision-making on  economic  and  social matters, 
During Ludwig Eill1ARD's  period as Economics 
r.!inister (until 1963)  and  afterwardo  as Chancellor 
(from 1963  to  1966),  the  Government  was  wary  of any 
attempt  to  bring interest groups in an  advisory 
capacity into decision-making because it was  felt 
that this would  go  against  the  free market  economy 
principle. 
However,  as  was  r:hO\"ffi  by  the  1966  - 1967 
recession in  Germany,  a  certain n.mount  of planning 
in the  Federal  Government'n  and  the  L!l.nder's  economic 
and  financial policies had  become  essential.  The 
"Great Coalition"  (1)  again had to face  up  to  stark 
(1)  CDU-CSU  and  SPD 
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economi~  ~nu  soci~l  re~liticn,  and  this  led to its 
ennctmrmt  of  the  "I.o.w  to Promote  Stability and 
Economic  Growth"  (1)  introducing five-year plano 
for the  budget  (2). 
As  collective  bnreaining between  employers 
and unions  could have  a  considerable  impact  on  the 
proposed Federal  Government  and  Ltlnder plans for 
wages,  prices,  employment  and  investment,  Section 3 
of the  Law  provided for  co:J.certed action between  the 
Federul  Government,  the  Uindcr,  the unions  and the 
employern'  associations.  Germany  thus clearly 
recocnized the  importance  ~~d influence  of  the  big 
interest croups  on  decisions  in these areas  (3). 
( 1)  "Gesetz  zur FBrderune tler Stabili  t11t  und  des 
V/achstums  der Wirtschaft"  of 8  June  1967,  BGBl. 
I., p.  582,  amended  by  the  L~w of  18  ~arch 1975, 
BGBl.  I., p.  705. 
(2)  The  Law  also  contained planning of  the  five-year 
investment  programme  of the  various  Ger!ll.:l.J1 
Ministrien  (pp. 9- 10  of  "Stabilit1ttscesetz"). 
The  invcctment  progrommes  had  to fit into an 
over::tll  economic  ntnbj_li ty policy ennuring 
stability of prices,  a  hieh  level  of  employment, 
stetbility in trade  and  n  sufficient rate  of 
growth. 
(3)  See  aloo article  by  T.I.  RHEIN,  "Europaische 
konzertierte Aktion",  in  :  Europa-Archiv,  31st 
Year,  No.  15/1976. 
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Having changed its ntti  tude  towards  the 
involvement  of the  interest groups  in the  crucial 
decisions of  economic  nnd  social policy,  the  German 
Government  could no  longer maintain its opposition 
to the  riGht  of initiative for the  Committee  which 
would mnl'c  por::1ible  an  effective  expression of  the 
views  of  tho::>c  interest groups at European  level. 
meanwhile,  the  GermWl  DGB  had  mounted  n 
crunpaien  to win acceptance  for a  new  system of 
concertation with wider  o.ims  and  on  n  larger scale 
than that provided by  the  "Stnbilit!ltsgcsetz"  (1). 
Under it, the  connultation and  joint decision-making 
approach would  be  applied to  the  whole  field of 
economic  and  social policy.  The  DGB  proposed for 
this purpose  the  setting-up  of an  Economic  and  Social 
Council at Federal level and  similar Councils at 
Ltlnder level (2). 
So  it was  that finally,  in 1972,  Chancellor 
Willy  BRANDT  decided it was  time  for an initiative to 
be  made  on  behalf  of Community-level  involvement  of 
the  intercot groupo,  and  included in  a  memorandum 
preparen  for  the Paris  Summit  n  call for recoenition 
of  the  riGht  of initiative of  the ESC,  which  should 
become  the  chief forum  for dialoeue,  concertntion and 
consultation between  the  Council,  the  Commission  and 
the  interest groups. 
Associating the  citizen and  the  social 
partners in decision-making,  the  German  Government 
argued,  would  make  sure  that  the policies in the 
social field oct out  to  do  the  right thing. 
(1)  Sec,  for  instance,  the article,  "Why  our  claim 
to  be  asoociated in decinion-making still holds", 
in  :  "Welt  der Arbcit"  (the  DGB  journal),  No.7, 
14  Fcbru~ry 1969;  reprinted in ESC's  series of 
Selected Documents  and  Articles,  No.  40/69. 
{2)  Controveroy still surrounds this idea in  Germany. 
See,  for instance,  the  Report  of the  Committee  of 
Enqui.ry  on  Ineti  tution:-..1  Reform,  set up  by  the 
Bundestag,  in  :  "Druel:sachc 7/5924,  Deutscher 
Dundcotag,  7.  Wahlpcriode",  pp.  115  - 119. 
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W.  BRA.!IDT  clonely followed  the position which 
the  DGB  h~d stoutly defended  (1),  that as  the  Community 
moved  tovm.rds  economic  and  monetary union,  the  interest 
groups  should  be  broueht into decision-m1lliing  to  a  greater 
extent  ~md this invol  vcr~cnt would  help the coves  towards 
closer union succeed. 
TJ,e  fact  that the  ESC  was  a  meeting place bet-
ween  the  interest eroups  nnd  the  ConmT  .. ni  ty Institutions, 
the  memorandum  said,  made  the  Committee  an  ideal  forum 
for this  ~~rticipation (2). 
(1)  Acco1~ine to  information given to the Division for 
Studies  and  Docuraenta'Gion  by  the  form.er  Chef  de 
CH.binet  of  ex-Ch:tin:Ian, Mr  I,APPAG,  Er Helmut  IUES, 
('.t  meetints between  representatives  of the  DGB  and 
!.Irs  i(atharina FOCIG':,  the  then  3ecret:ou-y  of State at 
the  Chancellor's Office,  1\!r  I,AP?AS  helped  to  swing 
the German  Governr.wnt  in favour of rocogni  tion of the 
:richt  of initiative for the  ESC. 
( 2)  Chunceilor \7illy DRAHDT' s  men;orandum,  "Deutsche 
Initiative fUr  r./fussnahr.wn  zur Verr;irJclichung  einer 
curov~ischen Sozinl- und  Gesellcchaftnpolitilc". 
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2.  Incorporation of the Right of Initiative  in the Rules  of 
Procedure  ( 1974) 
After the decision at the Paris  Summit  Conference, 
the  ESC  quickly  oct to work  putting it into practice, 
firstl:,• by  immediately beginning to  exercise  the rieht, 
and  secondly by  endeavouring to get the  right into its 
Rulco  of Procedure  (1). 
In©cdiatcly  on taking office us  Chairman  in 
Septctrbcr 1972,  Mr  LA"Ff'AS  r:J.ct  the Prcoidcnt  of  the  Coun-
cil nnd  told him that the ESC  was  determined to  make  full 
use  of the freedom  of initiative finally c;rantcd  to it. 
He  inforJllcd  the  President that the  ESC  had  oct up  a  working 
party to report  on the  irniJlicationo  of the  Summit  decision 
for the  Committee's future activities,  and  that  once  the 
Council  had  approved  the  new  Rules  of Procedure,  it was 
likely that  the ESC  would  strrrt to  e:lq)resa  Opinions  on its 
own  initiative (2). 
Afterwards,  in his account  of the  interview with 
the  Preoident of  the  Cowrniosion,  !.lr  i.Wb110T,T,  the  Committee 
Ch::tirmnn  sn.id  that the  r.1ain  topic  in the  interview had  been 
the  rir;ht  of initiative,  and  that  the  President of  the  Com-
r:J.iSs.ion  h:.td  w:mtcd  to  sec  this  ric;ht  .i.ntorprcted  in a  wide 
oen:Je  .~:.:;  :1uthorisine tltc  Cormni tteo  forthvL;_th  to  take dis-
cussion of  :my  mntter without W'litine  to be  consulted by 
thfl  Cou!1cil.  or Cor:-.r.1ission  (3). 
(1)  The  ESC's  ric;ht  of initiative was  not officially con-
ceded U!!til  February  1974.  The  Comnittec,was,  however, 
able to make  good  use  of this period to revise its 
RuJ.cs  of Procedure, 
(2)  ESC  Prcso Release  of 31.10,1972,  PR  29/'72  (771). 
(3)  130th meetinG of Bureau  on 24.10.1972,  Doc,  R/CES  709/72. 
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This wide  interpretation was  the  one  adopted  by 
the  ESC,  when  at its Plenary Session of 29/30  November  1972 
(1),  it endorsed the position taken up  by  its Bureau at its 
meeting  on  28  November,  and  asked  the  Sections  to  suggest 
nubjects  on which  tho  Committee  should  exorcise its right 
of initiative  (2). 
Later (3),  the Bureau laid down  a  procedure for 
deciding on  exercise  of the  right  :  "applications that the 
Committee  give its Opinion on  a  subject without being asked 
to do  so by  the  Council  or the  Commission  must  first go  be-
fore  the Bureau.  The  Bureau decides whether to  put the 
application before  the full  Committee,  where  the  application 
is decided  by  a  majority of the  Committee  Members;  •••  appli-
cations must  be  submitted to  the  Bureau in writing by  a 
Section,  a  Group,  or at least five  Members  of  the  Committee; 
•••  applications must be  fully  explained and  documented  and 
give  a  clear statement  of the  subject matter"  (4). 
(1)  At  this Session the  new  draft Rules  of  Procedure  con-
taining the  right of initiative called for during the 
second  revision of the Rules  and  recognized  by the Paris 
~Ummit was  adopted, 
(2)  Sec  e.g.  Doc,  CES  43/73  and  Doc.  H/CES  170/73 rev. 
item 4  of  136th meeting of  the Bureau 
(3)  142nd  meeting of  the  Bureau  on  28  November  1973, 
Doc,  R/CES  787/73 
(4)  It is worth noting that five  Opinions  were  issued  on  the 
Committee's  own  initiative before  the  entry into force 
of the  new  Rules  of Procedure  in 1974.  They  were  : 
-GATT  (overall approach),  111th Plenary Session of 
23/24  May  1973;  Doc.  CES  438/73 A +  Ann.  and 
449/73  PR  +  App.,  in  :  OJ  No.  C 115  of 28.9.1974; 
- Industrial and  Technological  Policy,  115th Plenary 
Session of 28/29 November  1973;  Doc.  CES  881/73 A 
+  App.,  and  889/73  PR,  in OJ  No.  C 115  of 28.9.1974; 
- Economic  and  Monetary  Union,  116th Plenary Session of 
12/13 December  1973;  Doc.  CES  928/73  A+ App.,  and 
934/73  PR  +Add.,  in OJ  No.  C 115  of 28.9.1974, 
(footnote  continued  on  p.  66) 
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This  procedure was  used until  1974,  when  the 
Council  of Ministers officially recognized  the  ESC's 
right of initiative (1). 
The  new  Hulas  of Procedure  adopted  by the  ESC 
at ita 108th Plenary Session on 29/30 November  1972,  which 
were  approved  by  the  Council at its meetings  on  15  January 
1973  nnd  4  March  and  13  June  1974  and  became  effective in 
their entirety (2)  on  the latter date,  contained  a  fourth 
paragraph in Article  20  : 
"It (the  Committee)  may  be  convened  by its Chair-
man,  on  a  proposal  from its Bureau  and  with the  agreement 
of  the majority of its members,  to deliver,  on its own  ini-
tiative,  Opinions  on  any  question pertaining to  the  tasks 
assigned to the  ~uropean Economic  Community  or the European 
Atomic  Energy  Community". 
~his Article  shows  that freedom  of initiative is 
exerc1sed by  the  Assembly  and  not  by  the  Chairman  (3).  It 
has  given lllUCh  more  political  "punch"  to  Committee  Opinions. 
•  <  • 
(continuation footnote  4  on  p.  65)  : 
- Common.Agricultural  Policy,  118th Plenary Session of 
27/28 February  1974; 
-GATT  (Agricultural aspects),  118th Plenary Session of 
27/28 February  1974;  Doc.  Ci~ 215/74  A and  225/74  PR, 
in OJ  No.  C 115  of  28.9.1974. 
(1)  Letter from  the President of the  Council  to  the  Chair-
man  of the  ESC,  dated  12.1.1974,  printed  in book  of 
texts pertaining to constitution of ESC,  Part  1,  p.  23. 
(2)  The  new  4th paragraph of Art.  20  of  the  Rules  of Pro-
cedure  entered into force  on  4  March  1974. 
(3)  Original  Rules  of Procedure,  p.  8  and  9,  first revised 
version of Rules  of Procedure,  p.  46  et seq.  In both 
these cases it was  proposed to  include  the  right of 
initiative among  the  powers  of the  Chairman  of the 
Committee. 
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It is to  be  noted that tho  right of initiative 
may  be  exorcioed  in respect of "all questions affecting the 
Corr.munity"  (text of  Communiqu6  of the heads  of state or of 
government  at the  Paris  Summi.t,  which  wan  confirmed when 
tho  Council,  on  12  l''ebruary  1974,  formally  recogni.zed  the 
right) 
The  fields the  ESC  can advise upon under its 
right of initiative thus  range  from  the  Cou~ity economic 
and  social  policy to  institutional matters  and  the general 
direction of  Comwxnity  policy. 
As  Community  integrati.on is a  continuing process, 
the  oubjects with which  the  Committee  may  deal  are not  res-
tricted to areas in which  integration is already at an 
advanced  stage,  but may  also concern areas in which  inte-
gration has hardly been started,  and  tho  interest groups 
in the  ESC  can in ouch  cases demonstrate their desire  to 
see  progress  ~~de  (1). 
As  we  will  see further on  in detail  (2),  the ESC's 
role,  though still advisory,  has  become  more  dynamic  thanks 
to  exercise  of  the  rieht of  initiative. 
An  examination of  the various means  of  expres-
sion (3)  offered by the  Committee's Rules of Procedure  and 
its right of  initiative - recognized at both the highest 
political level in the  Coll1ll1Unity  (the  1972  Paris  Summit)  and 
by  the  Community's  decision-making Instituion (the  Council)  -
(1)  To  name  one  recent  example,  the  ESC  Opinion on the 
relationships between East and  West  Europe  over trans-
port. 
(2)  See  below·pp.  82-84. 
(3)  Mainly  by  Opinions which  are voted. 
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shows  that the  ESC  can directly participate in and  in-
crease the  pace  of European integration.  Ito scope  in 
the  consultative process thus  exceeds the bounds  originally 
assigned to it in the  Treaties  (1). 
(1)  See  Articles of Treaties providing for consultation 
of ESC,  p.  21. 
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B.  DfLPLEMENTATION  OF  THE  RIGHT  OF  INITIATIVE 
1.  Procedure used  between  1974  and  1975 
As  explained earlier,  the  procedure  prior to  the 
entry into  force  of the  1974  Rules  of Procedure  was  as fol-
lows.  First, the  Sections were  asked  to  eo  into  subjecto 
which might  be  dealt with in own-initiative Opinions.  Then, 
at  the  proposal  of the  Bureau  the  Plenary  Assembly  decided 
by  a  majority what  action  should  be  taken  (1).  This  pro-
cedure  re~~ined in force until 1976. 
At  the  request  of the  then Chairman,  H.  ''ANONGE  (2), 
a  critical appraisal  was  carried  out  in April  1976  of the 
first usee  to  which the  right of initiative had  been put. 
The  aim of this appraisal wao  to  coordinate  the  various  pro-
posals  for using  the  right of initiative and  plan recourse 
to the  right of initiative within the  framework  of the nor-
mal  work  of the  ESC.  This  operation  (3)  revealed  that cer-
tain aspects  of the  way  in which  the  right  of initiative 
had  been  implemented  seemed  to contrast with the  aims  which 
had  been put  forward  during the negotiations  to  obtain the 
right  of initiative.  That is to  say 
- most  own-initiative Opinions  concerned  documents  on  which 
the  Commission  and  Council  had  not  opted  to  consult  the  ESC. 
Issuing an own-initiativr. Opinion in no  way  made  up  for  the 
fact that  the  Committee  was  taking a  stand  on  a  text that 
had  already  ber.n  drawn  up  (and  therefore  its Opinion  was 
often too  late)  and  on  a  subject  which  the  consulting 
Institutions  had  already  selected  in the  light of their 
idea of  what  the  priorities were.  This  meant  that the 
Committee's action was  limited  in its importance  and  in 
its impact  from  the  very  outset. 
(1)  See  above  pages  65  and  66. 
(2)  Letter from  Chairman  H.  CANONGE  to  the  Section  Chairmen, 
15  January  1976  No  147/76. 
(3)  See  Document  R/CES  415/76  item  5  - 172nd  meeting of the 
Bureau  of the  Committee,  27.4.1976. 
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The  Opinions dealt with  i::wues  that \'/ere  important  to  cer-
tain vocational  groups,  bui:,  generally  npeuking,  they  \'/ere 
not  concerned  with m:tjor  iormc:J  which  \'/ere  cc.pable  by  their 
topicality and  their more  political clmructer of  increasing 
the  importance  of the  ESC's  ta.ek  nnd  role  v:i thin the  1-~ro­
pcan machinery; 
only a  few  own-initiative Opinions  (the ninority)  tackled 
subjects  concerned  with eeneral  policy,  As  n  result,  in-
d) rectly the  ESC  wa.s  returning to  the  restricti  vc  practice 
of  thB  yearn  in wh.iclt  there  wao  no  1·i::;ht  of  initiative  ( 1), 
DecD.unc  nf this lil'li  ted nne  of the  ric;ht  of initiative it 
din not  encourage  the nttjor  Europe~'l1 socio-vocational  orc;o.ni-
zationo to  choose  the  C~3C more  reGLI.larly  as  a  forum  for dis-
cuocion  :.md  dialocue  on  i:.::nues  of particular concern to 
them  (2); 
on  nggreg<.tte,  the  subject matter of ovm-initiative  Opinions 
wao  nelected piecer:,cal  and  on an essentially sectoral basis, 
There  YID.:J  no  overall concept  nt  an:~'  given time  of what  ob-
jectives v1ere  being purnued.  In other words,  une  of the 
ri[;ht of ini  tia  ti  ve  r::1s  not  preceded  h;)'  a  general discussion 
und  ho.d  not been sufficiently well  defined,  Such discussion 
should  h:1ve  eonccntr:J.ted  on  the  pro.ctic::W.  ponnibili  ties that 
the  O'N:1-ini tiati  .,e  Opinion  opened  u~J  a.s  an instrunent for 
al.lO\·rins  the  socio-vocational  cro\.l.!JS  to  inoert  themselves 
into  the  decision-E:et}:i!1[.(  proces::J, 
Indeed,  "b~r  in,· l tint.;  the  :;cctinn  1 n  bureau  to  make 
proporJ.:\1.::-;  :~t  the  s~u"e  tiJt,e  l t  vna  pon:::ihle  to achieve  n  cer-
t:l.in  eon;-;i::;tency  between  the:Je  propo:::•.lu"  (3)  and  to  take up 
thene  pr·opo::nlR  in  tl1c  :1.i.~)1t  of  "tlw :  .. o:'t  hlport:mt featuren 
of  the  !::u copc:m  o.nd  \'lorl cl  ::Ji tuo. ti.on::;".  •,ccordingly,  more 
:nrecice  (,'lll.delines  dc::;i[';!letl  to get  !'Ocmcl  these  dis:1dvontages 
1·:erc  l:,h 1 •  down  by  the  :'3u::-c:J.U  at  l tn  172m'  r.!eetinc,  held  on 
24  Ap~i~ 197G  (~). 
(1)  Sec  p::1.:;ec  22,  22  ::111d  :?4  above, 
(2)  See  A.  :rJAYPAS  EJC  'Jrcss  relea.ne  of  2~ !lover.;ber  1972, 
P:l  3'2/72  ( 787L  • 
(3)  3cc  Doc,  R/CES  41~/'?G itco V,  17:::;1d  r::cetinc  of  the  Bureau, 
held  o.1  '.27  April  1~/G. 
( 4)  :::cc  D.:>c,  H/CE::J  ~~s 1/i'G,  172nd rwctiac; of  the  Dure~m of 
t:w :t.:J:::,  extr:.:.ordin~\r-J· rueetinc;  o.L'  :·r.~·.197G. 
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2,  Planni:l(~ the  Imple:1wntcttion  of the  HirA1t  of  Ini  tiati  vc  ns 
from  l.l t;t  1976 
The  critici~;~ of the  manner  in which  the  right 
of inl  ti~'.ti  ve  hnd  been used led the  Bure:m at meetingo  on 
27  AprE  :md  2~,  May  1976  to  adopt  a  new  pJ an  which  was  de-
signed  to  enourc  that  ( 1)  "the  implenent8.tion  of  the  ri.eht 
of  initiative conforrr1ed  with a  gcnerctl  policy to  be  defined, 
by  the Bureau". 
Accordingly,  the Bureau  drew up  standing ordero 
defininc hoY!  the right of initiative  wc.w  to be  uoed. 
These  orders  provide  as  follows  (2)  : 
"This is  l"lh~,  it hnn  decided  ·to  lJlnn the usc  to 
be  made  of this procedure  each  year,  in the liGht of  the 
Com1omi tics'  activities :md  the  Cor.:r:i ttec'  s  overall work-
load.  To  t!1in  end,  the Sections ouct  endeavour to  include 
their _(ll'OpOS:!lS  for ovr.1-ini tiati  ve  norL:  in their own  pro-
gramnen  of work. 
At  the  hccinninc  of  each  ~'C'-'.r,  tile  3ections 
chould  t 110refore  cx,.JI.linc  the topics r;i tl1in their term::J  of 
reference that arc  due  to  heco1.1e  the  oubject  of  Co;;JJTiunity 
mea~urec  o~·  deserve  8p·Jci:::.l  attention,  a.'ld  decide  in which 
case::;  it rio-.tld  be  cx-veuic,'lt  to  :mticipCLte  the  request for 
an Opialo!t,  c::p:md  on  '-~  p~·cviou:::  OpLlion or druw up  an 
own-ini  tin.ti  ve  Opinion. 
The  Sections'  :mt::.c ip:::tted  11orZ:  cchcdulcs  z:;ust 
an  fe.r  :-.s  po::::siblc  be  in the  posaeccio~1 of the  Corm;Ji ttce'  G 
Dureo.u  :J.t  the  :Jtart of  each year so  th:::tt  they  c:m plan the 
worlc  in tLo  ~nner set  ov.t  below  : 
(1)  3t;:cte:.1Cl:t  by l:r i)'_;  I:!lUYE  ut  t!1e  1(2nd !.JCeting  of  the 
Dt>.~·c:..:t:  of the  E;:;c,  27  April  197C:  - !Joe.  ll./CES  491/76 
( 2)  ~3~ DcJ.cic  Docur,;entr:,  ::?;1rt  III;  ti1e  Bu~·eau'  s  Stnndincr 
Oluer:o,  pp.  10  a.r.d  11. 
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a)  Description of  the  Procedure  adoJ!tCd  by the  Bureau 
The  Gencrnl  Secretariat shall prepare  a  general 
memo  outlining tho  economic  ru1d  occial  issues  which 
nrc likely to dominate  the  Committee's  work  in the 
period under consideration. 
After this meco  haa been studied by  the Bureau, 
it shall be  communicated  to  the  Sections  nnd  the Groupo, 
which muot  make  their conmento  and  any proposolo within 
a  fixed  period. 
After tho Bureau has  taken note  of the  Section's 
and  Groupo'  rcactiono,  it shall adopt  a  programme  on 
tho basis of tho  General Secretariat's proposals. 
The  Sections shall then progressively  submit 
definite applications for permission to  draw  up  own-
initiative Opinions within their respective  spheres of 
competence  on  specific topics which  are  in keeping with 
the  programme. 
The  establishment of this programme  shall not 
preclude use  of the  own-initiative procedure - in accor-
dance with the rules in force  - for matters not  on the 
programme,  where  the Bureau  recoenises this to be neces-
sary." 
Once  it is decided that an own-initiative Opinion 
is to be  adopted,  the  rules for drawing it up  are as laid 
down  in Articles 20  to  45  of the  Rules  of Procedure. 
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PLANNING  RIGHT-OF-INITIATIVE  ~ORK 
==================~============== 
GENERAL  SECRETARIAT 
- preparen  u  general 
memo  (1) 
- communicates it to  the 
Bureau  (3) 
J, 
BUREAU 
- studies the  memo  ( 4) 
- communicates it to  the 
Sectiono  nnd  Groups ( 5) 
- adopts  a  programme  on th< 
baoio  of proposals  druwn 
up  by  the  General 
Secretariat  (8) 
If it approveo  the  appli-
crttions it cubmito  them 
to the Plenary  Session 
with explanations  (10) 
.J 
PLENARY  SESSION 
rules  on  the  applications 
( 11 ) 
r 
SECTIONS 
- hold  a  dincussion  on  appro-
priate  Community  issuen  (2) 
SECTIONS  - GROUPS 
re  - discuos  the  memo  (6) 
I~ 
- paso  on  their comments  and 
propooals  (7) 
SECTIONS 
~"' - oubmit  definite applications 
for permission  to  draw up 
own-initiative Opinions  (9) 
1 )  Procedure 1st  0  (  §  p.  1 
(2)  Objectives 4th L p.  10 
(3)  Procedure  2nd I' p.  11  (4)  Procedure  2nd  ,  p.  11 
(5)  Procedure  2nd  ,  p.  11 
(6)  Procedure  2nd  ,  p.  11 
~ 
7~  Procedure  2nd  ,  p.  11 
8  Procedure  3rd  ,  p.  11 
9  Procedure  4th  ,  p.  11 
(10  Right of Initiative  2nd  and 
4th §,  p.  9 
(11)Rightofinitiutive4th§,p.  9 
~ 
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h)  Objcctivec  of'  Plrmnine Recourflc  to  the  Rip;ht  of 
Tnitjntive 
It r;hould  be  noted that  this procedure 
chould not  only allow the  subject for  an  overall 
ESC  policy to  oc  aclected in the  lieht of the  economic 
nnd  social  situation in  the  Community,  it uloo  muot 
lend  the proposers  of  a  given own-initiative Opinion 
to reflect  on  certain points. 
- The  firot requirement  is for realism  :  if the 
Community  tacl:lcs a  eiven subject,  is it likely to 
get  oomcwhere?  to  achieve  Gomethine conotructive? 
to  arrive at o.  compromise  v1hich  will allow the 
Community  to make  some  proercsc?  to propooe  an 
effective  urea for  work? 
- The  second requirement  is for  effectiveness  :  is 
the  proposed  Opinion likely to  be  acted  on?  is it 
opportune?  is now  the  time  in which  a  favourable 
reaction is most  likely  to  be  obtained  from  the 
Institutions? 
- The  third requirement  is for consistency  :  on  a 
more  general  level  the  questions  to  be  asked  are 
what  overall concept  is the  proposed  Opinion  to  be 
aligned  on?  which  earlier views  are  to  be  adhered 
to  and which  are  going to  ho.ve  to  be  altered? 
This  sort of  work planning does  not prevent 
an  unscheduled  own-initiative Opinion  being drawn up 
on  a  topical  issue  during a  civen period. 
c)  Uce  of the  Rie;ht  of Initiative under  the  Ureency 
Procedure  (1) 
Article  37  of  the  Hulce  of Procedure  pro-
vides  that,  at  the  request  of a  member  or group  of 
members,  the  Bureau may  propose  to  the Plenary Sesoion 
(1)  see  part III,  pp.  11  and  12,  of the  Bureau's Standing 
Orders 
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that  n  stntcm'=!nt  by  a  member  or croup  o:·  members  on 
R  topical  issue  chould  be  placed  on  the  agenda.  It 
io  then  for  the  Plenary  Session  to  decide  whether 
this issue  should  be  followed  up  by  a  thorough  exami-
nation and  to  determine  what  procedure  should  be 
followed  (1)(2). 
If the Plenary Scosion decides  to  deliver 
an  own-ini.tiativc  Opinion,  it designates  a  Section to 
prepare  the  work  in the  usual  way,  time  permitting. 
If the  matter  is  neon  to  be  urecnt,  however,  the 
Plenary Session may  immediately  appoint  a  Rapporteur-
General,  under Article  18  of  tho  Rules  of Procedure, 
to draft an  Opinion  and  a  Report  on  the  basis  of  a 
general discussion.  Should it not  be  possible  for 
thio  general  discussion to  be  held  immediately,  it 
could take  place at a  meeting of  the  Section respon-
sible for  the  matter. 
Yfuerc  the Plenary Session asks  the  respon-
sible Section  to  study  the  doooier  beforehand  and  the 
Section,  after ntudying the  doosicr,  finds  that  the 
Corruni ttce  should make  its vicwo  knovm  ao  a  matter of 
ur~;ency,  tho  Chairman,  acting under  the  oecond para-
eraph of Article  46  (which may  be  interpreted as 
applying to  work  which  tho  Committee  undertakes  on 
ito own  initio.tive),  may  take  every necessary  step 
to  ensure  that  the  work  proceedo  on  a  proper footing, 
subject to ratification  by  the  Committee. 
For  instance,  he  may  - acting under 
Article 18- appoint  a  Rapporteur-General  to deal 
with  tho matter;  ouch appointment  muot  be  ratified 
by  the Plenary Scooion. 
(1)  Bureau meeting on  24  May  1976,  Doc.  R/CES  570/76, 
item 7 
(2)  See  for  example  the  procedure  followed  for  the 
ESC  Opinion  of  26.2.1976  on  Unemployment  in the 
Community  and,  in particular,  documents 
R/CES  81/76  and  93/76  Appendix  2.  For views  on 
this procedure  conoult  documents  R/CES  203/76, 
251/76  and  263/76. 
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USE  OF  THE  RIGHT  0?  INITIATIVE  UNDER  THE  URGENCY  PROCEIXJRE 
Normal  timescale 
1 
appropriate  Section 
1 
Ucual  procedure 
R/CES  628/77 
Bureau gives permicoion 
(Art.  1  of the R.P.) 
l 
Statement 
to 
/member 
by 
~  group  of members 
l 
Plenary  Seosion1  which 
decides  on 
Rapporteur-
General 
(Art.  18  of  R.P~ 
1 
Draft  Opinion 
baced  on  debate 
at Plenary  Scs3ion 
or in appropriate 
Section 
study of the dossier by the appro-
priate Section which  finds  which 
timeccale  ought  to apply 
Norrnnl 
l 
Bureau decides 
what  action to 
take  * 
Chairman  deciden 
(para.  21  Art.  46) 
(subject to rati-
fication by the 
ESC)  ~ 
Rapporteur-General 
(Art.  18  of the 
R.P.)  (appointment 
to be  confirmed by 
the  Plenary Session) 
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d)  The  Sif7Jif1cnnce  of  the Urr;ency  Procedure 
From  the  Bureau's  ~tand1nc Orders,  it 
appears  that the  decision whether  or not  an  o~n­
initiativc Opinion  should  be  drawn  up  is primarily 
the  respon:Jil.Jility  of  the  Plenary Session  in  caces 
of  urgency. 
In  other words,  proposals  from  one  or more 
members  must  be  channelled  through  the  Bureau  (Art.  37 
of  the  Rules  of Procedure)  which  decides whether  the: 
topical  icsub  in question  may  be  subcitted in the  fo~ 
of  n  declaration  to  the Plenary Session.  If  the 
Plenary  Scs:::;ion  decides nci  ther to  draw  up  B..l'l  Opin1on 
nor  to  instruct  the  reoponsible  Section  to  study  the 
relevant dossier,  it is difficult to  conceive  how  the 
ESC  Chai~nn could utilise the  second  paragraph  of 
Article  46  of the  Rules  of Procedure  (urccncy 
procedure)  autonomously.  In effect,  these  Standine 
Orders  of  the  Bureau,  which  were  drawn  up  in accor-
dance  with paraeraphs  one  o.nd  three  of Article  B of 
the  Rules  of Procedure,  coordinate  the  work  of the 
various  or&3Ds  of  the  Committee,  including that  of 
the  Chairman. 
However,  one  could conceive  of  a  situation 
in which  durinc n  relatively lone intermission 
(summer  m~nthc)  and  the  emerecnce  of absolutely 
exceptionn.l  circumstnnces,  the  Ch::lirman  mit:;ht  apply 
Article  4G  of  the  Rules  of Procedure  purely and 
simply  without  the Plenary Session having been  con-
sul  ted  beforehand  • 
..  ,  ... ·......  '-
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IV.  ~~~~~~=~2=~y~~~~~=~~=~g~~~~~=~M~~~~~=~~R:~I~~=~~ 
~lg~~=~~=I~~~J~j£~ 
The  qualitative change  in the  role  of the  ESC, 
armed  with the right of initiative,  must  be  aosessed against 
the background  of  : 
tho  Community's  decision-making process, 
- the  ESC's  position in the  institutional machinery 
created by  the  Rome  Treaties, 
- the  dynamic  evolution of  Community  policies and 
the  ESC's  involvement  therein, 
- the  scope for action provided  by  the  right of 
initiative, 
- the forthcoming European  Parliament  elections 
under direct universal  suffrage. 
A.  THE  COMMUNITY  DECISION-TAKING  lllACHINERY  AND  THE  ESC 
Building hurope  means  changing present  economic  and 
social  structures,  generally by way  of the legal  instruments 
provided by the Treaties- i.e.  regulations,  directives and 
decisions  (1}. 
The  ESC's  right of initiative,  which - according to 
the fourth paragraph of Article  20  of the  Committee's  Rules 
of Procedure  - empowers  the  Committee  "to deliver,  on its 
ovm  initiative,  Opinions  on  any  question pertaining to the 
tasks assigned to the  Communitiea"  is one  way  of involving 
socio-economic  groupo  more  closely in Communfty  decision-
making  and  thus  in the  enacting of  l:.C  leeiolation. 
(1)  Sec  Article  189  of the  EEC  Treaty  and  Article  161  of the 
EAEC  Treaty. 
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'l'hi:::  i:::  the  background  to  the  ESC 'n right of 
ini tia"ti  ve.  '£he  wey  in  which  this right  ha:::  been  implemen-
ted  will  be  dealt  with later.  In  other  word:::,  under  the 
Tre&tic:::  and  itu own  Rule:::  of Procedure,  the  ESC  is entitled 
to  adopt  un:mimous  or majority Opinionc  which  take  into 
account  and  reflect  the  views  of  socio-economic  groups  for 
the  purpo:::e  of  influencing the  Community  legislative process. 
The  Com~ittee'::: consultative function  should  be  coneidered 
from  this anelc. 
\then  analyzing the  Community's  deci:::ion-making 
proces:::,  one  fm1damental  point  to  be  noted  i:::  that,  as  a 
general rule,  the  Council  can net  only  "on  a  propo:::al"  from 
the  Commi:::nion.  The  Council is rarely able  to take decisions 
on  its own  authority or  on  the basis  of  Commi:::sion  Opinions 
alone  (1).  More  often than not  the  Council  adopts  measures 
or takes decisions  "on  a  proposal  from  the Commission"  (2). 
The  Commisnion,  therefore,  plays  a  decisive role  us  initia-
tor in such inntances.  In nddition,  until such timen  as 
the  Council  has  taken  a  final decision,  the Commission  may 
alter (or  with~raw) its proposal  (3).  _ 
~his may  be  done  to  accom:nodate  the  h'uropean Par-
liament,  to  take discunsions  at the  Council into account,  to 
allow for  ESC  Opinions  or to make  allowance  ror developments 
which  were  not foreseeable  when  the  Con:mission's  proponal 
was  originally drafted. 
(1)  As,  for  example,  in the  cane  of  Articles 84(2),  126 
and  237  or the  EEC  Treaty. 
(2)  Sec,  for  example,  Articles  28,  3J(o),  4J(2)  para.  3, 
55,  63  and  79  of the  ~EC Treaty. 
(3)  As  in Article  149(2)  of the  EEC  Treaty and Article  119(2) 
of the  BAEC  Treaty.  In such instances the Commission  in 
free  to  amend  its propospl  as  often as it considers neces-
sary. 
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Furthermore,  when  the  Gomroisoion  declareo  that 
ito propooul  io final,  "unanimity ohall  be  requi.rod  for an 
net conotituting un  amendment  tc thnt propoonl"  (1). 
Ao  far no  the  ESC  io concerned,  the  main  conclu-
sion to  be  drawn  from thio fleeting ourvey of the  decision-
making  process is that 
- the machinery uoed in the  Community  for making 
theoe  decioiono 
- the current balance  of  power between  Community 
institutions,  and 
- the  powers  devolving  on  the  Commission 
all give  the  Commission a  decisive role  us  the initiator 
of,  and  driving force  behind,  leeislation (2).  This  io 
therefore  the  body  to which  the  Committee,  in using its 
right of initiative,  ohould at the appropriate moment  ad-
dress the  views  voiced  and  compromioes  reached within ito 
ranks,  on  those major topical  isoues which the  socio-
occupationnl  groupo  think must  be  solved at Community  level. 
(1)  See  Article  149(1)  of the  E~C Treaty and  Article  119(1) 
of  the  EAEC  Treaty 
(2)  For a  more  detailed commentary  see  "La voix des 
partenaires  sociuux.  Le  c.E.s.,  un essai  de  democratic 
flconomique"  in "30  jouro  d 1h'urope",  Supplement  to 
No.  188  - March  1974 
SIDJANSKI  "Aspects Federatifs de la C.E."  Res 
publica 1964,  Vol.  IV,  P•  355.  Quoted  by  P.H.  TEITGEN  -
"Cours  de  droit institutionnel communautaire",  Poly-
copie  1975  - 1976,  p.  316,  Paris,  Loa  couro  de  Droit 
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B.  THE  POSITION  OF  THE  ESC  IN  THE  INSTITUTIONAL  MACHINERY 
AFTER  1972 
In the words  of  Mr  H.  CANONGE  (1),  "The  Eco-
nomic  and  Social  Committee  is a  constitutional consul-
tative body  of  the  Community  Institutions"  (2). 
A body  : 
The  ESC  is referred to  as  a  "body"  because 
it is not described aa  an "Institution" in Article 4  of 
the  EEC  Treaty or Article  3  of the  EAEC  Treaty.  The 
first paragraph of each of these  two  Articles lists the 
Community  Inatitutions,  whilst the  second  paragraph 
states that the  ESC  ahnll assist the  Commission  and  the 
Council  in an advisory capacity (3). 
Consti  tutionnl  : 
The  ESC  is a  "constitutional" body  as it is 
provided for in those  sections of the  EEC  and  EAEC 
Treaties which  set out how  the  two  Communities  are  to 
operate. 
(1)  ESC  Chairmnnfrom 1974  to  1976 
(2}  Statement by Mr  H.  CANONGE  to  the  175th meeting of the 
ESC  Bureau  on  29  June  1976 (R/CES  633/76,  Item VIII) 
(3)  This  interpretation is shared by  the  ESC  and  used  in 
support of its claim for institutional status which  would, 
in the view of the ESC,  give it budgetary autonomy,  the 
right to decide its own  Rules  of Procedure  and  to appoint 
its own  members,  acting on proposals  from the  organiza-
tions representing social  and  economic  interest groups. 
For further details,  see  ESC  Opinion of  28  March  1974 
entitled "The  Place and  Role  of the Economic  and  Social 
Committee  in the Institutional Machinery of the  Communi-
tieD  in the  Context  of a  Possible Evolution thereof" 
(CES  331/74,  p. 7- OJ  No.  C 115  of 28.9.1974,  p.  37/1); 
see also the  ESC  Opinion of 16.7.1975  on European Union 
(CES  805/75,  P•  10-11,  OJ  No.  C 270  of 26.11.1975, 
p.  2  et seq.). 
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The  ESC  io therefore clearly  involved  in the  "con-
stitutional  development  of the  Communities"  and  io  thuo 
part of  the  dynrunic  process  of  "1'u.ropeun  integration". 
1~e actual  role  of the  ESC  in the  development  of 
the  Communities  will have  to be  continually re-defined us 
the  institutiono  evolve.  Having  acquired the  right of ini-
tiative,  the  ESC  will henceforth be  in a  position to play 
an active part in the  continual adaptation of its role..  To 
quote  one  example,  if,  in the years to  come,  the European 
Parliament - elected on  the basis of direct universal ouf-
frage  - were  to  be  granted  incrcaned  powero,  including real 
lcgiolative power,  it would  be  perfectly logical for the 
consultative role  of  the  ESC  to be  extended to  cover the 
European Parliament  (1)  as well  ao  the  Commiosion  and  the 
Council. 
Consultative 
The  ESC  is classed as  a  "consultative" body  be-
cause  Article  198  of the  EEC  Treaty and  Article  170  of the 
BAEC  Treaty provide for its consultation by  the  Commission 
and  the  Council.  The  ESC  submits its views  in the  form  of 
Opinions  (Article 20  of the Rules  of Procedure). 
As  the  term "consultative" implies,  the  Institu-
tions consulting the  ESC  and  the bodies to  whom  own-
initiative Opinions  arc addresned are under no  obligation to 
act upon  tho  Opinions.  The  Treaties in no  way  bind  the  Com-
mission and  the  Council  to draw up  or amend  a  proposal  to 
accommodate  the  views  of the  ESC. 
(1)  For further details,  ece  page  108  ct seq, 
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It in clear,  therefore,  that the  ESC  can activate 
or amend  the  Co~~runities• legislative process  only if the 
Insti~ltions to  whom  its Opinions  are  addressed  accept its 
recommendationo  in full or in part and  act accordingly. 
The  ESC  docs not therefore have  the right to initiate le-
gislation,  the  right which  gives the Institutions a  free 
hand  to  set in motion tho  Communities'  legislative process, 
The  role of the  ESC  is therefore  essentially to 
pass  on advice,  in the  form  of Opinions,  to the  CoiTmiosiort 
and  tho  Council  and,  under certain circumstances,  tho  Euro-
pean Parliament,  in the  hope that its suggestions will be 
tnlcen into com:ideration.  The  Commi ttoe has no  decision-
mnldng  or joint dccision-makine power,  and  such  powers  arc 
not  oought  by its members.  Nor  doeo  the  ESC  have  the  right 
to initiate legislation as have national ·Parliaments. 
The  question therefore arises as  to  whether or 
not it would  be  politically advisable for the  Community 
authorities to try to  take more  account  of  ESC  Opinions 
thereby permitting tho  important social and  economic  in-
terest groups  represented  on the  ESC  to  exercise greater in-
fluence.  After all such  groups  oeek to  influence,  and  do 
indeed  influence,  the  decisions taken by  public authorities 
in all modern  democracieo.  Should different rules apply 
in the  Communities  ? 
Turning once  again to the consultative role  of 
the  ESC,  fears of corporatism arc unfounded,  Corporatism 
implies  that legislative power in exercised  by  industrial 
and  professional  corporations  who  are not  elected by uni-
versal  suffrage  and  who  usurp  the place  of Parliament 
which is the manifestation of  the  sovereignty  of  the 
people  (1),  In other words,  corporatism can only  be  said 
to  exist if corporations are  "empowered  to  tn.Jce  decisions 
which are binding upon all those  to  whom  they  o.pply"  and 
if "rigid institutional structures are  established,  despite 
the  fo.ct  that the  economic  situation itself is subject to 
change"  ( 2). 
(1) 
(2) 
See  the  speech delivered by !llr  H.  CANONGE  marking the 
end  of his term of office  (CES  927/76  Appendix  2,  p.  24) 
Pierre  MENDES  FRANCE  in "La Hcpublique  Moderne"  Gallimard, 
Paris,  1972,  quoted by  Arnaud  Marc  LIPIANSKY  in 
"L'Europe  en formation"  No.  181-182,  April/May  1975, 
Special Edition "Le  C,E,S.  du  C,E.", 
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Moreover,  giving the  l.!:3C  increased powers  would 
neither limit nor encrouch upon the  role or the  preroga-
tives of the  European Parliament,  since,  in the  words  of 
Alfons  LA.PPAS  "the  r;~;c  is more  of  a  front-line post for 
the organizations taking part,  at all levels,  in seeking 
conoensus within the frnnework  of modern political struc-
tures"  (1).  To  put it in another way,  the  abovementioned 
organizations  seek to  influence  other bodies Which  have 
decision-making power. 
The  social  and  economic  interest groups  in the 
Comcunity  readily recognize  that  the  influence brought to 
bear upon the European Parliament by  socio-economic lob-
bies must  not  jeopardize Parliomcnt•s political accounta-
bility.  Such  interest groups  cannot therefore be  given 
the  right to  take part directly in joint decision-making (2). 
What  does  the ESC's  right of initiative therefore 
imply  and  how  is it to be  exercised  ?  What  new  scope  does 
this right give  to  the ESC  and  Ylhnt  contribution does it 
make  to the  overall  aim  of European integration ? 
The  fact  that the  right of initiative has  been 
laid down  in an  addendum  to  the  Rules  of Procedure  - the 
fourth paragraph of Article 20  - clearly demonstrates that 
this new  right  is something more  than  a  broader inter-
pretation of the  earlier provisions.  The  right to act 
autonomously  gives the  ESC  a  new  power. 
(1)  Alfons  LAPPAS,  then Chairman  of the ESC,  inn speech 
made  in Deauville  in May  1973  on the role  and  influence 
of the  ESC 
(2)  For further information on this  subject,  see  the  address 
given by H.  VETTER,  President of the  German  Trade  Union 
Confederation and  current President of the  ETUC,  to the 
132nd meeting of the ESC's  Bureau at the headquarters 
of the German  Trade Union Confederation in Dttsseldorf 
on 20 December  1972  (R/CES  13/73  Appendix 1). 
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By  1972  the  European  Council,  the  Council  and 
tho  Commission  all recognized that it was  becoming more 
and  more  necessary to meet  the  requirements  of  "economic 
and  oocial democracy"  by  encouraging important  cocial and 
economic  interest groups  in tho  Community  to  put  forward 
their views.  The  granting of  the  right of initiative to 
the ESC  was  intended to  case  the  problems  referred to 
earlier (1). 
The  fact  that the  ESC  now  has  the  right to  put 
fornard  ita view:J  on ito own  initiative - choosing the 
appropriate moment  - in the fields with which it is essen-
tially concerned  (2),  means  that,  in future,  it will be 
able to make  known  its point of view whilst proposals are 
still on  the  drawing board  and it will  even  be  able  to pro-
pose  subjects to the  Commission  (3). 
It should also  be  noted that,  because ·the  role 
of the  ESC  is fundamentally consultative,  it cannot be-
come  a  forum for meetings  and  negotiations between  repre-
sentatives of employers'organizations  and  trade unions  and 
and the public  authorities  (4). 
(1)  See  pages  10-32  above 
(2)  With  the exception of the  fields  covered  by  the  Treaty 
setting up  the huropean Coal  and  Steel  Community 
(3)  There  are  in fact  no  restrictions on the  timing or the 
subject matter of own-initiative Opinions.  The  commu-
niqu~ issued after the  summit  meeting in Paris  in 1972 
states that tho  ESC  will be  able to  advise  on its own 
initiative on "all questions affecting the  Corm:unity" 
(see  pages  59-67). 
(4)  This  point is not disputed by the three  Groups  at the 
ESC.  The  abovementioned position has been confirmed in 
tho  stands  taken by  Group  III on 30  March  1977 
( R/CES  434/77,  431/77  Gr.  III rev.)  and  by Group IL 
(statement  issued by the muc  on  22 April  1977  ccm-__ 
cerning il!provemcnto to the  wny  in which  tho  ESC  ope- rates  (A  (3)  and  (4)). 
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It is up  to bodice like the Tripartite  Conferr,nce 
and  the  Standing Cornr:littee  on  Employment  to work  for u  con-
oenDun  bctv;ecn the  nu"tjor  eoployers'  organi:.mtionn  and  trade 
unionn  and  the  public authori ti  eo  in ficlct)  in Vihich  each 
side has freedom  of action. 
Meetil1[;C  and  conoultutions  between  the  two  sides 
of  industry and  the  decision-~~ing bodies of the  Community  -
the  Commission  and  the  Council  - and  representatives of  Mem-
ber jtateo do  not  involve  participation in the  Community's 
legislative process  (1).  The  aim is rather to  initiate 
overall negotiationo which  could,  to  a  certain extent,  coomit 
the various parties to follow certain guidelines in their 
approach to  economic  and  social policy (2). 
The  ESC  does  not,  therefore,  interfere  in the 
affairs of other bodies with different aims. 
(1)  For further  information,  see Eberhard  RHEIN,  p.  497  et 
neq.  of the work  referred to  in footnote  3,  p,  61  above 
(2)  .b'berhard  RHEIN,  idem,  P•  500, 
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c.  'li1E  DYNAMIC  EVOI.UTIOii'  OF  cor,~;,:-ulHTY  POLICIES  AND  THE 
PARTICIPATION  OF  THE  ESC 
( 1 ) 
(2) 
The  Community's  decision-making bodies  (the 
European Council,  v1hich replaces  the  summit  meetings,  the 
Council,  the  CO!JL'!Iission  and  the European  Parliament)  (1) 
have,  in  the  past,  come  out  in favour  of  increased  involve-
ment  of  socio-economic  interest eroups  in the  work  of  the 
Communities,  particularly in the  leeislative process. 
The  development  of a  nur:1br~r  of  forward-looldnb" 
Community  policico,  such  as  the  Social Policy,  implies 
involvine socio-economic  intPrent croups,  organized  on  a 
Community  basis,  in  tl1e  legislative process.  The  involve-
ment  of  the major  organizations  r~presenting employers, 
workers  and  various  interests in  the  Community  has been 
facilitated by  the  establishment  of  effective umbrella 
orcanizations at  Community  level (2). 
Sec  the  Commission  Decision  of  29  July 1964  (O,T  No.  1134  of 
20  August  1964,  Il•  2256/64)  and,  in  similar vein  :the 
Commission  Decision  of  17  May  1963  (OJ  No.  180  of  _ 
;:>9  May  1963),  the  Commission  Decision  of  19  December  1963 
(OJ  No.  12  of  10 January  1964),  the  Commission  DPci.s5.on  of 
5  ,July  1965  rrc11r<iing  the  Establir~bment of  a  Joint Consul-
tative Comrni ttPP  o>o.  Workin::  Co:~<U  tionH  in Road  Trru1sport 
(OJ  No.  1130  of  16  July  1965,  2>tl!  recital),  the Co•.mcil 
Decision  of  14  Dc'ermber  1970  c•:;tahlishine  the  Stfmdine 
Commi ttE'e  on  Emplo~rment of  the  En.ropean  Communi tie~' 
(OJ  No.  1273  o;'  17  December  1970),  the  Communication  from 
the  Comrnis8ion  to  the  Cow1cil  0'1  the  Environmental  Prog-
ramme  of  the  Euror.ecu1  Commu..'1i ties,  c1atecl  24  J\larch  1972 
( OS  No.  C  5 2/1 ) • 
See  'k1 Empirical  Exa~ination of  the  Functionalist Concept 
of Spillover',  T.:Jnil  Joseph Kirchner,  Case  Western Reserve 
University,  June  1976,  whic"n  eiveB  a  detailed history of 
the  ETUC  between  1968  and  1973. 
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The  Commission  and  the  Council  have  con-
tinually drawn  attention in legal and  other docucents 
to  the need  for  economic  and  nccial  interest groups  to 
play an active role  in framing  common  policies. 
It was  when  the  need for cooperation was 
to  the  forefront that the  ESC  wan  granted  the  right of 
initiative,  thereby giving the  abovementioned  interest 
groups  an effective way  of making their voice  heard. 
It is quite natural  that the ESC  should  take 
on  such  tasks,  provided  they  come  within the  realm of 
consultation,  since it is the  •sole institutional 
spokesman at  Community  level'  (1). 
In addresses  to  ESC  plenary sessions,  Com-
mission and  Council  representatives have  on  several  occa-
sions stated that the  right of initiative provides the 
ESC  with new  tools to  enable it to fulfil  the  role  of 
key  spokesman  (2).  These  Institutions therefore  en-
courage  the ESC  to make  thorough use  of the  new  powers 
which it has  at its disposal. 
(1)  See  the  ESC  Opinion of 28.4.1974  (CES  331/74,  p.  13) 
(2)  As,  for example,  in the addresses  given by  Mr  ORTOLI, 
at that  time  President of the  Commission,  to  the 
119th Plenary Session on  28  March  1974  (CES  388/74, 
p.  20)  and  by  Mr  DURAFOUR,  then President of  the 
Council,  to the  122nd Plenary Session on  18.7.1974 
(CES  831/74,  p.  14) 
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However,  those official Commission  documents 
between  1974  and  1977  (1)  which cull for greater in-
volvement  of  economic  and  social groupings,  seldom re-
fer to  the  ESC  as  a  likely centre for  ouch  consultations 
and  involvement. 
There are  two  possible reasons for this  : 
Either the  Commission  assumes  that since  the 
Committee  already enjoys considerable autonomy  in its 
work  there is no  longer any  need  to refer to it.  In 
other words  the  Commission  takes it for granted that 
the  Committee  is the  pre-eminent  forum  for the  economic 
and  social forces. 
Alternatively,  the  Corrmission no  longer re-
gards  the  Committee  as  being the  cornerstone  of its new 
policy of  involvement. 
In any  event,  although the right  of initiative 
gives the  ESC  a  head's start over other consultative 
bodies  in terms  of "prestige"  and  impact  on  the  Communi-
ty's decision-making process,  economic  and  social grou-
pings will certainly go  elsewhere for consultations if 
this officially sanctioned right of  initiative is not 
utilized to  the full  (2). 
( 1 )  }'irst recital of  the  Commission  Decision of 25.7.1974 
(OJ  No.  L 243/22  of 5.9.1974).  The  third recital 
moreover refers to  the  Resolution of  the  European 
Parliament of  1).6.1972  (OJ  Ho.  C 70  of  1.7.1972, 
p.  11,  points  8  and  13).  The  Commission  Decision also 
refers to  the  Council  Resolution of  21.1.1974  con-
cerning a  Social  Action Programme  (OJ  No.  13/1  of 
12.2.1974).  In the  preamble  of this Resolution 
appears  the following  passage  :  "Whereas  such a  pro-
gramme  involves  •••  increased  involvement  of manage-
ment  and labour in the  economic  and  social decioions 
of the Community ...  "  Also  of relevance  is the  Re-
solution of the  European Parliament  of 24.6.1976  on 
the  preparation of the Tripartite Conference 
(OJ  No.  C 159/29  of  12.7.1974). 
(2)  See  speech by  Mr  H.  CANONGE  marking  the  end  of his 
term of office  (op.  cit. p.  83,  footnote  1),  p.  25 • 
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The  ESC  is therefore under a  political and 
institutional oblit:jation to  make  positive use  of  this 
right - a  right  wlnch  must  be understood by  socio-
economic  groups  an  allowing the  Committee  to  express 
ito will  and  take  initiative in order to advise  and 
~nfiuence.  By  f'rnl~ng to  seize the  opportunity  the 
Committee  ~ould be  neglecting its institutional duty 
and  would  be  responsible for consultative work  going 
elsewhere. 
The  nature  of ESC  activity has  thuo  changed 
fundamentally  and  the  Committee  is now  committed  to 
using the  legal  instrument  which  hao  been bestowed upon 
it - and  which  enables it to make  its mark  and fulfil 
its role vis-11-vis  the  Communities  and  their new  theory 
of  involving social  and  occupational groups  more  closely 
in European affairs.  The  right of initiative will  en-
able  the  ESC  to  play  an active part in moulding  the 
major economic  and  social policies of the  Communities. 
And  Committee  influence  on  Community  policy 
will  depend  in the  future  on the  dynamism it shows  and 
on  the  effectiveness of its action. 
Has  the  ESC  not  been  nomewhat  slow  in assu-
ming  and  grasping the  significance  of its new  role  ? 
Are  its members  sufficiently aware  of the  new  possi-
bilities open to  the  Committee  '? 
This may  or may  not  be  the  case but if so  it 
is certainly not  too  late  to  do  something about  it.  In 
the  passage  on the planning of ovm-initiative work  the 
Bureau Instructions  (2)  lay down  guidelines for enhan-
cing the prestige of the  ESC.  However,  perseverance 
on the  part of the  Chairmen,  the Bureau,  the  Groups  and 
the  Sections will still be  needed if the  impetus  is to 
be  maintained  and not peter out,  as  a  result,  for example, 
of over-concentration on sectoral  iscrues. 
(1)  See  speech by  Mr  H.  CANONGE  marking the  end  of his 
term of office  (op.  cit.  p.  83,  footnote  1),  p.  27 
(2)  Basic  documents  of  the  ESC,  1976,  Part  3,  pp.  10 
and  11. 
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The  ESC  will thus  be  able  to  develop and  strc~­
thcn  ito position ao  a  major "economic  and  oocial  asccmbly" 
particularly well  cuitcd to  the  task of advicing and  gui-
ding the  decioion-oaking bodies  of  the  Communities. 
The  Committee  aloo  possesses  (in the  form  of a 
permanent  General  Secretariat)  an appropriate  infrastruc-
ture for taking action at  any  given moment,  i.e, when-
ever members  of the  Corr:..'1li ttec deem  it neccsnary,  or the 
Treaty requireo it.  Ey  helping with the  preparation of 
documcnto  the  Secretariat can in fact  provide  ESC  members 
with an  effective back-up  sei~ice during  the  planning 
stage  of own-initiative work.  Needless  to  say,  the 
iosueo  covered  by  own-initiative work  must  be  as  concrete 
as possible, 
The  procedures  provided for under the  Rules  of 
Procedure,  e.g,  the urgency procedure  (1)  and  the  fact 
that virtually all Committee  Opiniono are adopted by  a 
unanimouo  or majority vote,  ohow  that the  Committee  poo-
sesses an  effective procedural machinery.  This  enables 
the  organizations represented  on it (2)  "to compare  ideas, 
exchange  information and  defend  their legitimate  in-
terests and  thus  ensure  that  the  Institutions can  take 
informed  decisions.  At  the  same  time  theoe  groupings 
must  shoulder their reoponsibilities as  often as  possible, 
by making clear-cut proposals to  the  Community  decision-
making bodies". 
The  Committee's  role  can therefore  be  to  throw 
light on  economic  and  social currents and  pressures  in 
the  EEC  when  Community  policies are  being  ohaped. 
(1)  Article  46  of  the  Ruleo  of Procedure  of the  ESC 
(2)  Speech by  Mr  H.  CANONGE  marking  the  end  of his  term 
of office  (op.  cit.,  p.  83,  footnote  1),  p.  28 • 
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D.  THE  RANGE  OF  ESC  OWN-INITIATIVE  WORK 
a)  fields  covered 
b)  timing 
c)  new  openings afforded by  a  combined  appli-
cation of  the right of  initiative and 
other procedures  sanctioned  by  the Rules 
of Procedure. 
1.  Fields  Covered 
The  fields  covered by  the  ESC's  right of  ini-
tiative  include the  economic  and  social policies of the 
Communities,  institutional questions  and  general  Commu-
nity policy (1). 
Viewed  in the context  of European  integration, 
we  can observe that the  right of initiative is used  : 
- in areas where  Community  policy is at the  implementation 
stage; 
- in fields where  Community  action is still in its 
infancy; 
- when  the various bodies  represented  on  the  ESC  have 
called for a  Community  initiative but  no  action has 
been  taken by the  Institutions. 
(1)  See  PP•  59  and 67,  as well  as the  Opinion of  the  ESC 
on European Union  of  16.7.1975  (op.  cit.,  p.  81, 
footnote  3). 
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a)  Draft texts  on  which  the  ESC  has not  been consulted 
(Community  policies in the  course  of  implementation) 
We  are  concerned here with fields where  a 
Community  policy is currently being implemented  and  the 
decision-making process has  already got under way  (draft 
regulation,  draft decision or draft directive)  but the 
Committee  has not been consulted by  the  Commission  or 
Council. 
In using its right of initiative in these fields, 
the  ESC  is able  to  render its action "complementary"  to 
the normal  decision-making process.  Its Opinions usually 
relate to sectoral and  technical matters which are  of 
considerable interest to representatives of trade  and  pro-
fessional  organizations  on  the  Committee  (1). 
b)  ESC  activity within the framework  of the  new  Community 
policies 
As  new  policies,  e.g.  those  in the fields of 
- regional  development, 
- the  environment, 
- consumer protection, 
- industry,  and 
- energy 
are  gradually worked  out,  the  case for consulting the 
ESC  becomes  obvious. 
(1)  For example,  decision of the  ESC  Bureau  to deliver 
an own-initiative  Opinion on a  Proposal for a  Council 
Regulation  (EEC)  on Direct  Cooperation between the 
Bodies Designated by  Member  States to Verify  Com-
pliance with  Corr~nity and  National  Provisions  in the 
Wine  Sector (Decision of the  Bureau  of  the  ESC  of 
26.4.1917). 
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However,  r;incc  the •rrcutics  do  not  provide 
for consultation of tho  ESC  on  these  new  policies,  the 
Commission  and  Council  often decide not  to  consult the 
ESC  on  an optional basis either.  The  only alternative 
open to the  ESC  therefore lies in drawing up  own-
initiative Opinions. 
Thus,  for example,  every  sil1gle  Opinion deli-
vered  on  regional policy has been  an  own-initiative 
Opinion (1). 
1~is is a  good  illustration of  the  way  the 
Committee  can help to  shape all the  new  policies by 
making use  of its right of  initiative and  putting its 
shoulder to  tho wheel  of European  integration. 
(1)  Opinion of 1  April  1976  (CE::i  378/76)  on the  Regional 
Development  Problems  of the  Community  during the 
Period  1975/19'17  and  the Bstablishment  of  a  Common 
Hegional  Policy 
(Happorteur  :  Mr  MAHER) 
(Study  on the  same  subject  :  CBS  217/76) 
Opinion  of  24  lfovember  197b  (UB::i  1202/76)  on  the 
l<'irst  Annual  Heport  on  the  :t.'uropoan Regional  Develop-
ment  Fund  1975,  and  the  Summary  Analysis  of  Annual 
Information  197b 
(Rapporteur  :  Mr LOUGHREY) 
Opinion of  31  March  1977  (CES  356/77)  on How  Regional 
Development Helps  Solve  Unemployment  and  Inflation by 
making for a  more  Balanced Distribution of  the  Wo~ 
king Population 
(Rapporteur  :  Mr  BORNAHD) 
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c)  The  Committee  as  run  Instigator of  Community  Policies 
The  representatives of professional associa-
tions,  trade unions,  trade organizations and  various 
other interests,  who  are  often the first to be  brought 
face  to face  with the burning iscrues  of  the day,  can -
if they consider that  Community-level  action is neces-
sary - play an  important role in getting the  appropriate 
policies off the  ground and  making  sure  they are  carried 
through  ( 1 ) • 
Such  people  can be  compared  to  a  seismograph 
which  not  only records  "earth tremors" but  immediately 
passes  on  the  information received. 
The  Committee's action here differs from  the 
type  of action described earlier.  Instead of expressing 
its views  on  existing documents,  the  ESC  now  attempts to 
make  some  impact  on basic policies by  giving consideration 
to  ~ number  of different factors  (e.g.  exnm1nation of the 
issues at stake;  formulae  likely to  obtain the backing 
of the  organizations represented  on  the  Committee?  assess-
ment  of how  urgently a  Community  policy is needed}. 
(1)  e.g.  the  own-initiative  Opinion currently being drawn 
up  on  Transport  in Relations with the Eastern Bloc 
Countries.  This  Opinion will be  delivered before 
the  end  of  1977. 
See  also the own-initiative Opinion  on Unemployment 
in the  Community,  adopted  on  2o  February  1976 
(CES  216/76)  (Rapporteur:  Mr BASNETT) 
Should  an own-initiative Opinion not  be  appropriate 
for one  reason or another,  this initiatory role 
might also take the  form  of  a  "declaration" adopted 
by the  Plenary Session.  Sec  here  the  ESC  resolution 
on  the steel sector (CES  486/77,  Appendix  2)  adopted 
at the  Plenary Session of 28  April  1977  and  in which 
the ESC, "urges the European Institutions to  do  all in 
their power to  overcome  the difficulties in question" 
See also tho Bureau's Instructions in the Basic  Texts 
of  the ESC,  Part 3,  point  1E,  p.  11. 
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The:Je  ovm-initiative  Opinionu  are  often pre-
ceded  by  ~itudies  de:Jic;ncd  to  a:Jsemble  the  maxurum  pos-
sible  inforn:ation on  a  gi  vcn  :::;ubjoct. 
::!.  TiminG 
Cornmiosion  proposaln generally set  out  the  me~in 
stratcgieo underlying  a  given Community  policy.  These 
proposals,  however,  may  be  amended  during  tho  legislative 
process,  either by  the  Commicsion  itself or during  Coun-
cil negotiations. 
Tho  ESC  must  therefore be  ready to usc  its 
rie;ht  of  initiative at  each  stage of  thin legislative 
process  no  that it can  intervene at the moot  critical 
moment  and  thereby make  a  maximum  impact  on  both  the 
Commission  and the  Council  (1). 
In view of  the fact  that more  progress has 
been made  with  nome  co~non policies than with  other:J1 
it follows  that the  "correct timing"  of ESC  intervention 
will aloo vary in relation to the  otage  reached  in the 
draft legislation in question. 
Thus,  with policies at the  implementation 
stage  and  where  the  spadework has already been done,  the 
ESC  should use its right of initiative when,  as  is often 
the  case,  the  Commiooion  has  publinhed  a  draft Hegula-
tion and  the  ~SC has not been consulted either on  a  man-
datory or optional basis. 
(1)  See  Opinion of the  ESC  on  "The  place  and  role  of the 
Economic  and  Social  Committee  in the  Institutional 
Machinery  of tho  Community  in the  Context  of a  Pos-
sible Evolution Thereof"  top.  cit., p.  81,  footnote  3), 
P•  9. 
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•rhe  hSt.:  flhould  exercise its right of initia-
tive at  the initial stage  of the  Commission's  prelimi-
nary  work  on  new  cownon  policies which are  to  involve 
wide-ranging significant regulations  or decisions. 
This  would  enable  the  organizations represented  on  the 
ESC  to  put  forward  their views  before the  Commission 
has  made  up its mind  and  submitted substantive  propo-
sals. 
Other authorities,  such as  the  European Par-
liament,  have  also  seen the  need  for  power  to  influence 
decision-making at  the right moment.  The  Commission 
is to  draw up,  and  submit  to  the Parliament,  a  document 
on earlier intervention by  the  Parliament  (1). 
The  Commission wishes  to give the  European 
Parliament more  power at the  proposal-formulation 
stage  (2). 
The  Commission  could  assist  the  ESC  by  pro-
viding it with  comprehensive  documentation  on  issues 
under discussion.  The  ESC  would  then be  able  to 
draft studies,  and  make  recommendations  in own-
initiative Opinions. 
Where  the  organizations represented  on  the 
ESC  feel  that  there  is a  need  for  a  common  policy,  and 
the  Commission  has  not yet  started the relevant preli-
minary  work,  the  ESC  could deliver  a  brief Opinion 
stating the  problems  involved  and  encouraging the 
appropriate authorities  to  take  action. 
(1)  See  European Report  No.  411,  23/4/77 
(2)  Logically,  Commission  proposals  should be referred 
to  the  ESC  and  the  1Uropean Parliament at the  same 
time.  When  this does not  happen,  the  ESC  should 
exercise its right of initiative. 
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If the  Cor.tm:i  n~io:1 then  prcduec~ fcrr.:al  pr.o-
ponalo  at the  Ccr.Jni tteo  'r;  irwtigation,  tllc  Commit ter; 
should  \Jc  abln  to take  a  ~:tnnd on  them  l";llcn  they are 
oubmittcd to the  Counci.l  or Parliament  (mandatory  or 
optionoJ. rcfer:rc.l,  cr cwn-ini  t i.ot  i vc  Opini.on  when  the 
propor;al  in  forwarded  to the  Couuci 1  or I'o.rliruncnt). 
Finally,  the  Corrtrai ttee  could  talrc  a  stand 
on  ru::cndme:nts  made  by  thr;  Commission to  propooals 
already  mtbrui ttcd to the  Co\mcj 1.  Such f"inal  stande 
would  be  taken  jm.:t  before  the  Council  tala:.s  a 
decision  (1). 
It follows  from  the  above  that the  Committee's 
right of initiative allows it to state its views  through-
out  the  decision-makine  process,  at  any moment  which it 
considers fit. 
(1)  \fuen  the  Council  delays its decision on a  major 
instrument,  the  Committee's Bureau,  with the  agree-
ment  of the full Committee,  can instruct its 
Chairman  (under the  second  paragraph of Article 9 
of the Rules  of Procedure,  which entrusts him 
with relations vnth the  Council)  to reiterate 
previous  Committee  statements  on  the matter,  and 
co.ll for  an early decjcion reflecting the 
Committee's  views;  Cf.  the  procedure  followed  on 
the  siting of JET  (181st  Bureau meeting, 
25  January  19T/,  lloc.  H/CES  104/77,  p.  5).  For 
~uboequent stages,  see Opinion on the Proposal  for 
a  Community  Programme  for  1976  - 1980  in the  Field 
of Controlled Thermonuclear  rusion and  Plasma 
Phynics  (Doc.  GES  1233/75)  and  the  statement  of 
the  Bureau of the  ::>ection  for  Bnert'n'  and  Nuclear 
Questions  (7  January  1977,  Doc.  CES  1334/76, 
PP•  2  and 3). 
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3.  ~ew Openings  afforded by  a  Combined  Application 
of the Right  of Initiative and  other Procedures 
sanctioned oy  the Rules  of Procedure 
In the many  years  (19?8-1972)  when  the 
Committee's  powars  were  more  limited,  the Institutions 
(and  especially the Commission)  were  severely tempted 
to consult  sectoral committees  on  some  issues.  As  a 
result,  the  consultative machinery became  more  com-
plicated and,  by  the  same  token,  less effective  (1). 
Combined  use  of the right of the initiative 
and the  procedures authorized  by  the Hules  of Pro-
cedure for specific circumstances,  could bring it 
home  to the Institutions that they  can henceforward 
carry out all their consultation through the  ESC, 
and that it is unnecessary to set up  other consulta-
tive committees. 
The  new  fourth paragraph of Article  20  of 
the Hules  of  Procedure  makes  it clear that when  the 
Committee  takes matters up  on its own  initiative, it 
is to  do  so  only  by  issuing Opinions. 
(1)  Sec  ESC  Opinion of 28/3/74  on  the Place  and Role 
of the  ESC  (op.cit. p.  80,  note 3),  p.8 
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But  the  B~C han  other instruments at its 
dioponal  - otudien  (occond  paragraph,  Article  20  of 
Hulen  of Procedure),  further  documents  on  matters 
on  which it has  already ionued  an Opinion  (third 
paragraph,  Article 20)  and  infoi~ation reports 
(Article 24). 
The  insertion of the  right of initiative in 
Article 20  of tho Rules  of Procedure may  influence 
the  scope  of  "preliminary documents",  as  certain ESC 
documents  are generally called  (1). 
The  1968 Rules  of Procedure's  provisions 
on  studies were  amended  in  1974.  Prior agreement 
of the Council  or Commission  io no  longer necessary. 
ESC  studies,  additional Opinions  and infor-
mation reports must  be  considered in the light of the 
new  institutional situation created by  the  insertion 
of a  right of initiative in the  ESC  Rules  of Procedure. 
Needleos  to  say,  where  one  of these  docu-
ments is used in combination with the right of initia-
tive,  appropriate deference  must  be  paid to the rules 
on the use  of that right  (planning of right of initia-
tive,  authorization to  draw up  an own-initiative 
Opinion)  ( 2). 
(1)  See  definition of Opinions,  studies  and  infor-
mation reports in Bureau's  Standing Orders  of 
June  1976  - E~C Basic  Documents,  Part Ill, 
p  •  45 
(2)  See  pp.  9-12  of Bureau's  Standing Orders  (1976)  -
ESC  Basic  Documents. 
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The  three  documents  - Studies,  additional 
Opinions  and  information reports  - with respect  to 
which the  ESC  has  a  measure  of  independence  are  dis-
cussed below 
a)  Studies 
Studies  are  drawn Ul'  on  "questions on  which 
the •.rreaties  provide that it (the :r;sc)  must  or may 
be  consulted". 
The  first paragraph  (second  sentence)  of 
Article  198  of the Treaty states that the  Committee 
may  be  consulted by  the  Council  or by the  Commission 
in all cases in which they consider it appropriate 
(optional  consultation).  It follows that studies 
can be  drawn  up  on  any  subject of relevance to 
Community  activity apart  from  matters which fall 
within the Treaty establishing the European Coal  and 
Steel Community. 
Studies,  like initiative Opinions  can, 
therefore,  be  drawn up  on  any  matter of relevance to 
the  BBC  or the  EAEC. 
The  practical implication is that studies, 
like own-initiative Opinions,  give  the  ESC  a  measure 
of  independence. 
In many  cases,  studies consist  of  a  detailed 
evaluation of facts relevant to  Community  action to be 
taken in the  future.  In such cases,  it is logical 
for studies to be  followed  by  own-initiative Opinions; 
the  study highlights  and  clarifies the  problems  in-
volved,  the  own-initiative Opinion takes  a  stand  on 
the  solutions proposed in the  study. 
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The  c.tudies  on  the  Community's relationn 
with Portucnl  (1)  and  Greece,  for  instance,  could 
provide  the  factual basis for  "own  initiative" 
Opinions  on  en1urgernent.  (2). 
Thin  procedure  would allow "full,  objec-
tive  exploration of specific  isnues"  (3). 
llo  problem arisen when  the  ESC  takes up 
a  specific  issue  in  order to urge  the  Institutions 
to  initi~te a  new policy.  Vfuere,  however,  the  ESC 
produces  a  ~Jtudy on  a  matter on which  the  Commisnion 
is already workine,  there is a  danger  - which  should 
not  be  undcreotimuted - that the ESC  will duplicate 
the  Commission's  work,  often with inadequate means. 
Be  that as it ~~y,  the ESC's  right to 
combine  a  otudy with an  own-initiative Opinion 
(second and  fourth paruernphs  of Article  20  of  the 
Rules  of Procedure)  give it scope  for independent, 
effective action. 
(1)  Doc.  CES  730/76  of 12.4.1977 
(2)  See,  for  inntance,  Doc.  R/CES  277/77  rev.  pt.  4, 
P•  6  (29.3.1977  mcetin~ of ESC  Bureau) 
(3)  Sec  Burcau 1n  Standing Ordcro,  pp.  47-48  • 
Where  n  clear conscnsufl  nppears  to  be  cmcreine 
during work  on  a  study  the  Bureau may,  at  the 
request  of the  relev~~t Section,  decide  that 
the  Committee  should  inoue  an own-initiative 
Opinion rather than  a  study. 
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b)  Additional Opinions  (third paragraph,  Article  20 
of Rules  of Procedure) 
Additional  Opinions  can relate to previous 
own-initiative Opinions,  or to previous Opinions 
drawn  up  on  ~tters referred  (optionally or man-
datorily)  by  the  Commiasion  or the  Council  (1). 
Additional Opinions  enable  the  ESC  to 
amplify itn views  in the  light of legal  or other 
developments. 
c)  Inform~tion reports  (Article  24  of Rules  of 
Procedure) 
Article  24  staten that the  Chairman,  in 
agreement  with the Bureau,  may  instruct a  section 
to compile  an  information report for  the  members 
of  the  Committee. 
When  Article  24  Vlns  drawn  up,  the  ESC 
had no  right  of initiative.  This Article  muot 
therefore  be  interpreted flexibly,  to allow for 
the  new  situation. 
The  phrase  "When  the Council  or  the 
Commission  lays a  question  of pnrticular importance 
before  the  Committee  for  informntion purposes"  vre1n 
written at a  time  when  the  Committee  could act  only 
on  matters referred to it by  the  Commission  or  the 
Council.  It is redundtmt  now  that  the  Committee 
hns  n  right  of initiative. 
(1)  It allows  the  Committee,  for instance,  to 
amplify  a  previous Opinion  which it had  to 
produce  without  sufficient time  for  exhaustive 
evaluation. 
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An  info:ri:Jation  report might  clarify mattero 
where  the  BSC  had ntill to  make  up  its mind  whether a 
given  isoue wan  n  suitable topic for an  own-initiative 
Opinion.  On  the basis of the  info:rnmtion report,  the 
Committee  could decide  whether or not to draw up  an  own-
initiative Opinion. 
Such  information reports might consist of re-
search findings without  the  Committee  having to  take  a 
stand  on the  document under examination. 
"Once  the Plenary  Session has  taken cognizance 
of an  information report,  it ohould  decide  whether a 
brief own-initiative Opinion should be  drawn up  on  the 
basio  of this document.  If so,  the  information report 
would  take  the  place  of the usual  report".  (1) 
In sum,  information reports  could be used to 
sound  out  the  extent  to which the  Committee  as  a  whole 
has  an interest in drawing up  an own-initiative Opinion 
or a  Study  on  a  particular issue or issues. 
By  contrast,  StudieD  should  be  embarked  upon 
when  there is obviously a  case for the ESC's  taking a 
stand,  but it is not clear whether this should ultimately 
take the form of  an own-initiative Opinion. 
(1)  Sec  the Bureau's  ~tanding Orders,  p.  48. 
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Information reports could be used  in conjunc-
tion with the right of initiative.  The  ESC  could  in-
struct a  Section to follow up an issue of interest to  a 
particular sector before any decision is taken as  to 
whether to draw up  an own-initiative  Opinion at some 
future  date. 
In addition,  information reports could  be  em-
ployed where  (a)  tho own-initiative Opinion procedure 
seems  to be  too ponderoust  (b)  the  issue is highly tech-
nical  and  sectoral  and  (cJ  the  Cowmission  and  tho  Council 
would  be keen on ascertaining the views  of figures  and 
organizations representing tho categories directly affec-
ted.  These  views  could be  expressed in an information 
report prepared  by  the appropriate  ESC  Section. 
It is worth bearing in mind  here  that the 
Bureau's  Standing Orders  (1)  provide  that  the  Committee 
may,  without  expressing ito views  on the  substance  of 
the  document  in question,  decide  to  forward  a  given in-
formation  report to the appropriate institutions. 
Under the fourth  paragraph of Article  20  and 
Article  24  of the  Rules  of Procedure,  information reports 
could  be  used  to  pass  on  to  the  Commission  and  the  Council 
specific  technical particulars provided by  the  relevant 
organizations  represented  on an  ~jC  ~ection. 
(1)  Sec  ESC  Basic Documents,  p.  49. 
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a)  :i.w't!'uct  a  Scctio11  "Ln  LlrHw  up  W\  jr,forrnation report 
(Article  24  of the Hulon  of  Procc.:Llurc·); 
b)  rccllk:>t  that  :Jr,ction  to submit  tho  in  formation  report 
to the Plenary  SefJf,ion  on  completio-n.; 
c)  infer!:!  the  appro;1riatc  Insti  tutio!'u that the  E3C  Sectio~J 
will be  drawine up  n"  informati01l  re~'ort  on  a  rurticulat' 
toric. 
To  this  enc1  trw  Section rc,n:>or>.sii:Jle  would  e.sscmble 
the  nccc::<Gary  docwnentation for  cvent\'.al transmission  to the 
Council  n.n(i  the  Conu-Jisuion. 
Ur;inc;  inforuation reports  i11  thin way  could 
rcvi  tali;;r,  a  dc.vicr:  nhi<~h,  in recent  ~rp;u·::;  particularly, 
hru;  been  fallinc;  out  of  u::;e. 
3uch  a  conJut~ction of  the ri.')lt  of initiative al!cl 
infon.w:~ion reports  t l'illich  are  provi6.et>  for  in the llulec  o: 
}'roccu\:rc)  could  enable  socio-ccononic  interest  groupo  to 
holll  lli:;hly-tcchnical eon:ml  tution at tile  ESC.  This  mi::;ht 
often ::-ulc  ou·L  the acccl  for  Electoral  C.Llvioory  commi ttcec to 
ur:c.l  nith fields where  the  Commiooion  Lao  need  of  ouch 
concul  t~tio:w. 
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However,  this device  should not be  thought 
of as  opening all doors,  since  even by  appointing 
experts  and  assistants under Articles  15-16  of the 
Hules  of Procedure,  it would  not always  be  possible 
to  obtain sufficient representation from certain sec-
tors. 
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E.  THE  EXERCISE  OF  Tlffi  ESC 1 ::::  RIGHT  OF  INITIATIVE  AND  RELA-
TIONS  WI1'H  THE  EUROPEAH  PARLIAMENT 
1.  Situatiom at present 
Recoenizinc the particulo.r role played  by  the 
ESC  in the  ambit  of the  European Communities,  Mr  CANONGE, 
the  then  Chairman,  wnn  concerned  to  put  the relations 
between the  Committee  und  the Pnrlinment  on  a  formal 
bn:::i:::  ( 1),  at the  :::nme  time  an  the  ric;ht of initiative 
wn:J  finally  bei~ written into  the  ESC':::  Rules  of Pro-
cedure. 
After talk:::  nnd  exchaneen  of letters (2)  in 
early  1975  between Mr  CAHONGE  and  the Presidents of the 
European Parliruncnt,  r,;r  BERKHOUWER  und  r,Ir  SPENALE,  the 
basis was  laid for praematic,  oneoine cooperation. 
Since  then,  steps have  been  taken to  enable  a  more  judi-
cious distribution of Committee  document:::  to  members  of 
Parliament  to  be  made. 
On  top of this,  ESC  Rapporteur:::  have  been in-
vited to  address  EP  Committees  on  certain ESC  Opinions. 
Thi:::  new  form  of cooperation was  also  the outco:ne  of an 
r.xchU..'1[e  of letter:::,  which  dealt in particular with  the 
ESC':::  richt-of-initio.tive Opinion:::. 
But  it c;oc:::  without  ::wyin,:;  that  "hearings" 
on  o1m-ini tiati  ve  Opiniom;  will  bccor.w  much  nore  impor-
tcn~ 1'1}\Cn  the  Europeaa Pnrlirunent  io directly elected 
nntl  "i  c:J  l'Oli tical infJuuncc  cnhnnccd  :::ccordincJy. 
(1)  Sec,  for  cxmnple,  tile  visit of ESC  Cl'::~irm2.n,  Louis  r.:AJOP., 
to  :?resiu.ent  of the  Buropeon Parlin  ..  o;;ent,  Alain I'Oh"ER, 
21.2.1967  (R/CES  79/67)  - Definition of the  specific 
role of the  ESC,  :;ec  pp.  81  et  sea_. 
(2)  Sec  letter of 4.2.1975  from  l•ir  CfliOI;GE  to  Mr  BERKHOUWER, 
p.  2,  end  ~Jr  BERh1lOU\'IEH':::  reply of  10.3.1975;  letter of 
21.3.197:i  from  Mr  S?EHALE  to  the Presidents  of the 
Parl  iar.·,entary  COI"'J!li ttcca. 
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Under  this informal  agreement,  ESC  Rappor-
teurs  have  addressed  European Parliament committees  on  a 
number  of Opinions,  Reports  and  Studies  (1). 
Arranging for Rapporteurs  from  the  Committee 
to address  EP  committees  seems  at present to be  the best 
method  of briefing the  European Parliament,  bearing in 
mind  that although that Institution has  no  real legisla-
tive  powers,  it is aiming to  play an increasingly vital 
part in the  Community's  decision-making process. 
2.  Outlook for  1978  :  Direct Election of the  European Parlin-
!!!£!!! 
As  the  European Parliament  steps up its acti-
vities the  ESC  should  do  likewise.  In this way  as  soon  as 
the  EP  has real  powers,  the Committee  will  be  able to 
advise it as  well as  the  Commission  and  the  Council  (2). 
The  Committee  is conscious  that its role is 
fundamentally different  from  that  of  the  European Parlia-
ment.  Mr  CANONGE  described the  position as  follows  in 
very general  terms  in his speech to mark  the  end  of his 
term of office  (3)  : 
(1)  See  Appendix III- list of ESC  Rapporteurs  invited to 
address  European Parliament  Committees 
(2)  See  interview with Roger  LOUET  published in "30  Jours 
d'Europe"  No.  188,  March  1974,  p.  30  and  ETUC  statement 
urging improvements  to  the  operation of the  Economic 
and  Social Committee,  pt C 4,  P•  2;  Agence  Europe 
Monday/Tuesday,  25  and  26  April  1977  No.  2204  (new 
serieo),  p.  8 
(3)  R/CES  927/76,  Appendix  2,  PP•  5,  6  and  24. 
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"Democratically-elected .t'o.rli=ents ure  the 
essential  and  most  general  exprer.sion  of 
the  aspirations  and will  of  the  people. 
"'fhe  two  sides of  industry  and  professional 
organizations,  and  the  assemblies  and  bodies 
in which  they are  represented,  have  a  legi-
timate  claim to  speal(  out for  economic  and 
social groups,  expre::;sing their fears  and 
needs,  and  putting forward  their proposals." 
'fhis dofini  tion of the  gsc 1 s  role  should  pro-
vide  the  basis for "hierarchical"  and  "infernal" links 
between the  Committee  and  the  Parliament.  While  the 
Con~ittee would  continue to  step up its activity,  it 
would retain its consultative role  and  the  Parliament 
would  acquire  more  and  more  political authority. 
Elections under universal  suffrage  would  make 
the  J?arliament  more  representative.  Two  factors  must  be 
borne  in mind here  :  direct elections by  the  Community 
electorate  and  an  increase  in the number  of MP's  from 
196  to  410. 
At  h'uropean level,  this would  ensure  that the 
.t'arliament  would  serve  a  wider and  more  representative 
cross-section of the  electorate of the  regions  and,  by 
the  same  token,  of  economic  o.nd  social  interests. 
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The  Parliament's greater rcpresentativity and 
new  political powers  would  encourage the  Committee  to 
step up  its activity in the  consultative field  (1). 
Direct  elections to  the Parliament would  (:>.) 
lead to  a  significant,  not  to  say decisive,  shift in 
the  Uommunity•s  internal balance,  which  would  promote 
the  development of common  policies based  on  common  in-
stitutions.  There  could be  certain spin-off benefits 
for the  Committee  inasmuch  as the  revamped  Parliument 
would  become  even more  political than the present one. 
It is to be  hoped  that this would  subsequently foster 
closer contact with the  Committee  in the  context  of 
economic  and  social  democracy. 
Seizing the  opportunities provided  by  its 
right of initiative,  the  Committee  must,  when  the time 
is ripe,  exploit the Parliament's new  powers  and,  in 
conjunction with the  various  Parliamentary  sub-committees, 
develop appropriate consultation machinery. 
( 1)  Speech  by  Vir  CAHOHGE  to marie  the  end  of his  term of 
office  (op.  cit.,  p.  83,  footnote  1),  p.  24  : 
"•••  But  once  this new  Parliament is in being, 
there is a  risk of an increasing imbalance  between 
the political powers  of Parliament and  the  powers 
of what  we  know  as  the  economic  and  social consul-
tative assembly." 
(2)  In this connection,  cf.  the  interview which 
liJr  Basil de  FE.fillAN'H,  current l';SC  Chairman,  gave 
to  "Communi tu :t.'uropee",  May  19'17  edition. 
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11.:i~'  OF  Ol'llHO!'l::i  DliAWN  Ul'  iiY  '.dill  ESC  OH  ITS  OV.ll 
INITIATIVB 
-Opinion on  GATT  (overall approach),  111th Plenary 
Jeccion held  on  23-24.5.1973; 
Opinion Doc.  C~S 438/73  +  Appendicec.  Record  of 
i?roceedings  Doc.  CBS  449/73  +  Appendices, 
OJ  No.  C 115  of  23.9.1974 
- Opinion on  the Teclmological  and  Industrial Policy 
P~ogrumme,  115th Plenary Session held  on  28  and 
29.11.1973;  Opinion Doc.  CES  881//3  +Appendices. 
tlecord  of  Proceedings  Doc.  CB::i  889/73. 
OJ  No.  C 115  of  28.9.1974 
Opinion on Economic  and  Monetary Union,  11tith Ple-
nary  Session held  on  12  and  13.12.1973; 
Opinion Doc.  CBS  925/73  +  Appendices.  Record  of 
Proceedings  Doc.  CBS  934/73  +  Addendum.  . 
OJ  No.  C 115  of 28.9.1974 
- Opinion on  the  Gorr.mon  Agricul  tul'O.l  Policy,  117th 
~len~ry Session held  on  30  and  31.1.1974; 
Opinion Doc.  CBS  213/74  +  Appendicec.  rtecord  of 
.f'roceedinc;s  Doc.  CBS  223/74.  OJ  l'io.  C  115  of 
:!c.9.1974 
- Opinion on  GATT  (J~ricul  turul  Aspects),  11 Bth 
Plenary  Session held  on  'd.7  and  :?b.2.1974; 
Opinion Doc.  Ct:::l  215/(4.  ttecord  of Proceedings 
Doc.  CES  225/74.  OJ  No.  C 115  of  28.9.1974 
- Oninion on the  .!:'lace  nnd  tlole  o!'  the  Economic  and 
~ocial Committee  in the  Institutional Machinery  of 
the  Communities,  119th Plenary  ::iession held  on 
27  and  28.3.19?4;  Opinion Doc.  CBS  331/74  + 
Appendices.  Hecord  of Proceedings  Doc.  CBS  341/74. 
OJ  No.  C  115  of  28.9.1974 
- Opinion on Employment  and  the  Chunc;e  of Situation 
in the  Comnrunity,  120th  Plena~J Session held  on 
29  ~nd 30.5.19'/4;  Opinion Doc.  Clc:S  571/74.  Record 
of  l'roceedingc  Doc.  CES  594/74;  OJ  No.  C 109  of 
19.9.1974. 
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- Opinion on  Development  Cooperation,  121st Plenary 
:::eosion held  on  2ti  and  27.b.1974;  Opinion 
Doc.  C:C:S  703/74.  Record  of );'roceedings 
Doc.  CES  720/74;  OJ  No.  C 116  of  30.9.1974 
- Opinion on the  Uonditions  for granting National  Aid 
under the  Common  ~tructural  ~olicy for Sea Pishing, 
121ot  Plenary 0ession held  on  2b  and  27.6.19'/4; 
Opinion Doc.  C:C:~  '104/74  +  Appendices.  Hecord  of 
l'roceedingo  Doc.  Cl':::i  '/24/14;  OJ  No.  C 116  of 
30.9.19'74 
- Opinion on  the  0ituation of the  Community,  122nd 
Plenary Session held  on  17  and  18.7.19'74; 
Opinion Doc.  C:C:::>  T/4/74.  Record  of Proceedings 
Doc.  CES  795/74  +  Corrigendum;  OJ  No.  C 125  of 
16.10.1974 
- Opinion on the Mediterranean l'olicy of the  Com-
munity,  127th  Ple~~ry Session held  on  29  and 
30.1.1975;  Opinion Doc.  CE::l  91/'15  +Appendices. 
Hecord  of Proceedings  Doc.  Cl':S  106/75;  OJ  No.  C 62 
of  15.3.1975 
- Opinion ·on  Developing Countries  in the  GA'rT  Nego-
tiations,  12'/th  .1:' lenary  Session held  on  29  and 
30.1.1975;  Opinion Doc.  UE0  9'.!./1':3  +  Appendices. 
Hecord  of  Proceedings  Doc.  Cl·;:..;  10'1/15; 
OJ  No.  C b2  of  15.3.1975 
- Opinion on  Education in the  turopean Community, 
129th Plenary 3eosion held  on  23  and  24.4.1975; 
Opinion Doc.  CJ<;::i  48?/75.  Record  of Proceedings 
Doc.  CES  505/75;  OJ  No.  C 255  of 7.11.1975 
- Opinion on  a  Community  Policy  on  Data-Processing; 
129th Plenary  ~esoion held  on  23  and  24.4.1975; 
Opinion Doc.  CES  485/75.  Hecord  of Proceedings 
Doc.  CES  503/75;  OJ  No.  C 255  of 7.11.1975 
- Opinion on  ~uropean Union, 
held on  16  and  1'7.7.1975; 
Record  of Proceedings  Doc. 
OJ  No.  C 270  of  26.11.1975 
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Opinion Doc.  CES  805/75; 
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- Opinion on Transport  and  Telcconununications, 
133rd  Plenary  ~eosion held  on  24  and  25.9.1975; 
Opinion Doc.  CBS  963/75.  Record  of Proceedings 
Doc.  CES  974/'f:>;  OJ  No.  C 286  of  15.12.1975 
- Opinion  on  Development  Cooperation Policy - Gon-
·rention of Lome;  135th Plenary Seosion held  on 
26  and  27. 11 .19'(5;  Opinion Doc.  Ct:S  1224/75. 
rtecord  of  Proceedings  Doc.  Ct:S  1244/75; 
OJ  Ho.  C 35  of  16.2.1976 
- Opinion on  the  r:conomic  and  :.Jocial  Situation of  the 
Woman  in the  .r,'uropcan  Conununi ty;  13'7th  Plenary 
:Je:;sion held  on  25  and  26.2.19'(6;  Opinion 
Doc.  CBS  215/lb  +  Appendices.  :ttccord  of  Proceedingo 
Doc.  CB3  228/76;  OJ  No.  C 131  of  12.6.1976. 
-Opinion on Unemployment  in the  C.:ommunity,  137th 
1'lenary Session held  on  25  and  ~6.2.1976; 
Opinion Doc.  CE:J  216/76.  Hecord  of Proceedings 
Doc.  CES  229/7ci;  OJ  No.  C 131  of'  12.6,1976 
- Opinion  on  the  Coordination of Hational Employ-
ment  .l?olicy  Instruments,  136th Plenary :Jession 
held  on  31.3.  and  1.4.1976;  Opinion Doc.  CES  376/67. 
Record  of  J?roceedings  Doc.  CES  387/76; 
OJ  No.  C 131  of  12.6.1976 
- Opinion  on rlegional  Development  ~roblems of  the  Com-
rmmity  during the period  1975/1':!'1'(  and  the  J:<;stab-
liohment  of  a  Gon:mon  Regional  l'olicy,  138th Plenary 
0esoion held  on  31.].  and  1.4.19'(6; 
Opinion  Doc.  CE:J  37b/?6.  Hecord  of Proceedines 
Doc.  U.t<:0  389/76;  OJ  No.  C 131  of  12.6.1976 
- Opinion  on  the .t'ossibilities of DevelopinG Advanced 
~echnology Sectors  in  the  Conuuuni ty through  a  Policy 
of .Giber:::Llizine  Public  PurchaPing,  139th Plenary 
Jeocion held  on  25  and  26.5.19'(6;  Opinion 
Doc.  CE0  572/?o.  Hccord  of  J:>roceedings 
Doc.  CES  591/1'6;  OJ  No.  C 19'(  of 23.8.1976 
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- Upin1on  on the  l•'ir~t  Annual  Heport  on the  l'.'uropean 
ltecional  Development  1"und  19'/~  and  the  ~ummary 
/maLyoin  of  Annual  :t:nfo:rmation  19'/b;  14Jrd Ple-
nary  ;Jension held  on  24  and  ~~.11.1976; 
Opinion Doc.  c.r;;.;  12U2/76.  Record  of Proceedings 
Doc.  CES  1219/76;  OJ  No.  C 5b  of 7.3.1977 
- Opinion  on  0pecific  Meacureo  to be  taken to help 
Young  and  Elderly Workers  and  V/omen  reouming  Gain-
ful  Employment,  143rd l'lenary Seooion held  on  24 
and  25.11.1976;  Opinion Doc.  UES  1188/76.  Record 
of Proceedings  Doc.  CES  1205/76;  OJ  No.  C 56 
of 7.3.1977 
- Opinion on  the  Corrmon  Agricul~tral Policy in the 
International  Context;  145th  ~lenary Session held 
on  26  and  27.1.19T/;  Opinion Doc.  CES  105/77  + 
Appendiceo.  Record  of Proceedingo  Doc.  CES  110/77; 
OJ  No.  C 61  of 10.3.1977 
- 011inion  on  How  Hecional  Development  Helps  to  Solve 
Unemployment  Md Inflation,  14'/th .Plenary  Seosion 
held  on  30  and  J1.J.19Tf;  Opinion Doc.  CE::l  386/T/. 
Hecord  of Proceedings  Doc.  CG:J  410/'17; 
OJ  No.  C  114  of 11.5.1977 
- Opinion  on the r.iultilateral  GATT  i'legotiations, 
146th Plenary  Ses~ion held  on  27  nnd  28.4.1977; 
Opinion Doc.  CES  482/77. 
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The  document  starts by  reviewing the  ESC's  sco,e 
of action in  1958-72  when  it was  unable  to take up  matters 
in connection with European  integration on its own  behalf. 
The  core  of the  document  consists  of a  aescription 
of the possibilities for exerting influence that the  ESC  ob-
tained  when  it haa  the  right  of initiative conferred  on it. 
Mention is maie  of how  it is now  possible  for  the  ESC  to  be 
active  throughout  the  Community  legislative process  ana  the 
new  op,ortunities which  are afforiei by  joint use  of the 
right of initiative and  the  other instruments  proviaea  for 
in its Rules  of Proceaure. 
Finally,  the  aocument  also looks  into the  nature 
of the  ESC's relations with the  European Parliament,  which 
is becoming increasingly involved  in  the  Community's 
decision-making process. 